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Chapter

1

Interoperability
requirements for
applications and databases
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

HP-UX Logical Volume Manager configuration requirements

■

EMC PowerPath configuration requirements

■

IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE configuration requirements

■

IBM Logical Volume Manager configuration requirements

■

Microsoft Cluster Server configuration requirements

■

Microsoft Exchange configuration requirements

■

Microsoft SQL Server configuration requirements

■

Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager configuration requirements

■

Oracle configuration requirements

■

Solaris ZFS configuration requirements

■

Sun Volume Manager configuration requirements

■

Sybase ASE configuration requirements

■

Configuration requirements for other Veritas products

■

Tuning application and database explorers
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HP-UX Logical Volume Manager configuration
requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover logical volumes on HP-UX, you need
to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following to configure HP-UX LVM:
■

Application setup requirements for HP-UX Logical Volume Manager

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP-UX Logical Volume Manager

Application setup requirements for HP-UX Logical Volume Manager
Follow the application setup that is listed in your HP-UX documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP-UX Logical Volume
Manager
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for HP-UX Logical Volume
Manager.

EMC PowerPath configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover EMC PowerPath, you need to ensure
that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
EMC PowerPath:
■

Application setup requirements for EMC PowerPath

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC PowerPath
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Application setup requirements for EMC PowerPath
For CommandCentral to properly discover EMC PowerPath, follow the application
setup procedures that are listed in your EMC PowerPath documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC PowerPath
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for EMC PowerPath.

IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE, ensure that
the database application and CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE:
■

Application setup requirements for IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE

Application setup requirements for IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE
Follow the application setup that is listed in your DB2 documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE
During installation, CommandCentral attempts to gather DB2 configuration
information automatically so that the DB2 explorer can discover and return
information about DB2 instances without intervention. However, there are some
situations in which DB2 autoconfiguration is impossible. In such cases, you can
configure CommandCentral to discover IBM DB2 instances.
To configure CommandCentral to discover an IBM DB2 instance

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Database and the device type DB2 Instance. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host where the
DB2 instance runs. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM DB2 instances” on page 18.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM DB2 instances
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM DB2 instance that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 1-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DB2
instances

Field

Description

Name

Name of the DB2 database instance.
For DB2, the name and user name are the same, which is a DB2
requirement.

User Name

Name of the DB2 database instance user name.
For DB2, the name and user name are the same, which is a DB2
requirement. If you do not supply a user name, CommandCentral
removes the database instance configuration from its database.
The instance is therefore not discovered and not reported on.

Home Directory

Path to a valid home directory for this DB2 instance.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the DB2 instance. This
field is checked by default.
The Enable Discovery check box should be disabled only when
you want to manually configure the DB2 instance but not discover
it.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the DB2 instance (optional).

Interoperability requirements for applications and databases
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Table 1-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DB2
instances (continued)

Field

Description

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the database instance with the information that you entered in
the dialog. This field is checked by default.
If this field is enabled, the CommandCentral DB2 explorer
attempts to validate the instance credentials that you provided.
If the checkbox is disabled, the DB2 configuration entries are
added to CommandCentral without validation.
We recommend validating your configuration because improper
credentials can cause discovery to fail.

IBM Logical Volume Manager configuration
requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM Logical Volume Manager on AIX,
you need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
IBM Logical Volume Manager:
■

Application setup requirements for IBM Logical Volume Manager

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM Logical Volume Manager

Application setup requirements for IBM Logical Volume Manager
Follow the application setup that is listed in your AIX documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM Logical Volume Manager
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for IBM Logical Volume
Manager.
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Microsoft Cluster Server configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Microsoft Cluster Server (MCS), you
need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about configuration requirements
for Microsoft Cluster Server:
■

Application setup requirements for Microsoft Cluster Server

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Microsoft Cluster Server

Application setup requirements for Microsoft Cluster Server
The MCS application setup requirements are:
■

Follow application the application setup that is listed in your MCS
documentation.

■

MCS cluster names should be unique among the clusters reporting to a single
CommandCentral Management Server.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Microsoft Cluster Server
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Microsoft Cluster Server.

Microsoft Exchange configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Microsoft Exchange, you need to ensure
that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topic for information about requirements for configuring
Microsoft Exchange:
Application setup requirements for Microsoft Exchange
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Application setup requirements for Microsoft Exchange
Follow the application setup that is listed in your Microsoft Exchange
documentation.

Microsoft SQL Server configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Microsoft SQL Server, you need to
ensure that you configure the application and CommandCentral.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
Microsoft SQL Server:
■

Application setup requirements for Microsoft SQL Server

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Microsoft SQL Server

Application setup requirements for Microsoft SQL Server
Follow the setup requirements in your Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

Queries that CommandCentral executes to discover a Microsoft SQL
Server
CommandCentral runs the following queries to discover a Microsoft SQL Server:
1.

select * from master.dbo.sysdatabases

2.

use "db"; select count(*) from sysobjects where xType='U' or
xType='S'

3.

use "db"; exec sp_spaceused

4.

use "db"; exec sp_helpfilegroup

5.

use "db"; select * from dbo.sysfiles where groupid=1

6.

use "db"; select * from dbo.sysfiles where groupid=0

CommandCentral executes the first query for every SQL server instance. This
query returns the list of databases in an instance. In queries two to six, db is the
value returned from the first query. CommandCentral runs queries two through
six for each database that was obtained from the first query.
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CommandCentral setup requirements for Microsoft SQL Server
CommandCentral can automatically discover Microsoft SQL Servers. To
automatically discover Microsoft SQL Servers, a CommandCentral explorer runs
as a local system user and connects to the server without credentials.
You may not want or allow CommandCentral to connect to the server without
credentials. In this case, you can configure CommandCentral to use a specific user
account for discovery. For example, you can provide a read-only account that
CommandCentral can use to discover the Microsoft SQL Server.
To configure CommandCentral to discover a Microsoft SQL Server

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Database and the device type MSSQL. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the server. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the server.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device credential panel options for Microsoft SQL Server” on page 22.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, Click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device credential panel options for Microsoft SQL Server
Use this panel to enter information about the Microsoft SQL (MS SQL) Server that
you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 1-2
Field

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for MS SQL
Description

MS SQL Instance Name Enter the name of the MS SQL instance that you want to discover.
to explore
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Table 1-2

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for MS SQL
(continued)

Field

Description

MS SQL User Name

Enter the user name of an account that CommandCentral can
use to access the MS SQL instance. The account can have
read-only privileges.
If the account belongs to a network domain, enter the user name
as follows:
domain_name\user_name
For example:
ccsw2k3\sqluser

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

This field is read-only and enabled by default. It enables discovery
of the MS SQL instance.

Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a user-friendly name to identify the MS SQL
instance.

Verify Device
Configuration

Select to verify that CommandCentral can contact the instance
with the information that you entered. This field is checked by
default.
We recommend that you validate your configuration because
improper credentials can cause discovery to fail.

Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager
configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Microsoft Windows Logical Disk
Manager (LDM), you need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
Windows Logical Disk Manager:
■

Application setup requirements for Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager
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■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Microsoft Windows Logical Disk
Manager

Application setup requirements for Microsoft Windows Logical Disk
Manager
Application setup requirements for Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager are
as follows:
■

Follow the application setup procedures that are listed in your Microsoft
Windows documentation.

■

For CommandCentral to discover the volume layout for a volume on a Windows
2000 host, you need to install diskpart.exe on the host. You can obtain
diskpart.exe from Microsoft.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Microsoft Windows Logical
Disk Manager
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Microsoft Windows Logical
Disk Manager.

Oracle configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Oracle, you need to ensure that the
application and CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
Oracle:
■

See “Application setup requirements for Oracle” on page 24.

■

See “CommandCentral setup requirements for Oracle” on page 27.

Application setup requirements for Oracle
The following topics identify setup requirements for Oracle databases:
■

See “Tables that CommandCentral requires privileges to in an Oracle database”
on page 25.
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■

See “Queries that CommandCentral executes to discover Oracle ASM disk
groups and disks” on page 26.

■

See “Oracle hot standby databases” on page 26.

■

See “Setup requirements for Oracle RAC instances” on page 26.

■

See “Setup requirements for Oracle ASM instances” on page 26.

Tables that CommandCentral requires privileges to in an Oracle
database
To discover an Oracle database, CommandCentral runs select queries on certain
tables to gather information. If CommandCentral does not have select privileges
to these tables, the Oracle explorer cannot gather the information it needs.
If you manually configure CommandCentral to discover an Oracle database, ensure
that the account that CommandCentral uses for discovery has privileges to these
tables. (With automatic discovery, the sysdba user has privileges to all tables.)
See “CommandCentral setup requirements for Oracle” on page 27.
The table privileges are as follows:
Grant select on sys.v_$datafile to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$tablespace to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$logfile to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$database to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$tempfile to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$instance to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$session to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$active_instances to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$filestat to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$parameter to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$sga to username;
Grant select on sys.dba_tablespaces to username;
Grant select on sys.dba_data_files to username;
Grant select on sys.dba_free_space to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$temp_extent_pool to username;
Grant select on sys.sm$ts_avail to username;
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Grant select on sys.sm$ts_free to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$temp_space_header to username;
Grant select on sys.v_$log to username;

Queries that CommandCentral executes to discover Oracle
ASM disk groups and disks
CommandCentral executes the following queries to discover Oracle ASM disk
groups:
Oracle 10gR1

select GROUP_NUMBER, NAME, STATE, TYPE, TOTAL_MB,
FREE_MB from v$asm_diskgroup;

Oracle 10gR2 or
higher

select GROUP_NUMBER, NAME, STATE, TYPE, TOTAL_MB,
FREE_MB, REQUIRED_MIRROR_FREE_MB, USABLE_FILE_MB,
DATABASE_COMPATIBILITY from v$asm_diskgroup;

CommandCentral executes the following query to discover Oracle ASM disks:
select GROUP_NUMBER, NAME, PATH, STATE, TOTAL_MB, FREE_MB, FAILGROUP,
HEADER_STATUS, CREATE_DATE, MOUNT_DATE from v$asm_disk

Oracle hot standby databases
This type of database is always in recover mode and the database is not open. In
this mode, discovery is achieved by querying v$views as opposed to DBA views.
If standby databases are not open in read-only mode, CommandCentral cannot
discover the following attributes on Tablespace: Tablespaces Status and %
Free/Used.

Setup requirements for Oracle RAC instances
For CommandCentral to discover Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) versions
10g and 11g, you need to update the database's oratab file. By default, the oratab
file contains the name of the database. Manually update the oratab file with the
instance name. Refer to your Oracle documentation for more information.

Setup requirements for Oracle ASM instances
To discover an Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) instance,
CommandCentral’s Oracle explorer connects to the ASM instance with default
sysdba permissions. Ensure that the sysdba account has access to the ASM
instance.
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CommandCentral setup requirements for Oracle
CommandCentral can discover Oracle instances in the following ways:
Automatic discovery

Automatic discovery is the default discovery method. After you
install CommandCentral, the Oracle explorer automatically gathers
Oracle configuration information. The explorer uses the sysdba
user for discovery.
Automatic discovery is not possible in the following situations:

Manual discovery

■

A password exists for the sysdba user account.

■

On HP-UX hosts, active Oracle instances are not listed in the
Oracle configuration file (/etc/oratab, by default).

If automatic discovery is not possible or not desired, you need to
manually discover Oracle instances as follows:
Configure the Oracle explorer to disable automatic discovery.
See “Tuning the Oracle explorer” on page 44.
■ Configure CommandCentral to discover Oracle instances.
See “To configure a CommandCentral to discover Oracle
instances” on page 27.
■

Before you configure CommandCentral to discover an Oracle instance, review
setup requirements.
See “Application setup requirements for Oracle” on page 24.
To configure a CommandCentral to discover Oracle instances

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Database and the device type Oracle Instance. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Oracle instances” on page 28.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, Click Finish.
Device configuration completes.
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Device Credentials panel options for Oracle instances
Use this panel to enter information about the Oracle instance that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 1-3

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Oracle
instances

Field

Description

SID

Name of the Oracle database instance.

User Name

Name of the Oracle account that must have access to v$ and dba
views.
The account is the Oracle user account (not an OS account). Other
applications use the account to connect to the Oracle database
(such as SQL*Plus, OCI, Pro*C, ODBC, and so on).
If you do not supply a user name and password, CommandCentral
removes the configuration from its database and the instance is
not discovered.

Password

Password for the specified user name.
If you do not supply a user name and password, CommandCentral
removes the configuration from its database and the instance is
not discovered.

Home Directory

Installation path for the Oracle database instance.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the Oracle instance.
This field is checked by default.
The Enable Discovery check box should be disabled only when
you want to manually configure the Oracle instance but not
discover it.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the Oracle instance (optional).

Oracle Base

Click Advanced Settings to display. Path for the Oracle
installation directory.
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Table 1-3

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Oracle
instances (continued)

Field

Description

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the database instance with the information that you entered.
This field is checked by default.
If this field is enabled), the CommandCentral Oracle explorer
attempts to validate the instance credentials that you provided.
If the checkbox is disabled, the Oracle configuration entries are
added to CommandCentral without validation.
We recommend validating your configuration because improper
credentials can cause discovery to fail.

Solaris ZFS configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Solaris ZFS file systems, ensure that
the application and CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements to discover Solaris ZFS file systems:
■

See “Application setup requirements for Solaris ZFS file systems” on page 29.

■

See “CommandCentral setup requirements for Solaris ZFS file systems”
on page 29.

Application setup requirements for Solaris ZFS file systems
No additional setup is required for ZFS.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Solaris ZFS file systems
Table 1-4 describes how you can discover Solaris ZFS file systems.
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Table 1-4

How you can discover ZFS

Method

More information

Install the Standard
After you install the Standard Agent, the FS explorer (file system
Agent on the host that explorer) discovers information about ZFS. For more information
includes ZFS
about the Standard Agent, see the CommandCentral Installation
Guide.
As an alternative, you can install the Control Host. For information
about when you might want to install a Control Host, see the
CommandCentral Installation Guide.
Configure agentless
discovery of the host
that includes ZFS

With agentless discovery, CommandCentral can discover the same
information about ZFS that it can with a Standard Agent.
For global zones, CommandCentral requires privileged access to
discover how ZFS is used in non-global zones.
See “How CommandCentral discovers Solaris Zones” on page 67.
For information about how to configure agentless discovery, see
the CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.

Sun Volume Manager configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Sun Volume Manager on Solaris, you
need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Topics in this section describe requirements for configuring Sun Volume Manager:
■

Application setup requirements for Sun Volume Manager

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Sun Volume Manager

Application setup requirements for Sun Volume Manager
Follow the application setup that is listed in your Solaris documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Sun Volume Manager
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Sun Volume Manager.
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Sybase ASE configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise
(Sybase ASE), you need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics for information about requirements for configuring
Sybase ASE:
■

Application setup requirements for Sybase ASE

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Sybase ASE

Application setup requirements for Sybase ASE
Application setup requirements for Sybase ASE are as follows:
■

Follow the application setup that is listed in your Sybase ASE documentation.

■

Assign a password to the system administrator (SA) user.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Sybase ASE
Unlike with Oracle and DB2, CommandCentral does not provide automatic
discovery for Sybase. To enable discovery, you must configure CommandCentral
to discover Sybase instances.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover a Sybase instance, review setup
requirements.
See “Application setup requirements for Sybase ASE” on page 31.
To configure a Sybase database instance for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Database and the device type Sybase Adaptive Server. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.
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4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Sybase instances” on page 32.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Sybase instances
Use this panel to enter information about the Sybase instance that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 1-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Sybase
instances

Field

Description

Adaptive Server Name

Name of the Sybase ASE adapter server (instance).

Sybase User Name

Name of the Sybase ASE adapter server owner account.
If you do not supply a user name and password, CommandCentral
removes the configuration from its database and the instance is
not discovered.

Password

Password for the specified user name.
If you do not supply a user name and password, CommandCentral
removes the configuration from its database and the instance is
not discovered.

Sybase Home Directory Path to a valid Sybase ASE adapter server home directory, for
example: /opt/sybase or /sybase.
Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the Sybase adapter
instance. This field is checked by default.
The Enable Discovery check box should be disabled only when
you want to manually configure the Sybase instance but not
discover it.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the Sybase instance (optional).
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Table 1-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Sybase
instances (continued)

Field

Description

ASE Directory Name

If you do not use Sybase’s default ASE directory path, enter the
path for the ASE directory. The path should go to the bin
directory. For example:
/local/sybase/sybinst3/install/binary/ASE-12_5/bin
You can leave this field blank if you use the default Sybase path.
The ASE directory contains the Sybase instance runfile. A Sybase
runfile contains configuration information for the instance.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

OCS Directory Name

If you do not use Sybase’s default OCS directory path, enter the
path for the OCS directory. The path should go to the bin
directory. For example:
/local/sybase/sybinst3/install/binary/OCS-12_5/bin
You can leave this field blank if you use the default Sybase path.
The OCS directory contains the ISQL Sybase utility binary, which
CommandCentral uses to connect to a Sybase instance for further
discovery.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the database instance with the information that you entered.
This field is checked by default.
If this field is enabled, the CommandCentral Sybase explorer
attempts to validate the instance credentials that you provided.
If the checkbox is disabled, then the Sybase configuration entries
are added to CommandCentral without validation.
We recommend validating your configuration because improper
credentials can cause discovery to fail.

Configuration requirements for other Veritas products
The following sections list requirements for CommandCentral to interoperate
with other Veritas branded products.
■

Veritas Cluster Server configuration requirements

■

Symantec NetBackup configuration requirements
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■

Veritas Volume Manager configuration requirements

For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

Veritas Cluster Server configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover and manage Veritas Cluster Server,
you need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured. Review the following to configure Veritas Cluster Server:
■

Application setup requirements for Veritas Cluster Server

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Veritas Cluster Server

Application setup requirements for Veritas Cluster Server
Table 1-6 identifies setup requirements for this supported application.
Table 1-6

Setup requirements for Veritas Cluster Server

Procedure

Requirement

Setup

■

Cluster systems
states

Veritas Cluster Server must be in the running state. Run hasys
-state to make sure the states of the systems in the cluster are
healthy. For more information, see the Veritas Cluster Server
documentation.

Follow the application setup procedures that are listed in your
Veritas Cluster Server documentation.
■ VCS cluster names should be unique among the clusters reporting
to a single CommandCentral Management Server.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Veritas Cluster Server
When you install the Web Engine on pre-version 4.0 Veritas Cluster Server (VCS)
clusters, 8282 is the default port number for the Web Engine. 8181 is the usual
port number. An installation message informs you of this change.

Symantec NetBackup configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover and manage Symantec NetBackup, you
need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured. Review the following to configure Symantec NetBackup:
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■

Application setup requirements for Symantec NetBackup

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Symantec NetBackup

Application setup requirements for Symantec NetBackup
Table 1-7 identifies the setup requirements for this supported application.
Table 1-7

Setup requirements for Symantec NetBackup

Procedure

Requirement

Setup

Follow the application setup that is listed in your Symantec NetBackup
documentation.

Domain name
service (DNS)

Ensure that both the CommandCentral host and the NBU master server
host names are configured to register their domain suffix with Domain
Name Service (DNS).

Host access to tape If two hosts have access to the same tape drive, the hosts can assign
drives
two different Symantec NetBackup names to the same drive. This
setup is not correct. Assign the same name to the drive. See the
Symantec NetBackup documentation.
SSO tape drives

If two hosts have access to the same tape drive, it is possible that the
drive is not set up as an SSO tape drive. Set up the drive as an SSO
drive. See the Symantec NetBackup documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Symantec NetBackup
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Symantec NetBackup.

Veritas Volume Manager configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover and manage Veritas Volume Manager,
you need to ensure that the application and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured. Review the following to configure Veritas Volume Manager:
■

Application setup requirements for Veritas Volume Manager

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Veritas Volume Manager

Application setup requirements for Veritas Volume Manager
For CommandCentral to properly discover and manage Veritas Volume Manager,
follow the application setup procedures that are listed in your Veritas Volume
Manager documentation.
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Note: Windows Logical Disk Manager (LDM) discovery is not enabled if Veritas
Volume Manager (VM) is installed. If VM is not discovered even after installation,
and instead Windows LDM is discovered, then a host reboot is required to enable
VM discovery.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Veritas Volume
Manager
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Veritas Volume Manager.

Tuning application and database explorers
After you configure CommandCentral to discover your applications and databases,
you may want to tune the explorers that discover the applications and databases.
For example, you might modify an explorer’s polling interval to shorten or extend
the amount of time that the explorer waits until it discovers information. If you
shorten the amount of time, you increase the ability of CommandCentral to provide
more up-to-date information about the application or database. If you extend the
amount of time, you might increase the performance of the CommandCentral
host.

Tuning the AIX LVM explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers IBM Logical Volume Manager.
To tune the AIX LVM explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check AixLvmExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the AIX LVM explorer” on page 36.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the AIX LVM explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
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Table 1-8

AIX LVM explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval In Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the DB2 explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers IBM DB2 instances.
To tune the DB2 explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check DB2Explorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the DB2 explorer” on page 37.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the DB2 explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-9
Field

DB2 explorer options
Description

Polling Interval In Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
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Table 1-9

DB2 explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Auto Discover

Check to enable auto discovery of DB2 instances.
Auto discovery means that no manual configuration of a DB2
instance is required. The moment the explorer runs, it
discovers the DB2 instance and other information
automatically (if the instance is running).

Change Threshold

Enter a threshold value for the DB2 explorer to monitor.
Attributes that are monitored for DB2 instances are:
■

Tablespace (total size and used size)

■

Database (total size and used size)

The value you enter can be an absolute change (such as
number of bytes) or a percentage change. To enter a
percentage, you must also enter the percent sign (%). For
example: 5%
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the DMP explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers the Veritas Volume Manager objects that
are configured for Dynamic Multipathing (DMP).
To tune the DMP explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check DmpExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the DMP explorer” on page 39.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.
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Explorer Settings dialog options for the DMP explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-10
Field

DMP explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the EMC PowerPath explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers EMC PowerPath.
To tune the EMC PowerPath explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check EMCPowerPathExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC PowerPath explorer”
on page 39.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC PowerPath
explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-11
Field

EMC PowerPath explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
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Table 1-11

EMC PowerPath explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the Exchange explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Microsoft Exchange servers.
To tune the Exchange explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, in the Host Name column, click the host on which you
want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, in the Explorer column, select (check)
ExchangeExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the explorer’s
settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Exchange explorer” on page 40.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Exchange explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-12
Field

Exchange explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
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Table 1-12

Exchange explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Change Threshold

Enter a threshold change value for the Exchange explorer to
monitor. The explorer monitors the following attributes:
■

Storage groups (old transaction log size, reserve log size)

■

Files (total size)

The value you enter can be an absolute change (such as
number of bytes) or a percentage of change. To enter a
percentage, you must also enter the percent sign (%). For
example: 5%
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. 0 turns the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the HP LVM explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers HP-UX Logical Volume Manager.
To tune the HP LVM explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check HPLvmExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the HP LVM explorer” on page 41.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the HP LVM explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
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Table 1-13
Field

HP LVM explorer options
Description

Polling Interval In Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the MSCS explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Microsoft Cluster Server.
To tune the MSCS explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check MscsExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the MSCS explorer” on page 42.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the MSCS explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-14
Field

MSCS explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Tuning the MS SQL explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Microsoft SQL Server.
To tune the MS SQL explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check MSSQLExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the MS SQL explorer” on page 43.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the MS SQL explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-15
Field

MS SQL explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Change Threshold

Enter a threshold change value for the MS SQL explorer to
monitor. The explorer monitors the following attributes:
■

Tablespace (total size and used size)

■

Database (total size and used size)

The value you enter can be an absolute change (such as
number of bytes) or a percentage of change. To enter a
percentage, you must also enter the percent sign (%). For
example: 5%
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Tuning the Oracle explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Oracle instances.
To tune the Oracle explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check OracleExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Oracle explorer” on page 44.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Oracle explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-16
Field

Oracle explorer options
Description

Polling Interval In Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Auto Discover

Check to enable auto discovery of Oracle instances.
Auto discover means that no manual configuration of an
Oracle instance is required. The moment that the explorer
runs, it discovers the Oracle instance and other information
automatically (if the instance is running).

Change Threshold

Enter a threshold value for the Oracle explorer to monitor.
Attributes that are monitored for Oracle instances are:
■

Tablespace (total size and used size)

■

Database (total size and used size)

The value that you enter can be an absolute change (such as
number of bytes) or a percentage change. To enter a
percentage, you must also enter the percent sign (%). For
example: 5%
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Table 1-16

Oracle explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Active Instances Only

Check so that the explorer discovers only the instances of
Oracle that are running.
Uncheck so that the explorer discovers instances of Oracle
that are running and also the instances that are specified in
the oratab file.
For offline instances (the instance names that are present in
oratab and not running), CommandCentral displays nothing
other than instance name in the Console. Discovery
information—for example, tablespaces—does not display.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the Sun VM explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Sun Volume Manager.
To tune the Sun VM explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check SunVMExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Sun VM explorer” on page 45.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Sun VM explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
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Table 1-17

Sun VM explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the Sybase explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Sybase instances.
To tune the Sybase explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check SybaseExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Sybase explorer” on page 46.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Sybase explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-18
Field

Sybase explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
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Table 1-18

Sybase explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Change Threshold

Enter a threshold change value for the Sybase explorer to
monitor. Attributes that are monitored for Sybase instances
are:
■

Tablespace (total size and used size)

■

Database (total size and used size)

The value you enter can be an absolute change (such as
number of bytes) or a percentage change. To enter a
percentage, you must also enter the percent sign (%). For
example: 5%
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the Tape Device explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Veritas NetBackup and tape devices.
To tune the Tape Device explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check TapeDeviceExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Tape Device explorer” on page 47.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Tape Device explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
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Table 1-19

Tape Device explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the VCS explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Veritas Cluster Server.
To tune the VCS explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check VcsExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the VCS explorer” on page 48.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the VCS explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-20
Field

VCS explorer options
Options

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Tuning the VxVM explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Veritas Volume Manager.
To tune the VxVM explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check VxVmExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the VxVM explorer” on page 49.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the VxVM explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-21

VxVM explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the Win LDM explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager.
To tune the Win LDM explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check WinLDMExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.
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5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Win LDM explorer” on page 50.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Win LDM explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 1-22
Field

Win LDM explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Interoperability
requirements for HBAs
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Emulex HBA configuration requirements

■

HP HBA configuration requirements

■

IBM HBA configuration requirements

■

JNI HBA configuration requirements

■

QLogic HBA configuration requirements

■

Tuning the Storage explorer

Emulex HBA configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Emulex HBAs, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Review the following topics that list requirements for configuring Emulex HBAs:
■

Device setup requirements for Emulex HBAs

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Emulex HBAs
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Device setup requirements for Emulex HBAs
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for this vendor’s supported HBAs:
■

Install sequence for Emulex HBAs (UNIX)

■

Install sequence for Emulex HBAs (Windows)

■

Requirements for Emulex HBAs without a connection to a storage device

■

Requirements to support CT passthru for Emulex HBAs

■

Mode requirements for Emulex HBAs

■

Port driver topology requirements for Emulex HBAs

■

Emulex HBAs require unique node world wide names (WWNs)

■

Host reboot required after you disconnect an Emulex HBA

Install sequence for Emulex HBAs (UNIX)
When you install the HBA on a Solaris host, install the firmware on the card
(separate package). You can download the driver package from Emulex’s Web site:
http://www.emulex.com
After downloading the appropriate driver package and using pkgadd to install the
driver, verify that the HBA is configured for point-to-point mode.
To verify point-to-point mode HBA configuration

1

Using a text editor, open the Emulex configuration file
(/kernel/drv/lpfc.conf).

2

Set topology to 2 and save your changes.

3

Reboot the host.
For example:
#topology:link topology for initializing the Fibre Channel
connection.
# 0 = attempt loop mode, if it fails attempt point-to-point mode
# 2 = attempt point-to-point mode only
# 4 = attempt loop mode only
# 6 = attempt point-to-point mode, if it fails attempt loop mode
# Set point-to-point mode if you want to run as an N_Port.
# Set loop mode if you want to run as an NL_Port.
topology=2;
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Install sequence for Emulex HBAs (Windows)
When you install the HBA on a Windows host, install the firmware on the card
(separate package).
Download the appropriate driver package and install and configure it before
installing the Management Server. You can download the driver package from
Emulex’s Web site:
http://www.emulex.com
To configure the driver package

1

During driver installation, click the Fabric Automap SCSI Devices option.

2

After configuration completes, reboot the host. See your vendor
documentation for details.

Requirements for Emulex HBAs without a connection to a
storage device
Windows unloads the latest Emulex miniport driver if its SCSI commands fail
because no storage device is connected to the HBA when the host starts. When
the driver is unloaded, CommandCentral does not discover the HBA. As a
workaround, configure the Emulex driver to create a dummy device. See your
vendor documentation for details.

Requirements to support CT passthru for Emulex HBAs
Flash-update the firmware to meet CommandCentral requirements. The firmware
that is supplied from the factory does not work with the HBA driver required to
support CT passthru. If the HBA has the correct HBA driver but the incorrect
firmware, you could receive inconsistent information from the HBA driver. See
your vendor documentation for details.

Mode requirements for Emulex HBAs
Many HBAs have Loop Mode enabled by default. Enable Point-to-Point or fabric
mode for your HBAs to work correctly with CommandCentral. If you do not enable
the correct mode, CommandCentral does not discover the fabric. To configure the
HBA, see your vendor documentation.

Port driver topology requirements for Emulex HBAs
Change the port driver topology to Point-to-Point mode. To configure the HBA,
see your vendor documentation.
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Emulex HBAs require unique node world wide names (WWNs)
The default driver settings cause all Emulex HBAs installed in the same host to
use the same node WWN. As a result, CommandCentral discovers a single node
WWN and creates a single HBA object. The HBA object includes the total number
of ports for all the physical HBAs in the host. To have each HBA use its own unique
node WWN, configure each HBA, then reboot the host. See your vendor
documentation for details.

Host reboot required after you disconnect an Emulex HBA
After you disconnect an HBA from a fabric switch and then reconnect it, you might
have to reboot the host. Some HBAs cannot log on to a fabric again after they have
logged out.

Setup requirements for SMI-S managed Emulex HBAs
You can enable CommandCentral to fully discover and manage supported SMI-S
managed Emulex HBAs. The setup requirements for the SMI-S managed HBA are
as follows:
■

Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an
administrator–level account with valid logon credentials (user name and
password). These are the credentials that CommandCentral uses to log on to
the SMI-S provider.

■

For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control Emulex
HBAs, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List.
This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

■

After you install the SMI-S provider, add the Emulex HBA to the SMI-S provider
for management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions).

CommandCentral setup requirements for Emulex HBAs
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Emulex HBAs, unless you
want to configure CommandCentral to discover Emulex HBAs through an SMI-S
provider.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Emulex HBAs” on page 52.
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To configure CommandCentral to discover Emulex HBAs through an SMI-S provider

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Category
drop-down list, click HBA. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Emulex HBAs” on page 55.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Emulex HBAs
Use this panel to enter information about the SMI-S managed HBA that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 2-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Emulex
HBAs

Field

Description

Remote Host SMI-S
CIMOM IP Address or
Name

Enter the IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that
controls the HBA.

Interop Namespace

Enter the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Refer to your vendor documentation for the
default value.

Login

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery of the SMI-S managed HBA. This field
is enabled by default.
Disable this field only when you want to manually configure the
HBA but not discover it.

Configuration Name

(Optional) A user-friendly name to identify the HBA.
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Table 2-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Emulex
HBAs (continued)

Field

Description

Use SMI-S

Check to enable discovery using SMI-S. This field is enabled by
default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

HTTP Port

Enter the HTTP port to use for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages.
Default is 5988. See vendor documentation to determine whether
this value should be changed. If you configured the SMI-S
provider to use a non-default port, enter that value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

HTTPS port

Enter the HTTPS port to use for SSL HTTP SMI-S messages.
Default is 5989. See vendor documentation to determine whether
this value should be changed. If you configured the SMI-S
provider to use a non-default port, enter that value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check to use SSL encryption instead of clear text HTTP for SMI-S
messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check to configure the explorer to attempt mutual authentication.
Leave unchecked to attempt client-only authentication.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check to configure the explorer to trust all SSL certificates. This
field is enabled by default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Remote Path

Leave this field empty.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Timeout (seconds)

Enter the timeout interval for the CIMOM requests that the
explorer makes. Default is 480 seconds.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check to verify that CommandCentral can contact the SMI-S
provider with the information that you entered in this panel.
This field is enabled by default.
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HP HBA configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Hewlett-Packard HBAs, ensure that
your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Hewlett-Packard
HBAs:
■

Device setup requirements for HP HBAs

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP HBAs

Device setup requirements for HP HBAs
Follow the setup that is listed in your Hewlett-Packard documentation.
Because they automatically use the fabric mode of whatever devices they are
connected to, HP HBAs have no special setup requirements. You can verify that
an HP HBA is in the correct mode.
To verify that an HP HBA is in the correct mode
◆

Run the following command:
/opt/fcms/bin/tdutil /dev/td0

replacing /dev/td0 as required with the path to the HBA.
This command applies only to td devices (the HP Tachyon TL/TS Fibre Channel
HBA family).
The Topology entry should read PTTOPT_FABRIC. If it does not, check the
setup of the connected switch to ensure that it is in fabric mode.

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP HBAs
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for Hewlett-Packard HBAs.
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Note: CommandCentral hosts using HBAs with the Tachyon driver require the
Common HBA Library. If the Common HBA Library is not installed,
CommandCentral considers the HBA offline and does not explore the fabric through
that HBA.

IBM HBA configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM HBAs, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring IBM HBAs:
■

Device setup requirements for IBM HBAs

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM HBAs

Device setup requirements for IBM HBAs
For device setup requirements, follow the setup that is listed in your IBM
documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM HBAs
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for IBM HBAs.

JNI HBA configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover JNI HBAs, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring JNI HBAs:
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■

Device setup requirements for JNI HBAs

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for JNI HBAs

Device setup requirements for JNI HBAs
The following topics identify setup requirements and contains setup instructions
for JNI HBAs:
■

Configuring a JNI HBA to work with CommandCentral

■

Host reboot required after you disconnect a JNI HBA

■

Utility required to configure FCE–64xx JNI HBAs for Solaris

■

Setting up driver supported software packages for JNI HBAs (Solaris)

Configuring a JNI HBA to work with CommandCentral
You need to configure the JNI HBA to work with CommandCentral. You must first
install the JNI driver before you configure the JNI HBA.
To configure the JNI HBA to work with CommandCentral

1

Change from default loop mode to fabric mode.

2

Reboot the host.

3

Use pkgadd to install the JNI driver on the host.

4

Using a text editor, open the configuration file for JNI
(/kernel/drv/fca-pci.conf) and set fca_nport to 1.
For example:
# Configuration flag fca_nport
# Type: boolean; default: 0 (false)
# If false (0), then fca initializes on a loop
# If true (1), then fca initializes as an N_Port
#
and fabric operation is enabled
fca_nport = 1;

Host reboot required after you disconnect a JNI HBA
After you disconnect an HBA from a fabric switch and then reconnect it, you might
have to reboot the host. Some HBAs cannot log on to a fabric again after they have
logged out.
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Utility required to configure FCE–64xx JNI HBAs for Solaris
Use the JNI utility EZ Fibre version 2.2 or later to configure FCE–64xx HBAs for
Solaris. For more information, refer to your JNI documentation.

Setting up driver supported software packages for JNI HBAs
(Solaris)
To ensure proper interoperability, you must download and install the necessary
driver and supporting software packages.
To set up JNI HBAs (Solaris)

1

Follow driver installation instructions in the readme file.

2

Download the package and use pkgadd to install it.

3

In the configuration file, set connect mode to point-to-point.

4

After installation, reboot the host.

5

Install EzFibre-GUI to set up the HBA and map the disks.
Some HBAs, such as driver 4.x and 5.x, require that EzFibre is installed.
EzFibre maps the disk so that Common HBA-API can report the mapped
targets.

6

Based on EZFibre, reboot the host as needed.

7

Install the Common HBA-API package.

CommandCentral setup requirements for JNI HBAs
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for JNI HBAs.

QLogic HBA configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover QLogic HBAs, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring QLogic HBAs:
■

Device setup requirements for QLogic HBAs
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■

CommandCentral setup requirements for QLogic HBAs

Device setup requirements for QLogic HBAs
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for this vendor’s supported HBAs:
■

Fabric mode required for QLogic HBAs

■

Host reboot required after you disconnect a QLogic HBA

■

Installing the common HBA API for QLogic HBAs

Fabric mode required for QLogic HBAs
By default, QLogic HBA ports are configured in fabric mode. If your QLogic card
is not configured in fabric mode, configure it manually by editing the driver
configuration. See your vendor documentation for details.

Host reboot required after you disconnect a QLogic HBA
After you disconnect an HBA from a fabric switch and then reconnect it, you might
have to reboot the host. Some HBAs cannot log into a fabric again after they have
logged out.

Installing the common HBA API for QLogic HBAs
On Windows hosts, you must install the common HBA API. You can find QLogic
files for Symantec products at:
http://www.qlogic.com
To install QLogic HBAs (Solaris)

1

If you do not see OEM QLogic HBAs on Sun Microsystems hosts, ensure that
you have installed the correct Leadville driver from Sun.
Follow driver installation instructions in the readme file.

2

Download the package and use pkgadd to install it.

3

Reboot the host after installation.
Change qlc2200.conf to set up connect mode because the default is loop
mode for the old driver.

4

Start 4.x serial. You need to install "SANblade Control FX" to set up the
point-to-point mode.

5

Install the Common HBA-API interface package.
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To install QLogic HBAs (Windows)

1

Follow driver install instructions in the readme file.

2

Download the package and use the Device Manager to update a new driver.

3

Reboot the host after installation.

4

You might need to edit the registry to change the setup. If so, refer to the
readme file for instructions.

5

Install SANblade Control FX to map to disk and review the setup.

6

You might need to install the Common HBA-API package separately.

Setup requirements for SMI-S managed QLogic HBAs
You can enable CommandCentral to fully discover and manage supported SMI-S
managed QLogic HBAs. The setup requirements for the SMI-S managed HBA are
as follows:
■

Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an
administrator–level account with valid logon credentials (user name and
password). CommandCentral uses the credentials to log on to the SMI-S
provider.

■

For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control QLogic
HBAs, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List.
This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

■

After you install the SMI-S provider, add the QLogic HBA to the SMI-S provider
for management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions).

CommandCentral setup requirements for QLogic HBAs
No additional CommandCentral setup is necessary for QLogic HBAs, unless you
want to set up CommandCentral to discover QLogic HBAs through an SMI-S
provider.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for QLogic HBAs” on page 61.
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To set up CommandCentral to discover QLogic HBAs through an SMI-S provider

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Category
drop-down list, click HBA. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for QLogic HBAs” on page 63.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for QLogic HBAs
Use this panel to enter information about the SMI-S managed HBA that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 2-2

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for QLogic HBAs

Field

Description

Remote Host SMI-S
CIMOM IP Address or
Name

Enter the IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that
controls the HBA.

Interop Namespace

Enter the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Refer to your vendor documentation for the
default value.

Login

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery of the SMI-S managed HBA. This field
is enabled by default.
Disable this field only when you want to manually configure the
HBA but not discover it.

Configuration Name

(Optional) A user-friendly name to identify the HBA.
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Table 2-2

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for QLogic HBAs
(continued)

Field

Description

Use SMI-S

Check to enable discovery using SMI-S. This field is enabled by
default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

HTTP Port

Enter the HTTP port to use for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages.
Default is 5988. See vendor documentation to determine whether
this value should be changed. If you configured the SMI-S
provider to use a non-default port, enter that value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

HTTPS port

Enter the HTTPS port to use for SSL HTTP SMI-S messages.
Default is 5989. See vendor documentation to determine whether
this value should be changed. If you configured the SMI-S
provider to use a non-default port, enter that value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check to use SSL encryption instead of clear text HTTP for SMI-S
messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check to configure the explorer to attempt mutual authentication.
Leave unchecked to attempt client-only authentication.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check to configure the explorer to trust all SSL certificates. This
field is enabled by default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Remote Path

Leave this field empty.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Timeout (seconds)

Enter the timeout interval for the CIMOM requests that the
explorer makes. Default is 480 seconds.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check to verify that CommandCentral can contact the SMI-S
provider with the information that you entered in this panel.
This field is enabled by default.
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Tuning the Storage explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers HBAs.
To configure the Storage explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check StorageExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Storage explorer” on page 65.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Storage explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 2-3
Field

Storage explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 360 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Interoperability
requirements for host
virtualization platforms
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Solaris Zones configuration requirements

■

VMware ESX server configuration requirements

Solaris Zones configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Solaris Zones, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Solaris Zones:
■

How CommandCentral discovers Solaris Zones

■

Setup requirements for Solaris Zones

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Solaris Zones

How CommandCentral discovers Solaris Zones
Table 3-1 describes how you can discover Solaris Zones.
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Table 3-1

How you can discover Solaris Zones

Method

More information

Install the Standard
Agent on the global
zone

For more information about the Standard Agent, see the
CommandCentral Installation Guide.
As an alternative, you can install the Control Host on the global
zone. For information about when you might want to install a
Control Host, see the CommandCentral Installation Guide.

Configure agentless
If you provide CommandCentral a root user account,
discovery of the global CommandCentral discovers the same information about zones
zone
that it can discover with the Standard Agent. If you provide a
non-root user account, CommandCentral discovers the names of
non-global zones, but does not discover the following:
The devices that are exported from the global zone to the
non-global zones
■ The file systems that are mounted in the non-global zones
■

Note: Rather than providing CommandCentral a root user account,
you can use privilege control software to grant a non-root user
the ability to run specific commands.
For information about how to configure agentless discovery, see
the CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.

After you implement one of these discovery methods, CommandCentral discovers
information about the global zone and non-global zones.
CommandCentral uses the Solaris zlogin utility to discover non-global zones.
The use of zlogin requires root access.
See “Requirements for zlogin on non-global zones” on page 69.
Discovery of Solaris Zones provides the following information:
■

■

The storage resources that are associated with the global zone, which includes:
■

Volume managers

■

File systems

■

Applications

■

Databases

The storage that is exported from the global zone to non-global zones, which
includes:
■

Full OS handles (not slices)
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■

■

Veritas Volume Manager volumes

■

ZFS volumes

■

EMC PowerPath pseudo devices

The non-global zones that are associated with the global zone, which includes:
■

The devices that are exported from the global zone to the non-global zones
See “Requirements for devices exported to non-global zones” on page 69.

■

The file systems that are mounted in the non-global zones
See “Requirements for file systems exported to non-global zones”
on page 69.

Setup requirements for Solaris Zones
The following topics identify setup requirements for Solaris Zones:
■

See “Requirements for zlogin on non-global zones” on page 69.

■

See “Requirements for devices exported to non-global zones” on page 69.

■

See “Requirements for file systems exported to non-global zones” on page 69.

Requirements for zlogin on non-global zones
CommandCentral uses zlogin to discover non-global zones. zlogin is enabled by
default on non-global zones. If you disabled zlogin on non-global zones, you need
to enable it. For example, you might have disabled zlogin by adding the following
line to the /etc/pam.conf configuration file on a non-global zone:
zlogin auth required

pam_deny.so.1

Requirements for devices exported to non-global zones
CommandCentral can discover the devices that are exported from the global zone
to non-global zones. However, if the storage is not accessible to the non-global
zone, CommandCentral cannot discover that storage as exported from the global
zone. For example, the storage may not be accessible to the non-global zone
because the non-global zone was not yet rebooted. Ensure that exported devices
are accessible to non-global zones.

Requirements for file systems exported to non-global zones
CommandCentral can discover the file systems that are exported from the global
zone to non-global zones. However, if a file system is not mounted in a non-global
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zone, CommandCentral does not discover that file system as exported from the
global zone. Ensure that exported file systems are mounted in non-global zones.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Solaris Zones
To discover Solaris Zones, do one of the following:
■

Install the Standard Agent on the global zone.
For more information about the Standard Agent, see the CommandCentral
Installation Guide.

■

Configure agentless discovery of the global zone.
For information about how to configure agentless discovery, see the
CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.

See “How CommandCentral discovers Solaris Zones” on page 67.

Tuning the Zones explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Solaris Zones.
To tune the Zones explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check ZonesExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorers - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Zones explorer” on page 70.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Zones explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 3-2
Field

Zones explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. The default is 360 minutes.
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Table 3-2

Zones explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

VMware ESX server configuration requirements
To discover VMware ESX servers, ensure that your storage network's physical
connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings are properly
configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring ESX servers:
■

How CommandCentral discovers ESX servers, virtual machines, and guest
operating systems

■

Setup requirements for ESX servers

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for ESX servers

How CommandCentral discovers ESX servers, virtual machines, and
guest operating systems
CommandCentral can discover information about your VMware environment in
two ways:
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By discovering ESX
servers

CommandCentral can discover ESX servers using VMware
Infrastructure SDK (VI SDK). You can configure CommandCentral
to discover individual ESX servers or a VirtualCenter that manages
ESX servers. When CommandCentral discovers an ESX server, it
discovers information about the virtual machines that run on the
server.
Discovery occurs through the VMware explorer.
Use the Configure a New Device tool to configure discovery of ESX
servers.
See “CommandCentral setup requirements for ESX servers”
on page 76.

By discovering guest
operating systems

If you want information about guest operating systems, you need
to setup discovery of each guest operating system. You can choose
from several methods to discover guest operating systems.

Note: We recommend that you configure discovery of ESX servers before you
discover guest operating systems.
Table 3-3 describes the different ways that you can configure CommandCentral
to discover information about guest operating systems.
Table 3-3

Methods that you can use to discover information about guest
operating systems

Method

More information

Install VMware
Tools on guest
operating systems

When you configure CommandCentral to discover an ESX server,
the VMware explorer can also discover information about guest
operating systems if you install VMware Tools. Installing VMware
Tools on a guest operating system enables the ESX server to obtain
configuration information, which the VMware explorer discovers
using VI SDK.
See “Limitations with discovery of guest operating systems through
VMware Tools” on page 74.

Note: If you use this method, you need to configure each guest
operating system with an IP address.
Install the Unified
Agent on guest
operating systems

If Storage Foundation is installed on the guest operating system,
CommandCentral can discover detailed information about the guest
operating system through the Unified Agent. For information about
how to install and configure the Unified Agent, see the
CommandCentral Installation Guide.
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Methods that you can use to discover information about guest
operating systems (continued)

Table 3-3

Method

More information

Install the Standard CommandCentral can discover detailed information about a guest
Agent on guest
operating system through the Standard Agent. For more information
operating systems
about the Standard Agent, see the CommandCentral Installation
Guide.
Configure agentless CommandCentral can discover detailed information about a guest
discovery of guest
operating system through agentless discovery. For information
operating systems
about how to configure agentless discovery, see the CommandCentral
Administrator’s Guide.

Note: For the Unified Agent, Standard Agent, and agentless discovery, use only
one of these methods to discover a guest operating system. For example, do not
configure agentless discovery of a guest operating system if you installed an agent
on the guest operating system.
Table 3-4 identifies the information that you can discover with each method.
Information that you can discover about guest operating systems
by discovery method

Table 3-4

Information

VMware Tools

Unified Agent

Standard Agent Agentless

Host name
X
and IP address

X

X

X

OS handles

X

X

X

X

X

X

X¹

X¹

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Correlation of
file systems to
OS handles
Correlation of X
OS handles to
virtual disks
Volume
manager
utilization
File system
utilization

X

Note: Windows
GOS only.
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Table 3-4

Information

Information that you can discover about guest operating systems
by discovery method (continued)
VMware Tools

Application
utilization

Unified Agent

Standard Agent Agentless

X

X

¹ Requires discovery of ESX servers.

Limitations with discovery of guest operating systems through
VMware Tools
You can use choose from several methods to discover information about guest
operating systems.
See “How CommandCentral discovers ESX servers, virtual machines, and guest
operating systems” on page 71.
The following limitations apply to discovery of guest operating systems through
VMware Tools:
■

Discovery of host information is limited to host name, operating system, IP
address, and file systems.

■

Discovery of file systems does not include information about the following:
■

File system type

■

File system name (only drive letters are discovered)

■

Backend disks

■

Mount point

■

Discovery of file systems does not occur if the file system is mounted on a
directory. Discovery occurs only if the file system is mounted on a drive letter.

■

Discovery does not include information about remote shares.

■

In the Host Virtualization Summary report, in the Host Virtualization Storage
Summary chart, the capacities in the MVH Usage category are always 0. While
CommandCentral discovers the file systems in the guest operating systems,
the capacities are 0 because the file systems are not linked to any LUNs.

■

In the Virtual Hosts Summary table, the cells for Condition and Last Update
Time are always blank. The cells are blank because there are no
CommandCentral explorers that run on the host.
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Setup requirements for ESX servers
The following topics identify setup requirements for ESX servers:
■

See “Guest operating system requirements for discovery through VMware
Tools” on page 75.

■

See “Firewall setup for VirtualCenters discovered through VI SDK” on page 75.

■

See “Using a read-only account to discover ESX servers” on page 75.

Guest operating system requirements for discovery through
VMware Tools
To discover guest operating systems through VMware Tools, do the following:
■

Install VMware Tools on each guest operating system.

■

Configure each guest operating system with an IP address.

Firewall setup for VirtualCenters discovered through VI SDK
The Management Server communicates with the VMware VirtualCenter through
port 443. Ensure that port 443 is accessible for Web Services protocol.

Using a read-only account to discover ESX servers
You can use an administrator account or a read-only account to discover ESX
servers.
The following table describes the process to set up and use a read-only account
to discover an ESX server.
Table 3-5

Setting up and using a read-only account to discover an ESX server

Step

Description

1

In the Virtual Infrastructure Client, create a new role. Assign the Browse
Datastore permission to the role.

2

In the Virtual Infrastructure Client, create a new account. Assign the role that
you created in step 1 to the account.

3

In CommandCentral, configure discovery of the ESX server. Enter the
credentials (logon and password) for the account that you created in step 2.
See “CommandCentral setup requirements for ESX servers” on page 76.
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CommandCentral setup requirements for ESX servers
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage individual ESX servers
or a VirtualCenter that manages multiple ESX servers. CommandCentral discovers
ESX servers by using VMware Infrastructure SDK (VI SDK).
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover an ESX server, review the
discovery methods and setup requirements.
See “How CommandCentral discovers ESX servers, virtual machines, and guest
operating systems” on page 71.
See “Setup requirements for ESX servers” on page 75.
To configure an ESX server for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Category
drop-down list, click Virtualization Server. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the ESX server. We recommend that you choose the Management
Server. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover ESX servers.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for ESX servers” on page 76.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.

Device Credentials panel options for ESX servers
Use this panel to enter information about the ESX server that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 3-6

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for ESX servers

Field

Description

VirtualCenter or ESX
Server IP Address or
Host name

Enter the IP address or host name of the ESX server or
VirtualCenter that you want to discover.
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Table 3-6

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for ESX servers
(continued)

Field

Description

Login

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the ESX server
or VirtualCenter.
You can also use a read-only account.
See “Using a read-only account to discover ESX servers”
on page 75.

Password

Enter the password for the account.

Enable Discovery

Check this field to enable discovery of the VirtualCenter or ESX
server. This field is checked by default.

Device Manager

This field is read-only.

Configuration Name

Enter a user-friendly name to identify the ESX server or
VirtualCenter. This field defaults to the value that you enter in
the VirtualCenter or ESX Server IP Address or Host name field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check this field to verify that CommandCentral can contact the
ESX server with the information that you entered in this panel.
This field is checked by default.

Tuning the VMware explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers host virtualization platforms.
To tune the VMware explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check VmwareExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the VMware explorer” on page 78.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.
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Explorer Settings dialog options for the VMware explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 3-7
Field

VMware explorer options
Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 1440 minutes.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Interoperability
requirements for storage
arrays
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

IP address usage warning for array configuration

■

3PAR storage array configuration requirements

■

EMC Celerra Network Server (NS) unified storage configuration requirements

■

EMC CLARiiON storage array configuration requirements

■

EMC Symmetrix and DMX storage array configuration requirements

■

Engenio (LSI) storage array configuration requirements

■

FalconStor Network Storage Server (NSS) configuration requirements

■

Fujitsu storage array configuration requirements

■

HP StorageWorks XP storage array configuration requirements

■

HP StorageWorks EVA storage array configuration requirements

■

Hitachi Freedom Storage Lightning 9900 series storage array configuration
requirements

■

Hitachi HiCommand storage array configuration requirements

■

IBM DS4000 (FastT) series storage array configuration requirements

■

IBM SAN volume controller configuration requirements
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■

IBM TotalStorage DS6000 and DS8000 series storage array configuration
requirements

■

IBM TotalStorage Enterprise Storage Server (ESS/Shark) storage array
configuration requirements

■

IBM XIV Storage System configuration requirements

■

NEC storage array configuration requirements

■

NetApp unified storage array configuration requirements

■

StorageTek (STK) storage array configuration requirements

■

Tuning storage array explorers

IP address usage warning for array configuration
Do not use an existing IP address for array configuration. The array configuration
dialogs do not check whether a specified IP address is already in use. When you
configure an array, do not specify an IP address that is already in use for a
configured array.

3PAR storage array configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover 3PAR storage arrays, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
Note that you must configure an array for discovery through SMI-S using the
CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring 3PAR arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for 3PAR arrays

■

Device setup requirements for 3PAR arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for 3PAR storage arrays

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices
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Physical connection requirements for 3PAR arrays
As the SMI-S provider is embedded in the array itself, you do not need to install
the provider on a separate host. The SMI-S provider is turned off by default. For
CommandCentral to manage the SMI-S provider, you must turn on the provider
using 3PAR Inform CLI.
For more information, consult the documentation that was supplied with your
3PAR storage array or visit the 3PAR Web site:
http://www.3par.com

Device setup requirements for 3PAR arrays
Supported 3PAR arrays are controlled through an SMI-S provider. For the latest
information about which SMI-S provider versions can be used to control 3PAR
arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This
document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Note: An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover
and manage supported 3PAR storage arrays.

CommandCentral setup requirements for 3PAR storage arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage 3PAR storage arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for 3PAR arrays” on page 81.
To configure CommandCentral to discover a 3PAR storage array

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click 3PAR Array. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for 3PAR arrays” on page 81.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for 3PAR storage arrays” on page 82.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for 3PAR storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the 3PAR storage array that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for 3PAR storage
arrays

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

Enter the IP address or name of the array being configured.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of
/root/pg_interop (see vendor documentation to verify the
correct Namespace value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array. Default
is 30 minutes.
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Table 4-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for 3PAR storage
arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Configuration Name

Enter a unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-1

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for 3PAR storage
arrays (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

EMC Celerra Network Server (NS) unified storage
configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover a Celerra NS, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral entity
settings are properly configured.
When you configure a Celerra NS for discovery, you must do so using the
device-specific XML API on the Celerra Control Station.
See “Configuring the XML API server on the Celerra Control Station” on page 86.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Celerra NS:
■

See “Physical connection requirements for Celerra NS” on page 85.

■

See “Device setup requirements for Celerra NS” on page 85.

■

See “Host setup requirements for Celerra NS” on page 85.
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Physical connection requirements for Celerra NS
For extended discovery, your environment must include the physical network
connection between the array and the CommandCentral host managing the array.
You should be able to connect from the Management Server to the Celerra's control
station using this URL: https://celerra_control_station_address (where
celerra_control_station_address is the device’s IP address).

Device setup requirements for Celerra NS
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the Celerra and CommandCentral Storage hosts:
■

Host setup requirements for Celerra NS

■

About the Celerra XML API

■

Configuring the XML API server on the Celerra Control Station

■

XML API servlet and XML API server configuration properties

■

Starting the XML API Server on the Celerra Control Station

Host setup requirements for Celerra NS
Configure the array host with an IP address and an administrator-level account
with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses the
credentials to log on to the array.
See “Device setup requirements for Celerra NS” on page 85.

About the Celerra XML API
The Celerra NS unified storage systems includes a dedicated management host
that is called the Control Station. The Control Station controls the storage system's
components and provides access to the Celerra software.
Discovery of the Celerra by CommandCentral is achieved through the Celerra's
Control Station and the Celerra XML API.
The XML API must be enabled for the Celerra to be discovered.
See “Starting the XML API Server on the Celerra Control Station” on page 86.
The CommandCentral explorer that discovers Celerra uses HTTPS over TCP/IP
with the default port 443. If the Celerra is located outside the firewall from the
CommandCentral host, open a port and change the port number in the
EMCCelerraExplorer.
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Starting the XML API Server on the Celerra Control Station
By default, the XML API is disabled. The XML API must be enabled for the Celerra
to be discovered.
To start the XML API server

1

As root, use a text editor to uncomment the following entry in
/nas/sys/nas_mcd.cfg:
daemon "XML API Server"
executable "/nas/sbin/start_xml_api_server"
optional yes
canexit yes
autorestart yes
ioaccess no

2

Restart the NAS services with the following command:
# service nas start

The XML API is now started.

Configuring the XML API server on the Celerra Control Station
The Celerra XML API is operational upon setup using the default configuration
settings. However, if (after starting the XML API server) you experience
communication issues, you can change some of the configuration parameter
properties.
See “XML API servlet and XML API server configuration properties” on page 87.
To change XML API configuration properties

1

Open the properties file in a text editor.

2

Edit the properties file to change the parameters needed.
See the EMC Celerra documentation for details about which parameters can
be changed in the XML API properties.

3

After you change the parameters that affect the servlet, you must restart the
Tomcat server on the Control Station.

4

If the changed parameters affect the XML API Server, restart it as well.
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XML API servlet and XML API server configuration properties
Both the XML API Servlet and XML API Server share a set of configuration
parameters. All parameters are located in the properties file,
$NAS_DB/sys/xml_api.conf, which typically resolves to /nas/sys/xml_api.conf.
Among the list of properties, there are some debug flags. EMC has preset the XML
API configuration properties for application development and not deployment,
so many of the flags are set to true (debug mode).
Table 4-2 describes the XML API Servlet and XML API Server configuration
properties.
Table 4-2

XML API Servlet and XML API Server configuration properties

Property

Description

xml.api.server.log

The location of the XML API Server log is relative to the $NAS_DB (usually
set to /nas) directory. Currently, the value is set to log/cel_api.log,
which normally results in the log file being recorded in the
/nas/log/cel_api.log file. The value of this property affects the XML
API Server.

xml.api.servlet.log

The location of the XML API Servlet log is relative to the $NAS_DB directory.
Currently the value is set to log/webui/cel_api.log, which normally
results in the log file being recorded in the
/nas/log/webui/cel_api.log file. The value of this property affects
the Tomcat server.

xml.api.servlet.logmask

This property switches on and off certain servlet log profiles. The default
value for the mask is zero, which means that the servlet does not log
anything. Do not change this value, unless you do it temporarily at the
request from EMC Support engineers and then reset it to zero. The value
of this property affects the Tomcat server.

xml.api.user.request.validation.flag If true, this property performs a full user request validation. In the case of
improperly formatted request packets, it returns more meaningful
diagnostic messages to the user. EMC suggests you set this property to
false when the application is deployed since it adds to CPU and memory
overhead. The value of this property affects the XML API Server.
xml.api.enable.indications.ext If true, user applications can receive indications for configuration changes.
Indications on task completions and statistics are always delivered
(regardless of the value of the flag). The value of this property affects the
XML API Server.
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Table 4-2

XML API Servlet and XML API Server configuration properties
(continued)

Property

Description

xml.api.trace.apl.calls

This property logs APL requests and responses in the XML API server log
(property xml.api.server.log). This property is set to true; however,
at the time of application deployment, it should be set to false. The value
of this property affects the XML API Server.

xml.api.trace.apl.indications This property logs APL indications in the XML API server log (property
xml.api.server.log). This property is set to true; however, at the time
of application deployment, it should be set to false. The value of this
property affects the XML API Server.
xml.api.trace.user.requests

This property records user application requests in the XML API server log
(property xml.api.server.log). This property is set to true; however,
at the time of application deployment, set it to false. The value of this
property affects the XML API Server.

xml.api.quota.poll.offset

This property affects the exact time of the poll. By default, the tree quota
cache is populated once a day. The time is specified in minutes, starting at
midnight (Control Station local time) when the poll starts. The value of this
property affects the XML API Server.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Celerra NS unified storage
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage Celerra unified
storage systems.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review the device
setup requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Celerra NS” on page 85.
To configure Celerra NS unified storage for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click EMC Celerra Network Server. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
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4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for EMC Celerra unified storage
systems” on page 89.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
The device configuration completes.
See “EMC Celerra Network Server (NS) unified storage configuration
requirements” on page 84.

Device Credentials panel options for EMC Celerra unified
storage systems
Use this panel to enter information about the Celerra unified storage system that
you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-3

Device credentials panel options

Field

Description

IP Address or Name

Enter the IP address of the Control Station.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the Celerra
system.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the Celerra system.
This field is checked by default.

New Devices Enabled by This field is checked by default and cannot be changed.
Default
Configuration Name

Enter a unique user-friendly name to identify the Celerra.
(optional)

Port Number

Enter the port number that CommandCentral Storage must use
to connect to the Celerra system. This field is populated with 443,
the required port for Celerra connection.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Simulation File Name

This field is used for internal use.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify the device's configuration. This
field is checked by default.
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EMC CLARiiON storage array configuration
requirements
To properly discover EMC CLARiiON storage arrays, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
Note that when configuring an array for discovery, you can do so using a
device-specific command-line interface (CLI) or API.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring EMC CLARiiON arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

Device setup requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays

Physical connection requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between each array and the Management Server
or Control Host that discovers the array.

For SNMP monitoring, your environment must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between the Management Server and each array.

Device setup requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and CommandCentral hosts:
■

Typical configuration for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

Requirements for extended discovery of EMC CLARiiON storage arrays

■

Setup requirements to monitor EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

NaviCLI or NaviSecCLI on a CommandCentral host

■

Requirements to support MetaLUN discovery for EMC CLARiiON arrays
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■

Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

Managing HBA port groups (HPGs) for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

Enabling EMC CLARiiON arrays for automatic HPG management

■

Enabling EMC CLARiiON arrays for manual HPG management

■

Compatibility required between NaviCLI version and array firmware for EMC
CLARiiON arrays

■

Using a NaviCLI password security file for CLARiiON arrays

■

Using a NaviSecCLI password security file for EMC CLARiiON arrays

■

Setup requirements to discover and manage EMC CLARiiON AX storage arrays

■

Enable Statistics Logging for EMC CLARiiON storage arrays

Typical configuration for EMC CLARiiON arrays
The following diagram shows a typical configuration for a CLARiiON array:
■

A CLARiiON Management Host (CommandCentral Management Server or
CommandCentral Control Host that manages the CLARiiON arrays)

■

A CLARiiON Managed Host (any host with an in-band connection to a CLARiiON
array)
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Figure 4-1

Example of a CLARiiON array configuration

CLARiiON Management Host

CLARiiON Managed Host

Host Name: cc_management_host1
EMC Software: NaviCLI
NaviAgent if this host
is attached to a CLARiiON
array and is also a
CLARiiON managed host

Host Name: my_managed_host1
EMC Software: NaviAgent

Agent configuration file

Agent configuration file

root - only if NaviAgent is
installed and this host is also
a CLARiiON managed host

root@cc_management_host1

NIC

FC HBA

NIC

FC HBA

FC Switch
CLARiiON Storage Array
EMC Software: SP Agent
Access Logix

Agent configuration file,
privileged users list:
root@cc_management_host1

Note: If the CLARiiON Management Host is
a Windows host, replace root
with system in the Agent configuration
files and add
Administrator@cc_management_host1
to the Agent configuration file privileged users
list in the CLARiiON array

Key:
Ethernet connection
FC connection
Optional FC connection, only
required if the CLARiiON
Management Host is also a
CLARiiON Managed Host

Use the diagram depending on whether you are automatically or manually
managing HBA port groups (HPGs):
■

If you automatically manage HPGs through CommandCentral, follow this
diagram to configure the arrays and hosts.

■

If you manually manage HPGs, NaviAgent on CLARiiON Managed Hosts is not
required. Do not make any entry in agent configuration files on CLARiiON
Managed Hosts.
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Requirements for extended discovery of EMC CLARiiON storage
arrays
This section contains information about configuring the storage array for extended
discovery.
Configuring
multiple storage
processors

The CLARiiON array has two Storage Processors (SP). Configure each
SP with a separate IP address and configure CommandCentral for both
SP IP addresses. Complete Snapshot discovery requires both SP IP
addresses configured in the array and in CommandCentral. Also, if
one SP stops responding, CommandCentral can manage the array
through the other SP.
Configure the second CommandCentral SP IP address.
See “CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays”
on page 111.
If an SP fails, CommandCentral does not use the second IP address
for array management until the next scan. If an SP fails, you loose full
Snapshot discovery capability. A scan occurs whenever the explorer
or array polling interval elapses or when you manually issue scan.

Enabling access
logix

Storage array firmware must have EMC Access Logix enabled. For
more information on enabling EMC Access Logix, see your EMC
CLARiiON documentation.

Configuring
shared access

The storage array host must have Shared Access Configuration, which
requires that Access Logix is enabled.

Setup requirements to monitor EMC CLARiiON arrays
So that CommandCentral can monitor an array through polling, enable the SNMP
agent in the array. The SNMP agent must be running and the CommandCentral
Management Server must be able to access the agent.

NaviCLI or NaviSecCLI on a CommandCentral host
To support management features, NaviCLI or NaviSecCLI with NaviCLI software
must run co-resident with the Management Server or CommandCentral Control
Host that manages the array. Newer versions of the CLARiiON CLI include
NaviSecCLI only.
For the latest support information about which CLARiiON CLI versions are
compatible with which array firmware versions, see the CommandCentral
Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly
at:
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www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

Requirements to support MetaLUN discovery for EMC CLARiiON
arrays
If an array has firmware version 6.19 or lower, or if you use the EMC NaviCLI only,
features like the following are discovered using JRE:
■

MetaLUNs

■

SnapView Clones

■

MirrorView objects

In this instance, JRE 1.4.2 or later must be installed on the host where the NaviCLI
is installed.
For arrays with firmware version 6.19 or higher, these features can be discovered
only by using the NaviSecCLI.

Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays
If an array has firmware version 6.19 or lower, or if you use the EMC NaviCLI only,
operations like the following require a privileged user:
■

LUN creation

■

RAID Group creation

■

LUN masking

Add the CommandCentral host that manages a CLARiiON array to that array's
privileged users list. The entry identifies the CommandCentral host as a CLARiiON
management host and privileged user.
Note: This procedure is not required if you use the NaviSecCLI.
To add the CommandCentral host to the array’s privileged users list

1

Open a Web browser.

2

In the browser’s address field, type the following URL and press Enter:
http://ip_address/setup

where ip_address is the array’s IP address.

3

Log on to the array with administrator-level credentials.

4

Click Set Privileged User.
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5

Specify the user according to the platform of the CommandCentral host:

6

■

UNIX:
root@CommandCentralHost

■

Windows:
system@CommandCentralHost

where CommandCentralHost is the name, IP address, or fully qualified domain
name of the CommandCentral host that manages the CLARiiON array.
For more information about entering privileged users, see your CLARiiON
documentation.

Managing HBA port groups (HPGs) for EMC CLARiiON arrays
CLARiiON arrays implement LUN masking by masking an HBA Port Group (HPG)
to a CLARiiON storage group.
The following HPG management tasks can be done manually or automatically:
■

Creating HBA port groups by registering the HBAs with CLARiiON arrays

■

Adding new HBAs to existing HPGs

■

Removing HBAs from HPGs

See additional information in the following table:
Table 4-4
Topic

Additional task information
Additional information

Automatic HPG
Enabling EMC CLARiiON arrays for automatic HPG management
management tasks
Manual HPG
Enabling EMC CLARiiON arrays for manual HPG management
management tasks

Enabling EMC CLARiiON arrays for automatic HPG management
Automatic HPG management provides the ability to manage HBA Port Groups
through the CommandCentral Console. If you do not choose to enable automatic
HPG management, you can manually manage the HPGs through EMC vendor
tools.
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To enable automatic HPG management

1

Add the CLARiiON management host (the CommandCentral host that manages
a CLARiiON array) to that array's privileged users list.
See “Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 94.

2

Install CLARiiON NaviAgent on all hosts (CLARiiON managed hosts) with an
in-band connection to CLARiiON arrays.

3

On each CLARiiON managed host, assign the correct privileges to the
CLARiiON management host. Do one of the following:
■

Add the CLARiiON management host’s name to NaviCLI on a host that is
already listed in the privileged users list on the CLARiiON managed host.
See “To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s
privileged users list using NaviCLI” on page 96.

■

Add the CLARiiON management host's name by editing the agent.config
file on the CLARiiON managed host.
See “To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s
privileged users list manually” on page 98.

Perform this step even if the CLARiiON management host and the CLARiiON
managed host are the same host.

4

Ensure that every CLARiiON managed host is also a CommandCentral host.
In CommandCentral, automatic HPG management is supported only for
CommandCentral hosts.

To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s privileged
users list using NaviCLI

1

Log onto a host that has NaviCLI installed and that is listed in the CLARiiON
managed host’s privileged users list.

2

Issue the following command to verify that the current host is listed in the
CLARiiON managed host’s privileged users list:
navicli -h managedHost remoteconfig -getconfig

where managedHost is the host whose privileged users list you want to modify.

3

Depending on whether the current host is listed in the CLARiiON managed
host’s privileged users list, continue with one of the following options:
■

If the host is listed and the host can manage another host, continue with
step 4.
The following appears:
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Description: ACCTS CLARiiON
Contact Person: acct@abc.com
Users: system@bat
Administrator@bat
root@robin
Polling Interval(seconds):60
■

If the host is not listed and the host cannot manage other hosts, add a
management host to a managed host’s list of privileged users.
See “To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s
privileged users list manually” on page 98.
The following appears:
Not a privileged user

4

Add the Management Server or CommandCentral Control Host to the
privileged users list on the other host. Type one of the following depending
on the CLARiiON management host (Management Server or CommandCentral
Control Host) operating system:
UNIX host

navicli -h managedHost remoteconfig
-setconfig -adduser
root@CommandCentralHost

Windows host

navicli -h managedHost remoteconfig
-setconfig -adduser
system@CommandCentralHost

Where:

5

■

managedHost is the name, IP address, or FQDN of the host whose users
list you want to modify.

■

CommandCentralHost is the name, IP address, or fully qualified domain
name of the CLARiiON management host. In other words, the Management
Server or CommandCentral Control Host that manages the CLARiiON
arrays.

Verify the CLI/API functionality.
See “Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 103.
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To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s privileged
users list manually

1

Edit the CLARiiON managed host’s agent configuration file; add one of the
following to the privileged users list:
■

A UNIX host:
If the CLARiiON management host (Management Server or
CommandCentral Control Host) is a UNIX host, enter
root@CommandCentralHost

■

A Windows host:
If the CLARiiON management host (Management Server or
CommandCentral Control Host) is a Windows host, enter
system@CommandCentralHost

where CommandCentralHost is the name, IP address or fully qualified domain
name of the Management Server or CommandCentral Control Host that
manages the array.
The agent configuration file is located by default in the following locations:
■

Solaris—
/etc/Navisphere/agent.config

■

Windows—
C:\Program Files\EMC\Navisphere Agent

2

Save your changes.

3

Restart the NaviAgent on the CLARiiON managed host.
See one of the following:
■

To restart the NaviAgent on a CLARiiON managed host (UNIX)

■

To restart the NaviAgent on a CLARiiON managed host (Windows)

To restart the NaviAgent on a CLARiiON managed host (UNIX)
Restart the NaviAgent only if you manually added a CLARiiON management host
to a CLARiiON managed host’s privileged users list.

1

Log onto the CLARiiON managed host as root.

2

Type the following command and press Enter:
/etc/init.d/agent stop
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3

Type the following command and press Enter:
/etc/init.d/agent start

4

Verify the CLI/API functionality.
See “Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 103.

To restart the NaviAgent on a CLARiiON managed host (Windows)
Restart the NaviAgent only if you manually added a CLARiiON management host
to a CLARiiON managed host’s privileged users list.

1

Log onto the CLARiiON managed host as an administrator-level user.

2

Use the Windows Service Control Manager (SCM) to stop the NaviAgent
(Navisphere Agent).

3

Use the Windows SCM to restart the NaviAgent.

4

Verify the CLI/API functionality.
See “Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 103.

Enabling EMC CLARiiON arrays for manual HPG management
You can enable manual HPG management.
To enable manual HPG management

1

Add the CLARiiON management host (the CommandCentral host that manages
a CLARiiON array) to that array's privileged users list.
See “Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 94.

2

Verify the CLI/API functionality.
See “Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 103.

Compatibility required between NaviCLI version and array
firmware for EMC CLARiiON arrays
CommandCentral does not discover an EMC CLARiiON array if the NaviCLI version
is incompatible with the array firmware. Previously, in CommandCentral 4.x, such
arrays were discovered.
If the NaviCLI version is incompatible with the array firmware version, upgrade
the NaviCLI to a version compatible with the array firmware. Then refresh the
EMCClariionExplorer.
For more information about how to refresh the EMCClariionExplorer, see the
CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.
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For the latest support information about which CLARiiON CLI versions are
compatible with which array firmware versions, see the CommandCentral
Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly
at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

Using a NaviCLI password security file for CLARiiON arrays
The password that CommandCentral uses to log on to the CLARiiON array can be
displayed at the command line on UNIX hosts. You can use a password security
file on UNIX hosts to avoid this problem.
For more information about the security file option, see your EMC CLARiiON array
documentation. To support the security file option, the EMC NaviCLI requires JRE
1.4.2 or later installed on the host where the NaviCLI is installed.
Take note of the following when using a password security file:
■

If some arrays have the same user name for the account that CommandCentral
logs on to, all these arrays must also have the same password.

■

For each user name, you make one entry in the default security file, or create
one new security file. When you configure arrays with this user name for
discovery, you either check Use Default Security File or enter the path to the
security file.

To put the password in a security file

1

Create a new account on the UNIX host where CommandCentral discovers
the CLARiiON arrays. This account should have the same user name as the
account that CommandCentral logs onto the CLARiiON with.

2

Log into the new account on the CommandCentral UNIX host.
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3

Issue the following NaviCLI command to create the security file:
java -jar /opt/Navisphere/bin/navicli.jar
-AddUserSecurity -password userPassword -scope userScope

where:
userPassword is the password for the account in the CLARiiON array.
userScope is the scope of the user that you specified when you created the
account in the array; either local (userScope=1) or global (userScope=0).
This command creates a security configuration file, CLISecurityFile.txt.
in the user's home directory, which stores the user's credentials in encrypted
form.

4

If some CLARiiON arrays have a different user name for the account that
CommandCentral logs onto to manage the array, repeat step 1 through step
3. Repeat the steps for each user name. A security file is created in the home
directory for each user.

Using a NaviSecCLI password security file for EMC CLARiiON
arrays
The password that CommandCentral uses to log on to the CLARiiON array can be
displayed at the command line on UNIX hosts. You can use a password security
file on UNIX hosts to avoid this problem.
For more information about the security file option, see your EMC CLARiiON array
documentation
Take note of the following when using a password security file:
■

If some arrays have the same user name for the account that CommandCentral
logs on to, all these arrays must have the same password.

■

For each Username, you make one entry in the default security file, or create
one new security file. When you configure arrays with this user name for
discovery, you either check Use Default Security File or enter the path to the
security file.
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To put the password in a security file

1

Log on as root to the CommandCentral UNIX host that manages the CLARiiON
array.

2

Issue the following NaviSecCLI command to create the security file:
naviseccli -user userName -password passWord -scope
userScope AddUserSecurity [-secfilepath
secFileFolderName]

where:
userName is a valid user name for the account in the array.
passWord is the password for userName.
userScope is the scope of the user that you specified when you created the
account in the array; either local (userScope=1) or global (userScope=0).
secFileFolderName is the directory where you want the security file to reside.
This directory is the path that you specify when you configure an array for
discovery.

3

If some CLARiiON arrays have a different user name, repeat step 2 for each
user name, specifying a different secFileFolderName.
If the secFileFolderName was specified in step 2, use the same name when
configuring the corresponding arrays with CommandCentral.

Setup requirements to discover and manage EMC CLARiiON
AX storage arrays
To discover and manage EMC CLARiiON AX storage arrays, CommandCentral
uses the NaviCLI. However, EMC CLARiiON AX storage arrays include Navisphere
Express, which is not compatible with the NaviCLI. To support discovery and
management of EMC CLARiiON AX storage arrays, on the array, uninstall
Navisphere Express and install Navisphere Manager.

Enable Statistics Logging for EMC CLARiiON storage arrays
To ensure that CommandCentral can collect full performance data for an EMC
CLARiiON storage array, enable Statistics Logging on that array. To enable
Statistics Logging, use the Navisphere web interface. If you disable Statistics
Logging, CommandCentral cannot collect certain performance data for the array.
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Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC CLARiiON arrays
Perform the following tasks on the CLARiiON management host to verify the
functionality of the required EMC CLARiiON CLI/APIs on the CLARiiON
management host. The CLARiiON management host is the Management Server
or CommandCentral Control Host that manages the CLARiiON arrays.
If you automatically manage HBA port groups through CommandCentral, perform
the tasks that are specified for CLARiiON managed hosts. A CLARiiON managed
host is a host that has an in-band connection to a CLARiiON array. Install all
specified software on the hosts and storage array and perform any configuration
for the array and host before performing these tasks.
To use the NaviCLI or NaviAgent from the command line of a Management Server
or CommandCentral Control Host

1

Log on as root on UNIX hosts or as an Administrator-level user on Windows
hosts.

2

Ensure that the Management Server or CommandCentral Control Host has
the following entry in the array’s privileged users list:
UNIX

root@UNIX_host_IPaddress

Windows

system@Windows_host_IPaddress

See “Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 94.
To verify that NaviCLI and NaviSecCLI are installed on the CLARiiON management
host
◆

On the CLARiiON management host, do the following:
UNIX

Type: pkginfo -l NAVICLI
If the NaviCLI is installed, information is returned for NaviCLI.
Type: pkginfo -l NAVISECCLI
If the NaviSecCLI is installed, information is returned for
NaviSecCLI.

Windows

■

Go to Add/Remove Programs.

■

Determine whether "Navisphere CLI" is listed under Currently
installed programs. Navisphere CLI includes both NaviCLI
and NaviSecCLI
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To verify that NaviAgent is installed on the CLARiiON management host or CLARiiON
managed host
◆

On the CLARiiON management host and also on the CLARiiON managed host
(if you automatically manage HBA port groups through CommandCentral),
do the following:
UNIX

Type: pkginfo -l NAVIAGENT
If the NaviAgent is installed, information is returned for
NaviAgent

Windows

■

Go to Add/Remove Programs.

■

Determine whether "Navisphere Agent" is listed under
Currently installed programs.

To determine the NaviCLI and NaviSecCLI versions
◆

After you verify that NaviCLI and NaviSecCLI are installed on the CLARiiON
management host, enter the following at the command line of the management
host:
■

navicli -help

The NaviCLI version displays.
■

naviseccli -help

The NaviSecCLI version displays.
See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List to verify
that the installed version is supported.
To determine the NaviAgent version
◆

After you verify that NaviAgent is installed, enter the following at the
command line of the CLARiiON management host. Perform the procedure
also on CLARiiON managed hosts only if you automatically manage HBA port
groups through CommandCentral:
naviagent -help

The NaviAgent version displays.
See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List to verify
that the installed version is supported.
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To verify that access logix is installed on the array

1

After you verify that NaviCLI is installed, enter the following at the command
line of the CLARiiON management host:
navicli -h arrayIPAddress storagegroup -status

where arrayIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of one of the Storage Processors in the array.

2

Review the information that displays.
■

If Access logix is installed, information about data access control displays.
Data Access control: ENABLED

■

If Access logix is not installed, an error message displays.
This command is not supported by this version of Core software.

To determine the access logix or base (firmware) software version

1

To list the software and versions that are installed in the array, type the
following at the command line of the CLARiiON management host:
navicli -h arrayIPAddress getall -host

where arrayIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of one of the Storage Processors in the array.

2

Verify that the version of the Base software with Active State set to Yes has
Access Logix enabled.
If the Base software version is specified as supported in the CommandCentral
Hardware and Software Compatibility List, Access Logix is enabled in that
version.

To verify that the NaviCLI can communicate with CLARiiON arrays

1

Enter the following at the command line of the CLARiiON management host:
navicli -h arrayIPAddress networkadmin -get

where arrayIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of one of the Storage Processors in the array.

2

Review the information that displays:
■

If NaviCLI can communicate with the array, the following information
displays:
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Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

Processor: SP A
Processor Network Name:
Processor IP Address:
Processor Subnet Mask:
Processor Gateway Address:

RENG_CX600A
10.150.90.95
255.255.248.0
10.150.88.1

If this command succeeds, CommandCentral can use the arrayIPAddress
to communicate with the array.
■

If NaviCLI cannot communicate with the array, the following information
displays:
Error: networkadmin command failed Cannot access device

To verify that the NaviSecCLI can communicate with CLARiiON arrays

1

Enter the following at the command line of the CLARiiON management host:
naviseccli -h arrayIPAddress -user userName -password
passWord -scope userScope networkadmin -get

where:
arrayIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or name
of one of the Storage Processors in the array.
userName is a valid user name for the account in the array.
passWord is the password for userName.
userScope is the scope of the user that you specified when you created the
account in the array; either local (userScope=1) or global (userScope=0).

2

Review the information that displays:
■

If NaviSecCLI can communicate with the arrays, the following type of
information displays:
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

Processor:
SP B
Processor Network Name:
cx500-2spb
Processor IP Address:
10.100.18.18
Processor Subnet Mask:
255.255.248.0
Processor Gateway Address: 10.100.16.1

If this command succeeds, CommandCentral can use the credentials to
communicate with the array.
■

If NaviSecCLI cannot communicate with the arrays, the following type of
information displays:
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Broken Pipe
Valid IP Address with Feature not installed:
naviseccli -h cx500a -user admin -password password -scope 0
networkadmin -get
Management Server - Feature software is not installed or the
command may have been typed incorrectly
usage:
metalun
migrate
connection
mirror
snapview
analyzer

To verify that a CLARiiON management host can manage a CLARiiON array (UNIX)

1

Enter the following at the command line of the CLARiiON management host
to verify that the CommandCentral host has permissions to manage the array:
navicli -h arrayIPAddress remoteconfig -getconfig

where arrayIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of one of the Storage Processors in the array.

2

Review the information that displays.
■

If the host has permission to manage arrays, the following type of
information displays:
[bat] $navicli -h tom remoteconfig -getconfig
Description:
My1 CLARiiON
Contact Person:
vail-us@vxus.veritas.com
Users:
root@bugs
root@mruga
Polling Interval(seconds):
60

Where root@bugs is the entry for the host (name bugs) managing the
CLARiiON array (host name tom).
This entry also enables NaviCLI use from the CLARiiON management host
command line
■

If the host does not have permission to manage arrays, the CLARiiON
management host entry does not display or an error displays. Make the
root entry for the CLARiiON management host in the array's privileged
users list.
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See “Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 94.

3

Verify the automatic HPG management.
See “To verify automatic HPG management (UNIX)” on page 108.

To verify that a management host can manage a CLARiiON array (Windows)

1

Enter the following at the command line of the management host to verify
that the CommandCentral host has permission to manage the array:
navicli -h arrayIPAddress remoteconfig -getconfig

where arrayIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of one of the Storage Processors in the array.

2

Review the information that displays.
■

If the host has permission to manage arrays, the following type of
information displays:
navicli -h tom remoteconfig -getconfig
Description:
My1 CLARiiON
Contact Person:
vail-us@vxus.veritas.com
Users:
system@bat
Administrator@bat
root@mruga
Polling Interval(seconds):
60

Where:
system@bat is the entry for the host (name bat) that manages the CLARiiON

array (host name tom).
Administrator@bat is the entry that enables NaviCLI use from the

CLARiiON management host command line.
■

3

If the host does not have permission to manage arrays, the management
host entry does not display or an error displays. Make the Administrator
and system entries for the management host in the array's privileged
users list.
See “Supporting LUN masking for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 94.

Verify automatic HPG management.
See “To verify automatic HPG management (Windows)” on page 110.

To verify automatic HPG management (UNIX)
Only perform this procedure if you use CommandCentral to automatically manage
HBA port groups. This procedure verifies that a CLARiiON management host has
permission to manage a host with an in-band connection to a CLARiiON array.
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1

Enter the following at the command line of the CLARiiON management host:
navicli -h hostIPAddress remoteconfig -getconfig

where hostIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of a host that accesses a CLARiiON array.

2

Review the information that appears.
■

If the CLARiiON management host has permission to manage other hosts,
the following type of information appears:
[bugs] $navicli -h bill remoteconfig -getconfig
Description:
My1 CLARiiON
Contact Person:
vail-us@vxus.veritas.com
Users:
root@bugs
root@mruga
Polling Interval(seconds):
60

Where root@bugs is the entry for the CLARiiON management host (host
name bugs) that manages the host (bill) specified in hostIPAddress.
■

If the CLARiiON management host does not have permission to manage
other hosts, the following type of information appears:
[bugs] $navicli -h bill remoteconfig -getconfig
Description:
Navisphere Agent
Contact Person:
John Smith, 800-555-1212
Device Connections:
Device Name:
auto
Storage System:
auto
Comments:
Connection Type:
Scsi
Not a privileged user
Polling Interval(seconds): 60
Serial Line Baud Rate:
9600
Log Entries to Transfer:
100
Use explicit device names NO

The "Not a privileged user" line in the message indicates that the
CLARiiON management host (bugs) does not have permission to manage
the other host (bill). Make the root entry for the CLARiiON management
host in the CLARiiON managed host’s agent configuration file.
See “To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s
privileged users list manually” on page 98.
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To verify automatic HPG management (Windows)
Only perform this procedure if you use CommandCentral to automatically manage
HBA port groups. This procedure verifies that a CLARiiON management host has
permission to manage a host with an in-band connection to a CLARiiON array.

1

Enter the following at the command line of the management host:
navicli -h hostIPAddress remoteconfig -getconfig

where hostIPAddress is the IP address, the fully qualified domain name, or
name of a host that accesses a CLARiiON array.

2

Review the information that appears.
■

If the CLARiiON management host has permission to manage other hosts,
the following type of information appears:
navicli -h bill remoteconfig -getconfig
Description:
My1 CLARiiON
Contact Person: vail-us@vxus.veritas.com
Users:
system@bat
Administrator@bat
root@mruga
Polling Interval(seconds):
60

Where system@bat is the entry for the CLARiiON management host (host
name bat) that manages the host (bill) specified in hostIPAddress.
■

If the CLARiiON management host does not have permission to manage
other hosts, the following type of information appears:
.navicli -h bill remoteconfig -getconfig
Description:
Navisphere Agent
Contact Person:
John Smith, 800-555-1212
Device Connections:
Device Name:
auto
Storage System:
auto
Comments:
Connection Type:
Scsi
Not a privileged user
Polling Interval(seconds): 60
Serial Line Baud Rate:
9600
Log Entries to Transfer:
100
Use explicit device names NO
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The "Not a privileged user" line in the message indicates that the
management host does not have permission to manage the other host
(bill). Make the system entry for the management host in the managed
host’s privileged users list.
See “To add a CLARiiON management host to a CLARiiON managed host’s
privileged users list manually” on page 98.

CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage EMC CLARiiON
storage arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 90.
Each CLARiiON array has two Storage Processors (SPs). To enable full Snapshot
discovery and provide failover capability in case an SP fails, configure
CommandCentral for both SPs.
To configure CommandCentral to discover EMC CLARiiON storage arrays

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click EMC CLARiiON Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
array.
See “Physical connection requirements for EMC CLARiiON arrays” on page 90.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for EMC CLARiiON storage arrays”
on page 112.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.

6

Complete configuration.
See “To complete configuration for a CLARiiON array” on page 112.
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To complete configuration for a CLARiiON array
Complete the configuration for a CLARiiON array so that hosts can access the
CLARiiON arrays. Perform these steps after you configure the CommandCentral
host to discover the CLARiiON arrays and verify that the EMC NaviCLI software
is configured

1

Zone the hosts and CLARiiON arrays so that each host can see the LUNs that
it uses.
For information about how to create zones and add and remove objects from
the zone, see the CommandCentral Storage User’s Guide.

2

Register the host HBAs with the CLARiiON arrays by doing one of the
following:
■

If NaviAgent is installed on CommandCentral hosts and you automatically
manage HBA port groups through CommandCentral, see the
CommandCentral Storage User’s Guide. The guide includes information
about how to create HBA port groups and configure them to recognize
your hosts and applications.

■

If NaviAgent is not installed on the hosts that have an in-band connection
to CLARiiON arrays, use Navisphere to register the HBAs. For each
CLARiiON array Storage Processor port, register all HBAs that are
connected to the port. For information about how to register HBAs with
the array, see the administrator’s guide for the EMC ControlCenter
Navisphere Manager.

Full discovery of a CLARiiON array can take up to an hour.

Device Credentials panel options for EMC CLARiiON storage
arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the EMC CLARiiON storage array that
you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for EMC
CLARiiON storage arrays

Field

Description

Storage Processor IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the Storage Processor.
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Table 4-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for EMC
CLARiiON storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Username

Enter a valid user name for the account in the array.
You can optionally specify the user scope, which is the scope that
you specified when you created the user in the SP. Specify scope
in the following format:
Username:scope
For example:
Username:ldap
Scope values are not case-sensitive and can be either "global" or
"local"

Note: Valid credentials are required for metaLUN support.
Note: If you use NaviSecCLI with a password security file, do not
enter a user name. The user name in the security file is used to
access the array.
Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Note: If you use NaviCLI or NaviSecCLI with a password security
file, do not enter a password. The password in the security file
is used to access the array.
Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Enable Monitoring

Check the checkbox to enable Simple Instrumentation Collection
Layer (SICL) monitoring of the array. This field is checked by
default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

How often SICL monitors the array. Default is 30 minutes.

Use Security File

Check the checkbox if you use a password security file.

Use Secure CLI Only

Check the checkbox if you want to use only NaviSecCLI. Array
discovery fails if you check this checkbox, and the array firmware
is not compatible with NaviCLI because it requires NaviSecCLI.

Security File Path

If you did not create the password security file at the default
location, specify the path to the file.

Peer Storage Processor Specify the IP address or name of the other Storage Processor to
Name or IP Address
enable full Snapshot discovery and failover in case one SP fails.
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Table 4-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for EMC
CLARiiON storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the array (optional).

Snapshot Timeout

Time in seconds to wait for snapshot operation to complete.
Default is 3600.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

NAVI CLI Timeout

Time in seconds to wait for LUN, RSV, or metaLUN creation
operations to complete. Default is 3600.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

NAVI CLI Interval

Time in seconds to wait before the explorer checks the status of
a newly created LUN. Default is 30.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Alternate NaviCLI Port The port that NaviCLI and NaviSecCLI use to communicate with
the array. Default is 443. If you use a different port, enter the
value.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the array. This field is checked by default.

Enabling the no poll option for the EMC CLARiiON explorer
Discovery of EMC CLARiiON storage arrays may fail if the array performs other
tasks during discovery. For example, status messages such as the following might
appear for the array:
Could not connect
Call to refresh object devices for explorer
EMCClariionExplorer@<hostname> failed. (V-86-3-222)

If discovery of a CLARiiON storage array fails intermittently, you can enable the
ClariionNoPoll setting in the explorer's configuration file. This setting tells the
explorer to use the -np option when it runs commands to discover the array
configuration. The -np option directs the CLI to return the data that is currently
in the Navisphere Manager database on the array without polling the array.
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Note: If you enable the no poll flag, the explorer discovers data from the Navisphere
Manager's database, which may include stale data. Navisphere Manager refresh
the array configuration in the database at its own refresh cycle.
To set the no poll flag for the EMC CLARiiON explorer

1

Log on to the host where the explorer runs.

2

Change to the following directory:

3

UNIX

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTShal/

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Conf\HAL\

Open the following file in a text editor:
EMCClariionExplorer.cfg

4

Enter the ClariionNoPoll flag and set the value to 1:
ClariionNoPoll=1

5

Save and close the file.

6

Refresh the EMC CLARiiON explorer.
For information about how to refresh an explorer, see the CommandCentral
Administrator’s Guide.

EMC Symmetrix and DMX storage array configuration
requirements
To properly discover EMC Symmetrix and DMX storage arrays, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
Note that you must configure an array for discovery using the EMC Solutions
Enabler (SYMCLI).
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring EMC Symmetrix and
DMX arrays:
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■

Physical connection requirements for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Device setup requirements for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for in-band EMC Symmetrix storage
arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC Symmetrix storage arrays
through remote SYMAPI servers

Physical connection requirements for EMC Symmetrix arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Fibre Channel connection between each array and the fabric

Device setup requirements for EMC Symmetrix arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and CommandCentral hosts:
■

Configuration data corruption for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) requirements for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

World wide names (WWNs) requirements for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

LUN visibility for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Requirements to support discovery of device groups and composite groups for
EMC Symmetrix storage arrays

■

SRDF support for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Configuring the remote SYMAPI server

Configuration data corruption for EMC Symmetrix arrays
Do not run more than one tool (GUI or CLI) that alters the device masks on an
array because it can corrupt array configuration data. CommandCentral alters
device masks in Symmetrix arrays through EMC Solutions Enabler and should be
the only tool managing the arrays.
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EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) requirements for EMC
Symmetrix arrays
To support discovery, install EMC Solutions Enabler on a Management Server or
CommandCentral Control Host. Or, if CommandCentral is already installed, install
EMC Solutions Enabler before starting CommandCentral.
We recommend that you install Solutions Enabler on a host where the Control
Host code (not the Server) is installed.
■

Install EMC Solutions Enabler at the installer default location. For instructions
on installing EMC Solutions Enabler, see your vendor documentation.

■

If you install EMC Solutions Enabler at a location other than the default
location, you must configure the EMC Symmetrix explorer with the location.
See “Tuning the EMC Symmetrix explorer” on page 222.

For information about determining which version of EMC Solutions Enabler to
use, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List.

World wide names (WWNs) requirements for EMC Symmetrix
arrays
EMC limits the number of World Wide Names (WWNs) that can be assigned to a
single FA port to 32. If more than 32 WWNs are assigned to an array port, EMC
Solutions Enabler returns an error message.
You can assign new HBA WWNs to an array port that already has the maximum
32 WWNs assigned to it. Remove some of the WWNs from the port to create
available slots in the database. Then, assign new HBA WWNs to the port. For
detailed instructions, see your vendor documentation.

LUN visibility for EMC Symmetrix arrays
The host on which EMC Solutions Enabler is installed must be able to see a VCMDB
LUN in the storage array. For example, on Windows with QLogic HBA device driver
8.0.8, the host cannot see LUN 255. Therefore, if the VCMDB LUN is 255, change
the VCMDB LUN number in the array to one lower than 255. For more information,
check your vendor documentation.
In addition to the VCMDB LUN, one other LUN in the array should be visible to
the host where Solutions Enabler is installed. This LUN acts as a "gatekeeper" and
enables communication between the host and the storage array. If the VCMDB
LUN is the only LUN in the array that is visible to the host, Solutions Enabler uses
it as the gatekeeper. However, this configuration is not optimal. If a second LUN
is not visible, determine whether the LUNs in the array are masked or zoned from
the host Solutions Enabler host. Exclude the VCMDB and other gatekeeper devices
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from multipathing, and verify that these devices are not in the not ready (NR)
state.
Note: With the newer Enginuity versions (5670 or later), VCM LUN visibility is
not required for full array discovery. A gatekeeper device is sufficient to fully
discover the array.

Requirements to support discovery of device groups and
composite groups for EMC Symmetrix storage arrays
You can use device groups and composite groups to monitor and manage groups
of devices from EMC Symmetrix storage arrays. CommandCentral can discover
the name of the group to which a Symmetrix device belongs.
Device group and composite group definitions are host-specific. To support
discovery of device groups and composite groups, install CommandCentral on the
host where the definitions are defined. If you use the Group Name Service (GNS)
feature in EMC Solutions Enabler, install CommandCentral on a host that has
GNS enabled. You can use the GNS feature to store device group and composite
group definitions.

SRDF support for EMC Symmetrix arrays
SRDF is a remote replication mechanism in EMC Symmetrix arrays. The SRDF
associations are between devices of two different Symmetrix arrays, called SRDF
pairs. SRDF pairs consist of the primary that is in one array and the secondary in
another array.
By default, CommandCentral automatically discovers EMC Symmetrix arrays. If
you disable discovery of an array that is an SRDF pair, CommandCentral cannot
discover the SRDF pairs. In addition, CommandCentral cannot discover connections
between the disabled array and other arrays.
For more information about enabling and disabling the discovery of storage arrays,
refer to the CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.

Configuring the remote SYMAPI server
CommandCentral supports discovery of EMC Symmetrix arrays with a remote
SYMAPI server mechanism. This discovery method does not require in-band array
connectivity to the host on which the EMC Symmetrix explorer is running.
For CommandCentral to discover EMC Symmetrix arrays using a remote SYMAPI
server, you need to configure the SYMAPI server. To configure the remote SYMAPI
server in your environment, you need to perform two tasks:
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■

Ensure that the remote SYMAPI server daemon is running on the server where
the EMC Solutions Enabler is installed.

■

Ensure that the EMC Solutions Enabler on the explorer host can communicate
with the remote SYMAPI server.

To ensure that the remote SYMAPI server daemon is running on the server where
the EMC Solutions Enabler is installed

1

Open an operating system console and log on to the CommandCentral host
as root (Solaris) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Type the following command on the host which has in-band connectivity to
the EMC Symmetrix array(s):
stordaemon list

An example of the daemon list appears.
Available Daemons
[*] storapid
storgnsd
storrdfd
storevntd
[*] storwatchd
storsrmd
storstpd
storsrvd
[*] storsrvdInst

('[*]': Currently Running):
EMC Solutions Enabler Base Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler GNS Daemeon
EMC Solutions Enabler RDF Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler Event Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler Watchdog Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler SRM Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler STP Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler SYMAPI Server Daemon
>>> Running Instance of storsrvd <<<

The name for the remote SYMAPI server daemon is storsrvd. If you see a [*]
for storsrvd, that means the remote SYMAPI server daemon is already
running on the host. If the daemon is running, proceed to the next procedure.
See “To ensure that the EMC Solutions Enabler can communicate with the
remote SYMAPI server” on page 120.
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3

Type the following commands to start the storsrvd daemon:
stordaemon start storsrvd
Waiting for daemon to start. This may take several seconds.
stordaemon list

An example of the daemon list appears.
Available Daemons
[*] storapid
storgnsd
storrdfd
storevntd
[*] storwatchd
storsrmd
storstpd
[*] storsrvd

4

('[*]': Currently Running):
EMC Solutions Enabler Base Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler GNS Daemeon
EMC Solutions Enabler RDF Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler Event Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler Watchdog Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler SRM Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler STP Daemon
EMC Solutions Enabler SYMAPI Server Daemon

Perform steps 1 and 2 on each host in which you want to configure the remote
SYMAPI server.

To ensure that the EMC Solutions Enabler can communicate with the remote SYMAPI
server

1

Install EMC Solutions Enabler on either the Management Server or the Control
Host which runs the EMC Symmetrix Explorer.

2

Change to the SYMAPI configuration directory. By default, the directory is:

3

■

Solaris — /var/symapi/config

■

Windows — %PROGRAMFILES%\EMC\SYMAPI\config

Modify the file "netcnfg" in the SYMAPI configuration directory of the host
where the EMC Solutions Enabler is installed. Append the entry for the
configured SYMAPI server(s) to the end of the file. The following is an example
of adding entries for two SYMAPI servers:
#SYMAPI_SERVER - TCPIP node001 WWW.XXX.YYY.ZZZ 2707 DC1_SERVER - TCPIP ctrlhost_1 10.200.15.155 2707 DC2_SERVER - TCPIP ctrlhost_2 10.249.100.155 2707 -

Verifying the configuration of a remote SYMAPI server
You can set environment variables to test if the SYMAPI server is configured
correctly.
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To verify the configuration of a remote SYMAPI server

1

Open an operating system console and log on to the host as root (Solaris) or
as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).
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2

On Solaris, run the following SYMCLI commands to set the server's
environment variables:
SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE=REMOTE; export SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE
SYMCLI_CONNECT=DC1_SERVER; export SYMCLI_CONNECT
symcfg list

On Windows, run the following SYMCLI commands to set the server's
environment variables:
set SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE=REMOTE
set SYMCLI_CONNECT=DC1_SERVER
symcfg list

The following output shows two different arrays that are discovered from
two different remote SYMAPI server hosts.
S Y M M E T R I X
Mcode
Cache
Num Phys Num Symm
SymmID
Attachment Model Version Size(MB) Devices Devices
000282871717 Local
800-M2 5671
4096
16
538
SYMCLI_CONNECT=DC2_SERVER; export SYMCLI_CONNECT
symcfg list
S Y M M E T R I X
Mcode
Cache
Num Phys Num Symm
SymmID
Attachment Model Version Size(MB) Devices Devices
000187979654 Local
DMX800 5671
8192
4
2444

Note: Ensure that the SYMCLI commands are in your PATH environment.

Note: If you get an error in the output instead of a listing of the Symmetrix
arrays, verify that your EMC Solutions Enabler is configured properly. If it
is not configured properly, consult the EMC Solutions Enabler install guide
for the commands. The install guide has detailed instructions on configuring
the SYMAPI server and related commands.
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3

To unset the environment variables, type the following commands:
unset SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE
unset SYMCLI_CONNECT

Verifying CLI/API functionality for EMC Symmetrix arrays
The following topics describe how to verify EMC Solutions Enabler functionality
on UNIX and Windows hosts:
■

Installing and verifying solutions enabler licenses for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Verifying that EMC solutions enabler licenses are installed

■

Installing EMC solutions enabler licenses

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality on UNIX for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality on Windows for EMC Symmetrix arrays

Installing and verifying solutions enabler licenses for EMC
Symmetrix arrays
So that CommandCentral can discover Symmetrix arrays, install and enable the
following set of EMC licenses on the host where Solutions Enabler is installed.
Table 4-6

EMC Solutions Enabler Licenses

License

Purpose

BASE

Enables the Base component,
symdev list
which includes routine commands
such as symdev, symcfg, and
symdisk

Configuration Mgr Enables the symconfigure
command, which is used for
management operations such as
LUN binding and LUN creation
and deletion
Dev Masking

Representative Command to
Determine Presence or
Absence of License

symconfigure query

Enables the symmask and
symmaskdb list database
symmaskdb commands, which are
used for management operations
for LUN masking
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Table 4-6

EMC Solutions Enabler Licenses (continued)

License

Purpose

Representative Command to
Determine Presence or
Absence of License

TimeFinder

Enables the symmir command,
which is used for discovery and
management of TimeFinder
snapshots

symmir -sid
someSymArrayID -f
textFileName attach
someSymArrayID is the ID of a
Symmetrix array
textFileName is a text file that
contains the device numbers of an
STD and BCV device pairing
If the attach operation succeeds,
you can restore the original
STD-BCV relationship by issuing
the following command:
symmir -sid
someSymArayID -f
textFileName detach

Verifying that EMC solutions enabler licenses are installed
Before performing any license verification, verify that EMC Solutions Enabler is
installed on the host where the CommandCentral Management Server or Control
Host is installed.
To determine whether the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)

1

Display the following directory:
/usr/symcli/bin.

EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) creates soft links for all SYMCLI binaries
at this location.

2

If these links are not present, issue the following command at the root
directory:
find . -name symcfg -print

3

Continue with one of the following;
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■

If the Solutions Enabler is installed, determine what solutions enabler
licenses are installed.
See “To determine what solutions enabler licenses are installed and
enabled” on page 125.
The path to where Solutions Enabler is installed is displayed. For example:
./opt/emc/WideSky/V5.2.0/bin/symcfg

■

If the Solutions Enabler is not installed, a path is not returned. Review
information on the Solutions Enabler.
See “EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) requirements for EMC Symmetrix
arrays” on page 117.

To determine whether the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)

1

Go to Add/Remove Programs.

2

Determine whether "SYMCLI" (EMC Solutions Enabler) is listed under
Currently installed programs. Do one of the following:
■

If it is not listed,
See “EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) requirements for EMC Symmetrix
arrays” on page 117.

■

If it is listed,
See “To determine what solutions enabler licenses are installed and
enabled” on page 125.

To determine what solutions enabler licenses are installed and enabled

1

To determine what Solutions Enabler licenses are installed and enabled, look
at the contents of the symapi_licenses.dat file.
■

On UNIX hosts, the file is located at /usr/emc/API/symapi/config.

■

On Windows hosts, the file is located at C:\Program
Files\EMC\Symapi\config.

The following is an example of the contents of the symapi_licenses.dat file:
License Key:
Symmetrix
License Key:
Symmetrix
License Key:
Symmetrix
License Key:
Symmetrix

XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX WIDESKY Feature: TimeFinder /
XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX WIDESKY Feature: BASE /
XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX WIDESKY Feature: ConfigChange /
XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX WIDESKY Feature: SERVER /
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License Key: XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX WIDESKY Feature: DevMasking /
Symmetrix

Licenses can be bundled together, in which case you might not see all installed
and enabled licenses in the symapi_licenses.dat file.

2

Do one of the following:
■

■

3

If all of the required licenses are listed, do one of the following:
■

Verifying CLI/API functionality on UNIX for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality on Windows for EMC Symmetrix arrays

If the required licenses are not listed, continue at the next step.

Change to the directory where the EMC Solutions Enabler is installed and
run the commands.
See Table 4-6 on page 123.

4

If the license for the command is not installed, an error message displays.
Install the license.
See “Installing EMC solutions enabler licenses” on page 126.

Installing EMC solutions enabler licenses
Install the EMC Solutions Enabler licenses on the host where the CommandCentral
Management Server or Control Host is installed.
To install the EMC solutions enabler licenses

1

2

Do one of the following to change to the directory where the EMC Solutions
Enabler is installed:
■

To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)

■

To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)

Enter the following command to invoke the WideSky License Management
Facility (LMF):
symlmf

The following displays:
E M C

W I D E S K Y
WIDESKY LICENSE MANAGEMENT FACILITY

Register WIDESKY License Key (y/[n]) ?
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3

Enter y to input a license key.
The following displays:
Enter WIDESKY License Key :

4

Enter the license key in the format that is specified in your EMC
documentation. If you enter a valid key, a message similar to the following
displays:
The WideSky License Key for the BASE feature was
successfully registered.
Register WIDESKY License Key (y/[n]) ?

5

To enter more license keys, continue with step 3.
To exit, enter n.

6

After the license keys are installed, continue with one of the following:
■

Verifying CLI/API functionality on UNIX for EMC Symmetrix arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality on Windows for EMC Symmetrix arrays

Verifying CLI/API functionality on UNIX for EMC Symmetrix
arrays
To verify that the required CLI/APIs are installed and functioning, perform the
following tasks on the CommandCentral host where the EMC Solutions Enabler
is installed. Install all specified software on the host and the storage array and
perform any specified configuration before performing these tasks. Log on as
root.
To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)
◆

EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) creates soft links for all SYMCLI binaries
at /usr/symcli/bin. If these links are not present, issue the following
command at the root directory:
find . -name symcfg -print

The path to where Solutions Enabler is installed is displayed. For example:
./opt/emc/WideSky/V5.2.0/bin/symcfg

If Solutions Enabler is not installed, a path is not returned.
If no path displays, See “EMC Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) requirements for
EMC Symmetrix arrays” on page 117.
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To determine the EMC solutions enabler version (UNIX)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)”
on page 127.

2

Enter the following at the command line:
./symcli

The SYMCLI version number and other information display. For example:
Symmetrix Command Line Interface (SYMCLI) Version
V5.2.0.0 (Edit Level: 425)
built with SYMAPI Version V5.2.0.0 (Edit Level: 425)

3

Refer to the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List to
verify that the installed version is supported.

To determine the array firmware version (UNIX)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)”
on page 127.

2

Enter the following at the command line:
./symcfg list

A list of all connected Symmetrix arrays displays. For example:
S Y M M E T R I X
Mcode
Cache
Num Phys Num Symm
SymmID
Attachment Model Version Size(MB) Devices Devices
000182504558 Local 3400 5266
2048
1
755

3

Determine the microcode version, which is 5266 in this example. Refer to the
CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List to verify that
the installed version is supported.
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To determine whether Symmetrix arrays and physical devices are visible to the
host (UNIX)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)”
on page 127.

2

Enter the following at the command line:
./symcfg discover

A message similar to the following displays:
This operation may take up to a few minutes. Please be
patient...

3

If the previous command did not return an error message, enter the following
at the command line:
./symcfg list

A list of all connected Symmetrix arrays displays. For example:
S Y M M E T R I X

SymmID

Attachment

000182504558

Local

Model

Mcode
Cache
Version Size(MB)

Num Phys Num Symm
Devices Devices

3400

5266

1

2048

755

4

Verify that all connected Symmetrix arrays are listed.

5

If a connected array is not listed, it could mean that no device in that array
is visible to the host.
See “LUN visibility for EMC Symmetrix arrays” on page 117.
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6

If the previous command returned a list of arrays, enter the following at the
command line for each array listed:
./sympd -sid symmetrixId list

Where symmetrixId is one of the IDs returned by the symcfg list command.
A list of the devices that are visible to the host displays.
For example:
./sympd -sid 000182504558 list
Symmetrix ID: 000182504558
Device Name
Directors
Device
---------------------------- ------------ --------------------Cap
Physical
Sym SA :P DA :IT Config Attribute
Sts MB)
---------------------------- ------------ --------------------/dev/rdsk/c1t1d0s2 0000 01B:0 02A:D1 2-Way Mir N/Grp'd VCM WD 8

7

For each connected Symmetrix array, verify that at least one physical device
is listed.

8

If you see an error message similar to "Gatekeeper not found," no LUNs in
the specified array are visible to the host.
See “LUN visibility for EMC Symmetrix arrays” on page 117.
The VCMDB in that array must be visible to the CommandCentral host where
the EMC Solutions Enabler is installed.
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To determine whether a VCMDB device for each array is visible to the host and in
the ready state (UNIX)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (UNIX)”
on page 127.

2

To determine which VCMDB devices are visible to the host, enter the following
at the command line:
./sympd -sid symID -vcm list

where symID is the last two digits of the array identifier.
Information is returned for each VCMDB device that is visible to the host. In
the following example, the command is issued twice. No devices are visible
for array 27, but a device named c3t0d0s2 is visible for array 84. (The
command output is broken into two lines to make it easier to read.)
# ./sympd -sid 27 -vcm list
Symmetrix ID: 000187400527
No devices were found
# ./sympd -sid 84 -vcm list
Symmetrix ID: 000187900584
Device Name
-------------------------Physical
Sym
-------------------------/dev/rdsk/c3t0d0s2
0000

Directors
-----------SA :P DA :IT
-----------01C:0 16B:C8

Device
---------------------------------------Cap
Config
Attribute
Sts (MB)
----------------------------------------2-Way Mir N/Grp'd VCM WD 45

3

Note the status (Sts) of the VCMDB device (VCM).
■

A status of WD (Write Disabled) means that the device is ready.

■

A status of NR means that the device is not ready. In this case, make the
device ready by issuing the following command:
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./symdev -sid symmetrixId ready symDeviceID

Where symmetrixId is the array ID and symDeviceID is the Symmetrix
device ID.
To make ready the device in the proceeding example (whose symDeviceID
is 0000), you would issue the following command:
./symdev -sid 000187900584 ready 0000

4

Repeat step 2 and step 3 for each Symmetrix array that is attached to the
host.

Verifying CLI/API functionality on Windows for EMC Symmetrix
arrays
To verify that the required CLI/APIs are installed and functioning, perform the
following tasks on the CommandCentral host where the EMC Solutions Enabler
is installed. Install all specified software on the host and the storage array and
perform any specified configuration before performing these tasks. Log on as a
user with administrator-level privileges.
To determine whether the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)
◆

In Add/Remove Programs, determine whether "SYMCLI" (EMC Solutions
Enabler) is listed under Currently installed programs.

To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)

1

In the Search window, search for symcfg.exe under Program Files.
The search returns the path to where the Solutions Enabler executables are
installed.

2

If the EMC Solutions Enabler is not installed at the default location, configure
the EMC Symmetrix explorer.
See “Tuning the EMC Symmetrix explorer” on page 222.
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To determine the EMC solutions enabler version (Windows)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)”
on page 132.

2

Enter the following at the command line:
symcli

The SYMCLI version number and other information display.
For example:
Symmetrix Command Line Interface (SYMCLI) Version
V5.2.0.0 (Edit Level: 425)
built with SYMAPI Version V5.2.0.0 (Edit Level: 425)

3

See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List to verify
that the installed version is supported.

To determine the array firmware version (Windows)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)”
on page 132.

2

Enter the following at the command line:
symcfg list

A list of all connected Symmetrix arrays displays. For example:
S Y M M E T R I X
Mcode
Cache
SymmID
Attachment Model Version Size(MB)
000182504558 Local 3400
5266
2048

3

Num Phys Num Symm
Devices Devices
1
755

Determine the microcode version, which is 5266 in this example.
See the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List to verify
that the installed version is supported.
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To determine whether Symmetrix arrays and physical devices are visible to the
host (Windows)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where the EMC Solutions Enabler
is installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)”
on page 132.

2

Enter the following at the command line:
symcfg discover

A message similar to the following displays:
This operation may take up to a few minutes. Please be
patient...

3

If the previous command did not return an error message, enter the following
at the command line:
symcfg list

A list of all connected Symmetrix arrays displays. For example:
S Y M M E T R I X

SymmID

Attachment

000182504558

Local

Model

Mcode
Cache
Version Size(MB)

Num Phys Num Symm
Devices Devices

3400

5266

1

2048

755

4

Verify that all connected Symmetrix arrays are listed.

5

If a connected array is not listed, it could mean that no device in that array
is visible to the host.
See “LUN visibility for EMC Symmetrix arrays” on page 117.
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6

If the previous command returned a list of arrays, enter the following at the
command line, for each array listed:
sympd -sid symmetrixId list

where symmetrixId is the array ID returned by the symcfg list command.
A list of all devices that are visible to the host displays.
For example:
C:\Program Files\EMC\WideSky\bin>sympd -sid 000182504558 list
Symmetrix ID: 000182504558
Device Name
Directors
Device
--------------------------- ------------- --------------------Cap
Physical Sym SA :P DA :IT Config
Attribute
Sts MB)
--------------------------- ------------- --------------------\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE2
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE3
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE4
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE5
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE6
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE7

0000
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006

01B:0
01B:0
01B:0
01B:0
01B:0
01B:0
01B:0

02A:D1
02A:C0
03A:C0
14A:C0
15A:C0
02B:C0
03B:C0

2-Way
2-Way
2-Way
2-Way
2-Way
2-Way
2-Way

Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir

N/Grp'd VCM WD 8
N/Grp'd
NR 534
N/Grp'd
RW 534
N/Grp'd
RW 534
N/Grp'd
RW 534
N/Grp'd
RW 534
N/Grp'd
RW 534

\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE8 0008 01B:0 15B:C0 2-Way Mir N/Grp'd

RW 534

7

For each connected Symmetrix array, verify that at least one physical device
is listed.

8

If you see an error message similar to, "Gatekeeper not found," no LUNs in
the specified array are visible to the host.
If the error message appears, review information about LUN visibility.
See “LUN visibility for EMC Symmetrix arrays” on page 117.
The VCMDB in that array must be visible to the CommandCentral host where
the EMC Solutions Enabler is installed.
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To determine whether a VCMDB device for each array is visible to the host and in
the ready state (Windows)

1

At the command line, change to the directory where Solutions Enabler is
installed.
See “To determine where the EMC solutions enabler is installed (Windows)”
on page 132.

2

To determine which VCMDBs are visible to the host. Enter the following at
the command line:
sympd -sid symID -vcm list

where symID is the last two digits of the array identifier.
Information is returned for each VCMDB device that is visible to the host. In
the following example, the command is issued twice. No devices are visible
for array 27, but a device named c3t0d0s2 is visible for array 84. (The
command output is broken into two lines to make it easier to read.)
C:>sympd -sid 27 -vcm list
Symmetrix ID: 000187400527
No devices were found
C:>sympd -sid 84 -vcm list
Symmetrix ID: 000187900584
Device Name
-------------------------Physical
Sym
-------------------------/dev/rdsk/c3t0d0s2
0000

Directors
-----------SA :P DA :IT
-----------01C:0 16B:C8

Device
---------------------------------------Cap
Config
Attribute
Sts (MB)
----------------------------------------2-Way Mir
N/Grp'd VCM
WD
45

3

Note the status (Sts) of the VCMDB device (VCM).
■

A status of WD (Write Disabled) means that the device is ready.

■

A status of NR means that the device is not ready. In this case, make the
device ready by issuing the following command:
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symdev -sid symmetrixId ready symDeviceID

Where symmetrixId is the array ID and symDeviceID is the Symmetrix
device ID.
To make ready the device in the proceeding example (whose symDeviceID
is 0000), you would issue the following command:
symdev -sid 000187900584 ready 0000

4

Repeat step 2 and step 3 for each Symmetrix array that is attached to the
host.

CommandCentral setup requirements for in-band EMC Symmetrix
storage arrays
CommandCentral automatically discovers all in-band EMC Symmetrix storage
arrays with a Fibre Channel or SCSI connection to a CommandCentral host where
SYMCLI is installed. No setup is necessary.
CommandCentral also supports discovery of EMC Symmetrix storage arrays
through remote SYMAPI servers.

CommandCentral setup requirements for EMC Symmetrix storage
arrays through remote SYMAPI servers
CommandCentral supports discovery of EMC Symmetrix arrays using a remote
SYMAPI server mechanism. This discovery method does not require in-band array
connectivity to the host on which the EMC Symmetrix explorer runs. However,
the host on which the SYMAPI server is running must have in-band connectivity
with the Symmetrix array. The remote discovery is only supported on hosts
running Solaris or Windows operating systems.
Review device setup requirements for SYMAPI servers.
For CommandCentral to discover EMC Symmetrix arrays using a remote SYMAPI
server, configure the EMC Symmetrix explorer.
To configure the EMC Symmetrix explorer

1

Open an operating system console and log on to the Control Host as root
(Solaris) or as a user with administrator-level privileges (Windows).

2

Type the following command to stop the ArrayExplorers process on the
Management Server or Control Host:
halagentcfg stop-process -p ArrayExplorers
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3

4

Change to the EMCSymmetrixExplorer.cfg bin directory. By default, the
directory is:
■

Solaris — /var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTShal

■

Windows — %PROGRAMFILES%\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Conf\HAL

In the [Devices] section of the EMCSymmetrixExplorer.cfg file, enter the
following:
"SYMAPI_SERVER_LIST"="DC1_SERVER,DC2_SERVER"

The tokens that you add to the SYMAPI server list are the tags for the
corresponding SYMAPI servers that are configured in the SYMAPI netcnfg
file. The netcnfg file is on the explorer host.
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5

Save the file and start the ArrayExplorers process on the host by typing the
following command:
halagentcfg start-process -p ArrayExplorers

Note: Remove the environment variables "SYMCLI_CONNECT" and
"SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE" if they are present in the shell environment that
you use to start the EMC Symmetrix explorer. If these variables are set to any
value or left blank, the EMC Symmetrix explorer may not work as expected.

6

Run the following command to list the detected arrays:
#halcmd -A EMCSymmetrixExplorer -c dev.ld

The following example shows the list of arrays which were detected from the
configured SYMAPI server hosts.
Device Name

Mode

State

---------------------Devices
Normal
NORMAL
Devices\000187979654
Normal
NORMAL
DBObjectKey = (string) HAL_StorageArray@EMC000187979654
ObjectKey = (string) EMC000187979654
ObjectClass = (string) HAL_StorageArray
AutoDiscovered = (boolean) 1
LastRefreshTime
2007-10-18 20:50:11:756
Model = (string) DMX800
NextScheduledRefreshTime
2007-10-18 22:48:20:00
Vendor = (string) EMC
Devices\000282871717
Normal
NORMAL
DBObjectKey = (string) HAL_StorageArray@EMC000282871717
ObjectKey = (string) EMC000282871717
ObjectClass = (string) HAL_StorageArray
AutoDiscovered = (boolean) 1
LastRefreshTimeEnd
2007-10-18 20:50:11:734
LastRefreshTime
2007-10-18 20:48:01:171
Model = (string) 800-M2
NextScheduledRefreshTime
2007-10-18 21:20:11:000
Vendor = (string) EMC
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Engenio (LSI) storage array configuration
requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Engenio storage arrays through SMI-S,
ensure that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
When you configure an array for discovery, you must do so through SMI-S using
the CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Engenio arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays

■

Device setup requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Engenio arrays

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

Physical connection requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls these arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For SNMP monitoring, your environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SANtricity
Storage Manager software is installed

■

Network connection between the CommandCentral Management Server and
the host where the SANtricity Storage Manager software is installed

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your
Engenio storage array or visit the Engenio Web site:
http://www.lsilogicstorage.com
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Device setup requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and SMI-S provider host:
■

SMI-S provider host requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays

■

SMI-S provider software requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays

■

SANtricity storage manager software for Engenio (LSI) arrays

■

Adding Engenio (LSI) storage arrays to the CIMOM

SMI-S provider host requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses
the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.

SMI-S provider software requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays
Supported Engenio arrays are controlled through an SMI-S provider. For
information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control Engenio arrays,
see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This document
is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Note: An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover
and manage supported Engenio storage arrays.

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for Engenio (LSI)
arrays
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the Engenio arrays to the SMI-S provider
for management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions). For
each array, ensure that the credentials that you configure the SMI-S provider to
use are correct.

SANtricity storage manager software for Engenio (LSI) arrays
To enable CommandCentral to monitor these arrays, install SANtricity Storage
Manager software on a host. Contact your Engenio service representative for
information about purchasing this software.
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Adding Engenio (LSI) storage arrays to the CIMOM
To ensure full discovery of Engenio (LSI) storage arrays, add arrays to the CIMOM.
To add an array to the CIMOM (Solaris)

1

Do one of the following:
■

For Solaris 8: Install the LSI Engenio SMI-S provider installation package
from the following link:
http://www.lsi.com/storage_home/products_home/external_raid/
management_software/smis_provider/index.html

■

For Solaris 9 or 10: Disable the Solaris CIMOM/Console manager using
the following command:
# /etc/init.d/init.wbem stop

Note: Disabling the CIMOM/console manager opens the necessary,
non-secure HTTP port 5988 for the CIMVAIL explorer.

2

Open the cimom.properties file and note if Authentication is on or off; the
setting determines what log on credentials you use to add the array.
/opt/engenio/wbemservices/cimom/bin/cimom.properties

3

Close the cimom.properties file.

4

Launch the ProviderUtil program to add the array:
# /opt/engenio/SMI_SProvider/bin/ProviderUtil

5

Using the Authentication setting that you found in step 2, log into the CIMOM
using one of the following methods:
■

If Authentication is ON: Use the Solaris user account credentials.

■

If Authentication is OFF: Use fake user account credentials. You cannot
leave this entry blank.
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6

If you changed the authentication mode, stop and restart the CIMOM:
# /opt/engenio/wbemservices/cimom/bin/stop_cimom.sh
# /opt/engenio/wbemservices/cimom/bin/start_cimom.sh

7

From the ProviderUtil program, add the array as required. When you are
prompted for a password, provide the array credentials.
Note: Using an incorrect password causes management operations, such as
creating LUNs or LUN masking, to fail even though discovery succeeds.
Allow about 2 minutes for the CIMOM initialization to complete.

To add an array to the CIMOM (Windows)

1

Install the provider using MSI installer of the LSI Engenio SMI-S provider.
http://www.lsi.com/storage_home/products_home/external_raid/
management_software/smis_provider/index.html

2

Open the cimom.properties file and note if Authentication is on or off; the
setting determines what log on credentials you use to add the array.
C:\Program Files\EngenioProvider\wbemservices\cimom\ /
bin\cimom.properties

3

Close the cimom.properties file.

4

Launch the ProviderUtil program to add the array:
C:\Program Files\EngenioProvider\SMI_SProvider\bin\ProviderUtil

5

Using the Authentication setting that you found in step 2, log into the CIMOM
using one of the following methods:
■

If Authentication is ON: Use the Windows user account credentials.

■

If Authentication is OFF: Use fake user account credentials. You cannot
leave this entry blank.
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6

If you changed the authentication mode, stop and restart the CIMOM using
the following commands:
C:\Program Files\EngenioProvider\wbemservices\ /
cimom\bin stop_cimom.bat
C:\Program Files\EngenioProvider\wbemservices\ /
cimom\bin start_cimom.bat

7

From the ProviderUtil program, add the array as required. When you are
prompted for a password, provide the array credentials.
Note: Using an incorrect password causes management operations, such as
creating LUNs or LUN masking, to fail even though discovery succeeds.
Allow about 2 minutes for the CIMOM initialization to complete.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Engenio arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage Engenio storage
arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays” on page 141.
To configure CommandCentral to discover an Engenio storage array

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click Engenio (LSI) Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
array.
See “Physical connection requirements for Engenio (LSI) arrays” on page 140.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.
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4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Engenio storage arrays” on page 145.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Engenio storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the Engenio storage array that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-7

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Engenio
storage arrays

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery of the array. This field is checked by
default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of interop
(see vendor documentation to verify the correct Namespace
value).

Enable Monitoring

Check this field to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is checked
by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)
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Table 4-7

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Engenio
storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-7

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Engenio
storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

FalconStor Network Storage Server (NSS)
configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover FalconStor Network Storage Servers,
ensure that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so through
SMI-S using the CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements to configure discovery of FalconStor
Network Storage Servers:
■

See “Physical connection requirements for FalconStor Network Storage
Servers” on page 148.

■

See “Device setup requirements for FalconStor Network Storage Servers”
on page 148.
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■

See “CommandCentral setup requirements for FalconStor Network Storage
Servers” on page 148.

■

See “About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices” on page 285.

Physical connection requirements for FalconStor Network Storage
Servers
Ensure that there is a network connection between the array and the
CommandCentral host that discovers the array.
As the SMI-S provider is embedded in the array itself, you do not need to install
the provider on a separate host.

Device setup requirements for FalconStor Network Storage Servers
To set up the device for discovery, do the following:
■

Ensure that the CIMOM is running on the array.

■

Ensure that CommandCentral supports the CIMOM’s firmware. For information
about supported versions, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software
Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

CommandCentral setup requirements for FalconStor Network Storage
Servers
You can configure CommandCentral to discover FalconStor Network Storage
Servers.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for FalconStor Network Storage Servers”
on page 148.
To configure a FalconStor Network Storage Server for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click FalconStor NSS. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for FalconStor Network Storage
Servers” on page 148.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for FalconStor Network Storage Servers”
on page 149.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for FalconStor Network
Storage Servers
Use this panel to enter information about the FalconStor Network Storage Server
that you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-8

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for FalconStor
Network Storage Servers

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

Enter the IP address of the FalconStor Network Storage Server.

Username

Enter the user name for an account that is allowed to connect to
the CIMOM. By default, the only user that can connect to the
CIMOM is the root user. If you want to use a user other than the
root user, you need to configure the CIMOM to allow access for
that user.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery. This field is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Enter the interop namespace that the CIMOM is configured to
use. The default namespace for FalconStor Network Storage
Servers is Falconstor/Default
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Table 4-8

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for FalconStor
Network Storage Servers (continued)

Field

Description

Enable Monitoring

Check to enable monitoring of the device. This field is checked
by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the array. The default is
30 minutes.

Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a unique, user-friendly name to identify the
device.

SMI-S Port

Enter the port that CommandCentral uses to communicate with
the CIMOM. The port can be an HTTP or HTTPS port. Use an
HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The default HTTP
port is 5988. Use an HTTPS port for SSL HTTP SMI-S messages.
The default HTTPS port is 5989. See vendor documentation to
determine whether this value should be changed. If you modified
the SMI-S port from the default value, enter the configured value
here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check the checkbox if you want to configure the explorer to
attempt mutual authentication.
If you enable this field, both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM
send their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM sends its SSL certificate for validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-8

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for FalconStor
Network Storage Servers (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the device with the information that you entered. This field is
checked by default.

Fujitsu storage array configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Fujitsu storage arrays, ensure that
your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so through
SMI-S using the CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Fujitsu arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for Fujitsu arrays

■

Device setup requirements for Fujitsu arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Fujitsu arrays

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices
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Physical connection requirements for Fujitsu arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your
Fujitsu storage array or visit the Fujitsu Web site:
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/

Device setup requirements for Fujitsu arrays
When you use the CommandCentral Console to perform management operations
for Fujitsu arrays, make sure that no one is logged into the Eternus Manager. Only
one user at a time is allowed to do management operations on the array.
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and SMI-S provider host:
■

SMI-S provider host requirements for Fujitsu arrays

■

SMI-S provider software requirements for Fujitsu arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for Fujitsu arrays

SMI-S provider host requirements for Fujitsu arrays
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses
credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.

SMI-S provider software requirements for Fujitsu arrays
Supported Fujitsu arrays are controlled through an SMI-S provider. For the latest
information about which SMI-S provider versions can be used to control Fujitsu
arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This
document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Note: An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover
and manage supported Fujitsu storage arrays.
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SMI-S provider configuration requirements for Fujitsu arrays
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the Fujitsu arrays to the SMI-S provider
for management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions). For
each array, ensure that the credentials that you configure the SMI-S provider to
use are correct.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Fujitsu arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage Fujitsu storage arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Fujitsu arrays” on page 152.
To configure a Fujitsu array for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click Fujitsu Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
arrays.
See “Physical connection requirements for Fujitsu arrays” on page 152.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Fujitsu storage arrays” on page 153.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Fujitsu storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the Fujitsu storage array that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
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Table 4-9

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Fujitsu
storage arrays

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use.
For embedded CIMOMs, enter /interop
For proxy CIMOMs, enter root/eternus

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array. Default
is 30 minutes.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-9

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Fujitsu
storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.
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HP StorageWorks XP storage array configuration
requirements
To properly discover and manage HP StorageWorks XP storage arrays, ensure
that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you can do so in either of
the following ways but not both:
■

Using Command View Advanced Edition

■

Through SMI-S using the CIMOM

For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring HP StorageWorks XP
arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays

■

Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays using
Command View AE

Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays
For extended discovery using Command View AE, your environment must include
the following:
■

Network connection between the HP Command View AE host and the
CommandCentral host managing the arrays

■

Network connection between the HP storage arrays and the HP Command
View AE host

For extended discovery using the SMI-S CIMOM, your environment must include
the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed
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For SNMP monitoring of HP XP arrays, your environment must include the
following:
■

Physical network connection between the Management Server and the array.

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your HP
StorageWorks XP storage array or visit the HP Web site:
http://www.hp.com

Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and CommandCentral hosts:
■

HP Command View AE host requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays

■

HP Command View AE software requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays

■

Setup requirements to monitor HP StorageWorks XP arrays

■

Service Processor setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for HP StorageWorks XP storage
arrays

HP Command View AE host requirements for HP StorageWorks
XP arrays
Configure the HP Command View AE host with the following:
■

An administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and
password).

■

An IP address.

■

A separate administrator-level user account for CommandCentral to use to
manage the HP StorageWorks XP arrays. Ensure that no user is logged on to
this account.
See “CommandCentral setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays
using Command View AE” on page 159.

■

The ability to accept requests from the CommandCentral host that manages
the HP StorageWorks XP arrays. If the Command View AE is configured to
accept requests only from specified hosts, ensure that the CommandCentral
host is listed.

■

The HP StorageWorks XP arrays to manage.
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HP Command View AE software requirements for HP
StorageWorks XP arrays
The HP Command View AE software cannot be co-resident with the
CommandCentral Management Server or CommandCentral Control Host. See
your HP StorageWorks XP Command View AE documentation for more
information.

Setup requirements to monitor HP StorageWorks XP arrays
So that CommandCentral can monitor an array through polling, enable the SNMP
agent in the array. The SNMP agent must be running and the CommandCentral
Management Server must be able to access the agent.

Service Processor setup requirements for HP StorageWorks
XP arrays
Configure SNMP on the storage array Service Processor (SVP) host and set the
community string to public. Also ensure the following:
■

SVP notebook on the array is running either Microsoft Windows 98 (for the
xp48 and xp512) or Microsoft Windows 2000 (for the other models).

■

SVP is running in View mode.

■

SVP is not running in Modify mode; if it is, change the mode to View using the
SVP console.

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your
Hewlett-Packard storage array or visit the Hewlett-Packard Web site:
http://www.hp.com

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for HP
StorageWorks XP storage arrays
An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover and
manage supported HP XP series storage arrays. If you choose to configure the
arrays for discovery through SMI-S, the following considerations apply.
■

Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an
administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and password).
CommandCentral uses the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.

■

For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control HP XP
series arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility
List. This document is updated regularly at:
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www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays
using Command View AE
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage HP StorageWorks
XP arrays using Command View AE.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays” on page 157.
To configure an HP StorageWorks XP array for discovery using Command View AE

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click HP StorageWorks Command View XP AE Array. Then,
click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
Command View AE.
See “Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays”
on page 156.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for HP StorageWorks XP arrays using
Command View AE” on page 159.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for HP StorageWorks XP
arrays using Command View AE
Use this panel to enter information about the HP StorageWorks XP storage array
that you want CommandCentral to discover.
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Table 4-10

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for HP
StorageWorks XP storage arrays

Field

Description

HiCommand Server or
Command View AE IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the Command View AE.

Username

Enter the valid administrative-level user name that
CommandCentral uses to log on to the Command View AE.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Automatically detect all Check this checkbox if you want the HiCommand explorer to
arrays in the
discover the arrays that are added to the Command View AE after
HiCommand Server or initial discovery. This field is checked by default.
Command View AE
Start managing any new Check this checkbox, if you want the HiCommand explorer to
arrays detected in the manage newly discovered arrays. This field is checked by default.
HiCommand Server or
Command View AE
Enable Monitoring of
HiCommand Arrays

This field does not apply to HP StorageWorks XP arrays.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

This field does not apply to HP StorageWorks XP arrays.

Server Port

Communication port that CommandCentral uses to communicate
with the Command View AE. Default is 2001.

Hitachi Tuning
This field does not apply to HP StorageWorks XP arrays.
Manager IP Address or
Name
Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the HP StorageWorks XP array
(optional).

Monitor these
HiCommand Arrays (*
or array1:array2)

This field does not apply to HP StorageWorks XP arrays.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the HP StorageWorks XP array.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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CommandCentral setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays
using an SMI-S provider
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage HP StorageWorks
XP arrays using an SMI-S provider.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays” on page 157.
To configure an HP StorageWorks XP array for discovery using an SMI-S provider

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click HP StorageWorks XP Array using SMI-S. Then, click
Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks XP arrays”
on page 156.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for HP StorageWorks XP arrays using
an SMI-S provider” on page 161.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for HP StorageWorks XP
arrays using an SMI-S provider
Use this panel to enter information about the HP StorageWorks XP storage array
that you want CommandCentral to discover using an SMI-S provider.
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Table 4-11

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for HP
StorageWorks XP storage arrays using an SMI-S provider

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
array.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of
root/smis/current (see vendor documentation to verify the
correct Namespace value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-11

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for HP
StorageWorks XP storage arrays using an SMI-S provider (continued)

Field

Description

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.
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HP StorageWorks EVA storage array configuration
requirements
To discover Hewlett-Packard StorageWorks EVA storage arrays, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
Note: When configuring an array for discovery use the SSSU command-line
interface (CLI) only.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring HP StorageWorks
EVA arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays

■

Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays

Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Fibre Channel connection between the HP EVA storage array and the HP
OpenView Storage Management Appliance (Management Appliance) host that
manages the array. Depending on the array model, the connection can be a
direct connection (see vendor documentation for which models support direct
connection).

■

Network connection between each Management Appliance and the
CommandCentral host managing the array

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your
Hewlett-Packard storage array or visit the Hewlett-Packard Web site:
http://www.hp.com
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Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array, OpenView Storage Management Appliance host, and
CommandCentral hosts:
■

Requirements for the HP OpenView Storage Management Appliance host (HP
EVA arrays)

■

Requirements for the HP storage system scripting utility (SSSU) requirements
(HP EVA arrays)

Requirements for the HP OpenView Storage Management
Appliance host (HP EVA arrays)
Configure the Storage Management Appliance host with an IP address and an
administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and password).

Requirements for the HP storage system scripting utility (SSSU)
requirements (HP EVA arrays)
The HP Storage System Scripting Utility (SSSU) must run co-resident with the
Management Server or Control Host that discovers the EVA arrays.
Install the HP Storage System Scripting Utility (SSSU) at one of the following
locations:
■

UNIX: /opt/CPQhsv/bin/sssu

■

Windows: C:\Program Files\Compaq\SSSU\sssu.exe

Note: If you install SSSU in an alternate location, you must specify this location
when configuring the HP EVA explorer.
See “Tuning the HP EVA explorer” on page 224.
For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your
Hewlett-Packard storage array or visit the Hewlett-Packard Web site:
http://www.hp.com

Verifying CLI/API functionality for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays
To verify the functionality of the required CLI/APIs, perform the following tasks
on the Management Server or Control Host where the SSSU is installed. Install
all specified software on the host and the storage array and perform any specified
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configuration before performing these tasks. Log on as root on UNIX hosts or as
a user with administrative privileges on Windows hosts.
To verify the functionality of the SSSU CLI

1

On UNIX, run the SSSU in interactive mode by entering
/opt/CPQhsv/bin/sssu

If you did not install the SSSU at this default location, enter the path to the
SSSU.
If the CLI is installed and functioning correctly, a message similar to the
following displays:
SSSU Build 8 for hp command view eva 3.1
NoSystemSelected>

2

On Windows, run the SSSU in interactive mode by double-clicking sssu.exe.
If the CLI is installed and functioning correctly, a command-line window
opens and displays a message similar to the following:
SSSU Build 8 for hp command view eva 3.1
NoSystemSelected>

To verify that SSSU can communicate with HP command view EVA

1

Install the required software and configure the Management Appliance and
storage arrays. Use information in this section as a guide.

2

Start the SSSU in interactive mode.
See “To verify the functionality of the SSSU CLI” on page 166.

3

Depending the version of SSSU that you have installed, do one of the following:
■

For version 6.0 or higher—when SSSU starts up, enter the management
appliance name or IP address, user name, and password.

■

For any version before 6.0—on the Management Server or Control Host
where the SSSU is installed, enter the following at the command line:
select manager Management_Appliance_IP
username=administrator password=adminPW

Where:
Management_Appliance_IP is the IP address of the HP Management
Appliance managing the HP EVA arrays.
administrator is the user name for the HP Command View EVA account
that CommandCentral uses to manage the HP EVA arrays.
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adminPW is the user-specified password to access the Command View
EVA administrator account.

4

Depending the version of SSSU that you have installed, do one of the following:
■

For version 5.0 or higher—enter the following at the command line:
ls system

The names of the HP EVA arrays that the Command View EVA manages
appears in the command line. The display looks similar to the following
(where Veritas is the name of an HP EVA array):
NoSystemSelected> ls system
Systems available on this Manager:
Veritas
NoSystemSelected>
■

For any version before 5.0—enter the following at the command line:
show cell

The names of the HP EVA arrays that the Command View EVA manages
appears in the command line. The display looks similar to the following
(where Veritas is the name of an HP EVA array):
NoCellSelected> show cell
Cells available on this Manager:
Veritas
NoCellSelected>

CommandCentral setup requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage HP StorageWorks
EVA storage arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays” on page 165.
To configure an HP EVA array for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click HP EVA Array. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for HP StorageWorks EVA arrays”
on page 164.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for HP StorageWorks EVA storage
arrays” on page 168.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for HP StorageWorks EVA
storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the HP StorageWorks EVA storage array
that you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-12

Field

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for HP
StorageWorks EVA storage arrays
Description

Storage Management
IP address or name of the Storage Management Appliance.
Appliance IP Address or
Name
Username

Enter administrator

Note: This user name is the Command View EVA account that
CommandCentral uses to manage HP EVA arrays.
Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Note: Enter the password for the Command View EVA
administrator account and not the password for the Management
Appliance administrator account. For more information, contact
your Hewlett-Packard customer representative.
Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the Management
Appliance.
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Table 4-12

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for HP
StorageWorks EVA storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Enable Monitoring

Check the checkbox to enable Simple Instrumentation Collection
Layer (SICL) monitoring of the array.

Array Monitoring
Interval

How often SICL monitors the array. Default is 30 minutes.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the Management Appliance
(optional).

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the Management Appliance. This field is checked by default.

Hitachi Freedom Storage Lightning 9900 series
storage array configuration requirements
Discovery and management of these arrays is supported through the Hitachi
HiCommand platform only.
See “Hitachi HiCommand storage array configuration requirements ” on page 169.

Hitachi HiCommand storage array configuration
requirements
To discover Hitachi arrays that use the HiCommand management framework,
ensure that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so using a
device-specific command-line interface (CLI) or API.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Hitachi HiCommand
arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays

■

Device setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays
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■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays

Physical connection requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the Hitachi HiCommand Server and the
CommandCentral host managing the arrays

■

Network connection between the HiCommand storage arrays and the Hitachi
HiCommand Server

For monitoring, your environment must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between the Hitachi array and the
CommandCentral Management Server

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your
Hitachi HiCommand storage array or visit the Hitachi Web site:
http://www.hds.com

Device setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and HiCommand:
■

Setup requirements for the Hitachi HiCommand server

■

Setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand server software

■

Setup requirements to monitor Hitachi HiCommand arrays through SNMP
polling

■

Setup requirements to monitor Hitachi HiCommand arrays through SNMP
traps

■

Setup requirements for Hitachi 9900 series, 9900V series, and Tagma arrays

■

Configure arrays for HiCommand server management

■

LUN security setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays

■

Disable the Hitachi remote console for Hitachi HiCommand arrays

■

Configure Hitachi HiCommand arrays with only one HiCommand server

Setup requirements for the Hitachi HiCommand server
Configure the server with the following:
■

An administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and
password).
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■

An IP address.

■

A separate administrator-level user account for CommandCentral to use to
manage the HiCommand arrays. Ensure that no user is logged on to this
account.
You can also use a separate administrator-level user account with read-only
permissions for CommandCentral to use to manage the HiCommand arrays.
Use the HiCommand Device Manager to create the user with read-only
permissions and to add the user to a group with necessary privileges.

■

The ability to accept requests from the CommandCentral host that manages
the HiCommand arrays. If the HiCommand Server is configured to accept
requests only from specified hosts, ensure that the CommandCentral host is
listed.

■

The Hitachi arrays to manage. Use the HiCommand Device Manager to
configure the HiCommand server.

Setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand server software
The Hitachi HiCommand Server software cannot be co-resident with the
CommandCentral Management Server or CommandCentral Control Host. See
your Hitachi HiCommand documentation for more information.

Setup requirements to monitor Hitachi HiCommand arrays
through SNMP polling
So that CommandCentral can monitor an array through polling, enable the SNMP
agent in the array. The SNMP agent must be running and the CommandCentral
Management Server must be able to access the agent.

Setup requirements to monitor Hitachi HiCommand arrays
through SNMP traps
To monitor an array using traps, configure the SNMP agent in the array to send
traps to port 162 of the Management Server. Specify the Server IP address, host
name, or fully qualified domain name.
For more information about setting up monitoring, see the CommandCentral
Administrator’s Guide.
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Setup requirements for Hitachi 9900 series, 9900V series, and
Tagma arrays
For 9900 Series, 9900V Series, and Tagma arrays, configure the SNMP agent on
the storage array Service Processor (SVP) host. In addition, set the community
string to public. For the 9900 and 9900V series, also ensure the following:
■

SVP notebook on the array is running either Microsoft Windows 98 (for the
9900 Series) or Microsoft Windows 2000 (for the 9900V Series).

■

SVP is running in View mode.

■

SVP is not running in Modify mode; if it is, change the mode to View using the
SVP console.

Configure arrays for HiCommand server management
If an array is configured to accept requests from only specified hosts, ensure that
the HiCommand Server is listed.

LUN security setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays
To use LUN Security, the Hitachi LUN Security license must be installed. Contact
Hitachi for purchase this license. If you already have it, see your vendor
documentation for details.

Disable the Hitachi remote console for Hitachi HiCommand
arrays
Disable any Hitachi Remote Consoles because they interfere with the
CommandCentral array management feature. See your vendor documentation
for details.

Configure Hitachi HiCommand arrays with only one HiCommand
server
While CommandCentral can discover Hitachi HiCommand arrays that are
configured with multiple HiCommand servers, it may cause inconsistency in
reporting. Additionally, Hitachi does not recommend such a configuration. To
ensure accurate reporting, configure the array with only one HiCommand server.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage Hitachi HiCommand
storage arrays.
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Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays” on page 170.
To configure a HiCommand server for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click HiCommand Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for Hitachi HiCommand arrays”
on page 170.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Hitachi HiCommand storage arrays”
on page 173.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Hitachi HiCommand
storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the Hitachi HiCommand storage array
that you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-13

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Hitachi
HiCommand storage arrays

Field

Description

HiCommand Server or
Command View AE IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the HiCommand server.

Username

Enter the valid administrative-level user name that
CommandCentral uses to log on to the HiCommand server.
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Table 4-13

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Hitachi
HiCommand storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Automatically detect all
arrays in the
HiCommand Server or
Command View AE

Check this checkbox if you want the HiCommand explorer to
discover the arrays that are added to the HiCommand server
after initial discovery. This field is checked by default.

Note: If you deselect (uncheck) this option, the HiCommand
explorer's state displays as INACTIVE in the Console. INACTIVE
means that the HiCommand server does not automatically scan
for the new arrays that are added to your network after the initial
discovery completes.

Start managing any new Check this checkbox if you want the HiCommand explorer to
arrays detected in the manage newly discovered arrays. This field is checked by default.
HiCommand Server or
Command View AE
Enable Monitoring of
HiCommand Arrays

Check the checkbox if you want CommandCentral to monitor the
arrays that this HiCommand server manages.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

How often SICL monitors the array. Default is 30 minutes.

Server Port

Communication port that CommandCentral uses to communicate
with the HiCommand server. Default is 2001.

Hitachi Tuning
Specify the IP address or name of the Hitachi Tuning Manager
Manager IP Address or if you enabled SICL monitoring of the arrays.
Name
Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the HiCommand server (optional)

Monitor These
HiCommand Arrays (*
or array1:array2)

If you enabled monitoring of the arrays that this HiCommand
server manages, you can specify monitoring of all arrays or
individual arrays. To monitor all arrays, enter *. To monitor
individual arrays, enter array IP addresses or names using a colon
delimiter (:) with no spaces between arrays.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the HiCommand server.
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Modifying the interval in which the HiCommand explorer probes
the HiCommand Server
You can modify the interval in which the HiCommand explorer probes the
HiCommand Server. This interval affects how often CommandCentral Storage
probes the HiCommand Server to detect if the server is running and if any storage
arrays were added or deleted.
For example, you might want to increase the interval if you discover that the
Hitachi Device Manager is consuming high memory.
To modify the interval in which the HiCommand explorer probes the HiCommand
Server

1

Log on to the host that discovers the HiCommand storage arrays.

2

Open the HiCommand explorer’s configuration file. By default, the file resides
in the following locations:

3

UNIX

/var/VRTSccs/conf/VRTShal/HiCommandExplorer.cfg

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Conf\HAL\HiCommandExplorer.cfg

In the [Devices] section, modify the value for the following:
"DevMgrProbeIntervalInMins"="value"

For example, if you want to change the value to 20 minutes:
"DevMgrProbeIntervalInMins"="20"
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4

5

In an operating system console, change to the directory where the
halagentcfg script resides. By default, the script resides in the following
locations:
Solaris, HP-UX,
Linux

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

AIX

/opt/VRTShal/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Type the following commands to restart the process under which the
HiCommand explorer runs. The default process is ArrayExplorers.
halagentcfg stop-process --process-name process --host host_name
halagentcfg start-process --process-name process --host host_name

IBM DS4000 (FastT) series storage array configuration
requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM DS4000 series storage arrays,
ensure that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so through
SMI-S using the CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring IBM DS4000 arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays

■

Device setup requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices
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Physical connection requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays
For extended discovery and management using the SMI-S CIMOM, your
environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your IBM
storage array or visit the IBM Web site:
http://www.ibm.com

Device setup requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays
An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover and
manage supported IBM DS4000 series storage arrays.
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and SMI-S provider host:
■

SMI-S provider host requirements IBM DS4000 arrays

■

SMI-S provider software requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays

SMI-S provider host requirements IBM DS4000 arrays
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses
the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider

SMI-S provider software requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays
Supported IBM DS4000 series arrays are controlled through an SMI-S provider.
For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control DS4000 series
arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This
document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
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SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM DS4000
arrays
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the IBM DS4000 series arrays to the SMI-S
provider for management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for
instructions).
For each array, ensure that the credentials that you configure the SMI-S provider
to use are correct.
For each array, ensure sure that shared secret is set correctly on both the CIMOM
and the storage array (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions).
This setting is required for management operations to run successfully.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage IBM DS4000 storage
arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays” on page 177.
To configure an IBM FastT array for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM FastT Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM DS4000 arrays” on page 177.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS4000 storage arrays”
on page 179.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.
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Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS4000 storage
arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM DS4000 storage array that you
want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-14

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS4000
storage arrays

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of interop
(see vendor documentation to verify the correct Namespace
value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-14

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS4000
storage arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

IBM SAN volume controller configuration
requirements
IBM SAN volume controller (SVC) pools physical storage from multiple SAN
connected storage arrays into what appears to be a single, manageable storage
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resource. For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM SAN volume controller
(SVC), ensure that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings,
and CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
The IBM SVC supports the following back-end arrays:
■

HDS 9900

■

EMC CLARiiON

■

IBM DS8000

■

IBM DS4X00

If you connect any of these back-end arrays to the SVC, you must also configure
them separately in CommandCentral.
When configuring a SAN volume controller for discovery, you can do so through
SMI-S using the CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring IBM SVC:
■

Physical connection requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers

■

Device setup requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers

Physical connection requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers
For extended discovery and management using the SMI-S CIMOM, your
environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing IBM SVC
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls IBM SVC is installed.

■

Network connection between IBM SVC and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

Device setup requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the IBM SAN volume controller and CommandCentral hosts:
■

IBM SVC Management Console setup requirements for IBM SAN volume
controllers
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■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers

IBM SVC Management Console setup requirements for IBM
SAN volume controllers
Configure the IBM SVC Management Console with an IP address and an
administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and password).

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM SAN volume
controllers
An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover and
manage supported IBM SAN volume controllers.
The following considerations apply:
■

Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an
administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and password).
CommandCentral uses the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.

■

For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control IBM SAN
volume controllers, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software
Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular

■

After installing an SMI-S provider, add the IBM SVC to the SMI-S provider for
management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions).

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage IBM SAN volume
controllers using an SMI-S provider. If you connect any back-end arrays to the
SVC, you must also configure them separately in CommandCentral.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers” on page 181.
To configure an IBM SAN volume controller for discovery using an SMI-S provider

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM SAN Volume Controller. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the controller.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM SAN volume controllers”
on page 181.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM SAN volume controllers”
on page 183.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM SAN volume
controllers
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM SAN volume controller that
you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-15

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM SAN
volume controllers

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the \interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of
root/ibm (see vendor documentation to verify the correct
Namespace value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.
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Table 4-15

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM SAN
volume controllers (continued)

Field

Description

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-15

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM SAN
volume controllers (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

IBM TotalStorage DS6000 and DS8000 series storage
array configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to discover IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays, ensure
that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when configuring an array for discovery, you can do so in either of the
following ways but not both:
■

Using a device-specific command-line interface (CLI) or API

■

Through SMI-S using the CIMOM

For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring IBM DS6000 and
DS8000 arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays
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■

Device setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays
using an SMI-S provider

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays
using the IBM DSCLI

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

Physical connection requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays
For extended discovery and management using the SMI-S CIMOM, your
environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For extended discovery using the IBM DSCLI, your environment must include the
following:
■

Physical network connection between each IBM TotalStorage Management
Console and the CommandCentral host managing the array

Device setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and CommandCentral hosts:
■

IBM TotalStorage Management Console setup requirements for IBM DS6000
and DS8000 storage arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000
storage arrays

■

IBM DSCLI setup requirements for IBM IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays

■

Setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 embedded CIMOMs

IBM TotalStorage Management Console setup requirements
for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays
Configure the IBM TotalStorage Management Console with an IP address and an
administrator-level account with valid credentials (user name and password).
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For Solaris hosts, you may need to use a password security file. With a password
security file, the credentials that CommandCentral uses to discover DS6000 and
DS8000 arrays are not exposed.
See “Using a DSCLI password security file for DS6000 and DS8000 arrays”
on page 187.

Using a DSCLI password security file for DS6000 and DS8000
arrays
Under some circumstances, certain commands on a Solaris host expose the
credentials that CommandCentral uses to discover DS6000 and DS8000 arrays.
You can use the DSCLI password file option to stop exposing the password for the
IBM TotalStorage Management Console. You can use the DSCLI default password
file or create a new password file. For more information about the security file
option, see your IBM DS6000 or DS8000 array documentation.
To put the DS6000 or DS8000 password in the file

1

Create a new account on the Solaris host where CommandCentral discovers
DS6000 and DS8000 arrays. This account should have the same user name
as the account in the IBM TotalStorage Management Console that
CommandCentral logs into.

2

On the Solaris host, log into the new account.

3

Change to the directory where the DSCLI is installed (default location
/opt/ibm/dscli).

4

Issue the DSCLI password file option command, managepwfile. Do one of the
following depending on how you want to use the password file:
■

Use the default password file:
./dscli managepwfile -action add -mc1 hostName -name
userName -pw passWord

■

Specify a new password file:
./dscli managepwfile -action add -pwfile fileName -mc1
hostName -name userName -pw passWord

Where:
hostName is the name or the IP address of the IBM TotalStorage
Management Console (Management Console) whose credentials you
entered.
userName is the user name of the account in the Management Console
that CommandCentral logs into.
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passWord is the password for userName on the Management Console.
fileName is the path to the user-specified password file. Specify this option
only if you create a new password file.

5

Repeat these steps for each array where you want to use the password security
file.

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM DS6000
and DS8000 storage arrays
An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover and
manage supported IBM DS6000 and DS8000 series storage arrays.
If you choose to configure the arrays for discovery through SMI-S, the following
considerations apply.
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password).CommandCentral uses
the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.
For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control DS6000 and
DS8000 series arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software
Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the IBM DS6000 and DS8000 series arrays
to the SMI-S provider for management. See your vendor SMI-S provider
documentation for instructions.

IBM DSCLI setup requirements for IBM IBM DS6000 and
DS8000 storage arrays
If you choose to configure the arrays for discovery through the IBM DSCLI, the
following considerations apply.
The IBM DSCLI must run co-resident with the Management Server or Control
Host that discovers the DS6000 and DS8000 arrays. We recommend that you use
a DSCLI from the same microcode release bundle as the array microcode. The
DSCLI requires JRE 1.4.1 or higher installed on the host where the DSCLI is
installed.
Install the DSCLI at one of the following locations:
■

Solaris—/opt/ibm/dscli

■

Windows—C:\Program Files\IBM\DSCLI
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If you install DSCLI at a location other than the default location, configure the
path to the DSCLI on the IBM DS8000 explorer configuration dialog.
See “Tuning the IBM DS8000 explorer” on page 225.
On Windows systems, reboot the host after installing DSCLI to ensure that the
related environment variable DSCLI_INSTALL is set properly.

Setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 embedded
CIMOMs
To discover IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays that use embedded CIMOMS,
add the storage array to the embedded CIMOM.
After you add the storage array, you can verify that it is properly configured.
To perform the following procedure you need to run the DSCIMCLI (version 5.3
or greater) on a separate host. The DSCIMCLI installs with the standard IBM
CIMOM installation. You can also download and install the DSCIMCLI.
To add the storage array to the embedded CIMOM

1

On the host that runs the DSCIMCLI, open an operating system console.

2

Type the following command:
dscimcli -s https://hmc_ip:6989 mkdev hmc_ip -type ds [ -ip2
hmc_ip ] -user username -password password

where:
■

hmc_ip is the IP address of the storage array's hardware management
console

■

username is the user name of a user with administrator-level privileges

■

password is the password for the specified user name

To verify that the storage array is properly configured

1

On the host that runs the DSCIMCLI, open an operating system console.

2

Type the following command:
dscimcli -s https://hmc_ip:6989 lsdev

where hmc_ip is the IP address of the storage array's hardware management
console
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CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000
arrays using an SMI-S provider
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage IBM DS6000 and
DS8000 storage arrays using an SMI-S provider.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays” on page 186.
To configure an IBM DS6000 or DS8000 array for discovery using an SMI-S provider

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM DS8000 or DS6000 Array using SMI-S. Then, click
Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays”
on page 186.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage
arrays using an SMI-S provider” on page 190.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000 and DS8000
storage arrays using an SMI-S provider
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM DS6000 or DS8000 storage
array that you want CommandCentral to discover using an SMI-S provider.
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Table 4-16

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000
and DS8000 storage arrays using an SMI-S provider

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of
root/ibm (see vendor documentation to the correct Namespace
value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default HTTPS port is 5989, except for DS8000
storage arrays that use the embedded CIMOM, in which case the
default HTTPS port is 6989. See vendor documentation to
determine whether this value should be changed. If you modified
the SMI-S port from the default value, enter the configured value
here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-16

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000
and DS8000 storage arrays using an SMI-S provider (continued)

Field

Description

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000
arrays using the IBM DSCLI
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage IBM DS6000 and
DS8000 storage arrays using the IBM DSCLI.
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Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays” on page 186.
To configure a DS6000 or DS8000 array for discovery using the IBM DSCLI

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM DS8000 or DS6000 Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays”
on page 186.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage
arrays using the IBM DSCLI” on page 193.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000 and DS8000
storage arrays using the IBM DSCLI
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM DS6000 or DS8000 storage
array that you want CommandCentral to discover using the IBM DSCLI.
Table 4-17

Field

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000
and DS8000 storage arrays using the IBM DSCLI
Description

TotalStorage
IP address or name of the IBM TotalStorage Management Console.
Management Console IP Note: If you use a password security file, this field must be
Address or Name
identical to the value that you specified when you ran the
managepwfile command. This command puts the credentials
in a password security file.
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Table 4-17

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM DS6000
and DS8000 storage arrays using the IBM DSCLI (continued)

Field

Description

Username

Enter a valid administrator-level user name for the IBM
TotalStorage Management Console.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Note: Do not specify a Password if you use a password security
file.
Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Use Default Security
File

Check the checkbox if you use the default password security file.

Security File Path Name If you created a password security file to use with this array,
specify the path to the file including the file name.
Enable Monitoring

Check the checkbox to enable Simple Instrumentation Collection
Layer (SICL) monitoring of the array.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

How often SICL monitors the array. Default is 30 minutes.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the array (optional).

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the array. This field is checked by default.

IBM TotalStorage Enterprise Storage Server
(ESS/Shark) storage array configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM ESS (Shark) storage arrays, ensure
that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when configuring an array for discovery, you can do so in either of the
following ways but not both:
■

Using a device-specific command-line interface (CLI) or API

■

Through SMI-S using the CIMOM

For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
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www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring IBM ESS arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for IBM ESS arrays

■

Device setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays

■

Verifying CLI/API functionality for IBM ESS arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays using an SMI-S
provider

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays using ESSCLI

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

Physical connection requirements for IBM ESS arrays
For extended discovery and management using the SMI-S CIMOM, your
environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For extended discovery and management using the IBM ESSCLI, your environment
must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between each array and the CommandCentral
host managing the array.

For SNMP monitoring, your environment must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between each array and the CommandCentral
Management Server.

For more information, consult the documentation that was supplied with your
IBM storage array or visit the IBM Web site:
http://www.ibm.com

Device setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and CommandCentral hosts:
■

IBM Enterprise Storage Server (ESS) setup requirements

■

Setup requirements to monitor IBM ESS arrays
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■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM ESS arrays

■

IBM Enterprise Storage Server command line interface (ESSCLI) setup
requirements for IBM ESS arrays

IBM Enterprise Storage Server (ESS) setup requirements
Configure the server with an IP address and an administrator-level account with
valid credentials (user name and password).

Setup requirements to monitor IBM ESS arrays
To allow CommandCentral to monitor the arrays, enable the SNMP agent in the
array. The SNMP agent must be running and the CommandCentral Management
Server must be able to access the agent.

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for IBM ESS arrays
If you choose to configure the arrays for discovery through SMI-S, the following
considerations apply.
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses
the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider
For information about which SMI-S providers can be used to control ESS series
arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This
document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the IBM ESS series arrays to the SMI-S
provider for management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for
instructions).

IBM Enterprise Storage Server command line interface (ESSCLI)
setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays
If you choose to configure the arrays for discovery through the IBM Enterprise
Storage Server Command Line Interface (ESSCLI), the following considerations
apply.
The IBM ESSCLI must run co-resident with the Management Server or Control
Host that discovers the Shark arrays. The ESSCLI requires JRE 1.3.1 or higher on
the host where the ESSCLI is installed. Install the ESSCLI at one of the following
locations:
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■

Solaris—/opt/ibm2105cli

■

Windows—C:\Program Files\IBM 2105 CLI

If you install ESSCLI at a location other than the default location, configure the
explorer to enter the path.
See “Tuning the IBM Shark explorer” on page 226.
On Windows systems, reboot the host after installing ESSCLI to ensure that the
related environment variable INSTALL is set properly.

Verifying CLI/API functionality for IBM ESS arrays
To verify that the required CLI/APIs are installed and functioning, perform the
following tasks on the Management Server or Control Host where ESSCLI is
installed. Install all specified software on the host and the storage array and
perform any specified configuration before performing these tasks. Log on as
"root" on UNIX hosts and as a user with administrative level privileges on Windows
hosts.
To determine whether ESSCLI can access a shark array

1

Issue the following command at the command line:
pathToESSCLI esscli -s specialistIP -u userName -p
passWord list server

where pathToESSCLI is the path to the location where ESSCLI is installed.
■

On UNIX, the path is similar to the following:
/opt/ibm2105cli/

■

On Windows, the path is similar to the following:
C:\Program Files\IBM 2105 CLI\

specialistIP is the IP address, fully qualified domain name, or array name of
a Shark array
userName is the user name that CommandCentral uses to log on to the Shark
array
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passWord is the password for userName.

2

If the ESSCLI can access the Shark array, information about the array displays
in a format similar to the following:
Mon Nov 04 16:35:09 PST 2002 IBM ESSCLI 2.1.0.0
Server
Model Mfg WWN
CodeEc
Cache Nvs Racks
----------------------------------------------------2105.23029 800 013 5005076300C0978D 2.0.1.48 8GB 2048MB 1

If the specified Shark array is unreachable or the IP address is incorrect, an
error message similar to the following displays:
esscli 202: The specified server address is not known to the
network.
java.net.UnknownHostException: adjf
at java.net.InetAddress.getAllByName0(InetAddress.java:591)
at java.net.InetAddress.getAllByName0(InetAddress.java:560)
at java.net.InetAddress.getByName(InetAddress.java:469)
at java.net.Socket.<init>(Socket.java:121)
at com.ibm.jsse.JSSESocket.<init>(Unknown Source)
at com.ibm.jsse.JSSESocketFactory.createSocket(Unknown Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.n.e(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.e.a(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.s.m(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.s.<init>(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.n.<init>(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.n.a(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.n.a(Unknown
Source)
at com.ibm.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol.https.HttpsURLConnection.
connect at
rsCliSeascape.rsCliSecConnectThread.run(rsCliSenderImpl.java:25
28)
Operation Failed. RC=2
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CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays using an
SMI-S provider
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage IBM ESS storage
arrays using an SMI-S provider.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays” on page 195.
To configure an IBM ESS array for discovery using an SMI-S provider

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM Shark Array using SMI-S. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM ESS arrays” on page 195.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS storage arrays that use
SMI-S” on page 199.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS storage arrays
that use SMI-S
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM ESS storage array that you
want CommandCentral to discover using an SMI-S provider.
Table 4-18

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS
storage arrays using an SMI-S provider

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.
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Table 4-18

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS
storage arrays using an SMI-S provider (continued)

Field

Description

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the SMI-S provider.
This field is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of
root/ibm (see vendor documentation to verify the correct
Namespace value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-18

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS
storage arrays using an SMI-S provider (continued)

Field

Description

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays using ESSCLI
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage IBM ESS storage
arrays using ESSCLI.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
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See “Device setup requirements for IBM ESS arrays” on page 195.
If you have multiple ESS arrays, you can designate one of the Enterprise Storage
Servers (ESS) as a primary ESS to manage all arrays. In this case, you configure
CommandCentral only for the primary ESS; otherwise, configure CommandCentral
for each ESS array separately.
To configure an IBM shark array for discovery using the IBM ESSCLI

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM Shark Array. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM ESS arrays” on page 195.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS storage arrays using
ESSCLI” on page 202.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS storage arrays
using ESSCLI
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM ESS storage array that you
want CommandCentral to discover using ESSCLI.
Table 4-19

Field

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS
storage arrays using ESSCLI
Description

Specialist IP Address or IP address or name of the IBM Enterprise Storage Server (ESS)
Name
(the host running the IBM ESS software).
Username

Enter a valid administrator-level user name for the ESS.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.
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Table 4-19

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM ESS
storage arrays using ESSCLI (continued)

Field

Description

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Failover IP Address or
Name

ESS arrays provide the ability to failover to a second IP address
if the configured IP address stops working. To use this capability,
configure the failover IP address or name of the ESS array.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the array (optional).

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the array.

IBM XIV Storage System configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover IBM XIV Storage Systems, ensure that
your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
To communicate with an IBM XIV Storage System, CommandCentral uses the XIV
command line interface (XCLI).
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements to configure discovery of IBM XIV
Storage Systems:
■

See “Physical connection requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems”
on page 203.

■

See “Device setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems” on page 204.

■

See “CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems”
on page 204.

Physical connection requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems
To discover IBM XIV Storage Systems, ensure that there is a physical network
connection between each array and the CommandCentral host that discovers the
array.
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You also need to ensure that the correct ports are open for CommandCentral to
support storage arrays.
See “Ports that CommandCentral uses to discover, monitor, and manage storage
arrays” on page 295.

Device setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems
CommandCentral uses the XIV command line interface (XCLI) to communicate
with an IBM XIV Storage System. Install the XCLI on the CommandCentral host
that you want to discover the IBM XIV Storage System. For example, if you
configure the Management Server to discover the storage system, install the XCLI
on the Management Server.
If you install the XCLI on Solaris, configure the IBM XIV explorer to specify the
path to the XCLI.
See “Tuning the IBM XIV explorer” on page 227.
The IBM XIV explorer assumes the XCLI is installed in the following path on
Windows:
■

Windows (32-bit): C:\Program Files\XIV\GUI10

■

Windows (64-bit): C:\Program Files(x86)\XIV\GUI10

If you install the XCLI in a different location, configure the IBM XIV explorer to
specify the correct location.

CommandCentral setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems
You can configure CommandCentral to discover IBM XIV Storage Systems.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems” on page 204.
To configure CommandCentral to discover an IBM XIV Storage System

1

If you did one of the following:
■

Installed the XCLI on a Solaris host

■

Installed the XCLI on a Windows host in a non-default path
See “Device setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems” on page 204.

See “Tuning the IBM XIV explorer” on page 227.
Configure the IBM XIV explorer to specify the path to the XCLI.

2

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click IBM XIV Array. Then, click Next.

4

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems”
on page 203.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

5

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for IBM XIV Storage Systems”
on page 205.

6

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for IBM XIV Storage Systems
Use this panel to enter information about the IBM XIV Storage System that you
want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-20

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for IBM XIV
Storage Systems

Field

Description

IBM XIV IP Address

Enter the IP address of the IBM XIV Storage System.

Username

Enter a user name for an account in the IBM XIV Storage System.
The account can have read-only permissions.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a user-friendly name to identify the array.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the array with the information that you entered.
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NEC storage array configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover NEC storage arrays, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so using a
device-specific command-line interface (CLI) or API.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring NEC arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for NEC arrays

■

Device setup requirements for NEC arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for NEC arrays

Physical connection requirements for NEC arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For more information, consult the documentation that is supplied with your NEC
storage array or visit the NEC Web site:
http://www.nec.com

Device setup requirements for NEC arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and SMI-S provider host:
■

SMI-S provider host requirements for NEC arrays

■

SMI-S provider software requirements for NEC arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for NEC arrays
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SMI-S provider host requirements for NEC arrays
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses
the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.

SMI-S provider software requirements for NEC arrays
Supported NEC arrays are controlled through a SMI-S provider. For the latest
information about which SMI-S provider versions can be used to control NEC
arrays, see the CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This
document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Note: A SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover
and manage supported NEC storage arrays.

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for NEC arrays
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the NEC arrays to the SMI-S provider for
management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions). For
each array, ensure that the credentials that you configure the SMI-S provider to
use are correct.

CommandCentral setup requirements for NEC arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage NEC storage arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for NEC arrays” on page 206.
To configure a NEC array for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click NEC Array. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for NEC arrays” on page 206.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for NEC storage arrays” on page 208.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for NEC storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the NEC storage array that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-21

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for NEC storage
arrays

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of
/root/smis11 (see vendor documentation to verify the correct
Namespace value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Inteval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.
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Table 4-21

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for NEC storage
arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

Port that the CIMVAIL explorer uses to communicate with the
SMI-S provider. Default is 5988. If you modified the SMI-S port
from the default value, enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-21

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for NEC storage
arrays (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

NetApp unified storage array configuration
requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover NetApp unified storage devices, ensure
that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so using a
device-specific command-line interface (CLI) or API.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring NetApp unified storage
devices:
■

Physical connection requirements for NetApp unified storage

■

Device setup requirements for NetApp unified storage

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for NetApp unified storage devices
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Physical connection requirements for NetApp unified storage
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between each array and the CommandCentral
host managing the array

For SNMP monitoring, your environment must include the following:
■

Physical network connection between each array and the CommandCentral
Management Server

You should be able to connect from the Management Server to the NetApp device
using this URL: netapp_address/na_admin (where netapp_address is the device’s
IP address).

Device setup requirements for NetApp unified storage
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and CommandCentral hosts:
■

Host setup requirements for NetApp unified storage

■

Monitoring NetApp unified storage devices

■

Setup requirements to monitor NetApp unified storage devices through SNMP
polling

■

Setup requirements to monitor NetApp unified storage devices through SNMP
traps

■

Deep mapping requirements for NetApp unified storage

■

Requirements to support MultiStore Virtual Systems for NetApp unified storage

Host setup requirements for NetApp unified storage
Configure the array host with an IP address and an administrator-level account
with valid credentials (user name and password). CommandCentral uses the
credentials to log on to the array.

Monitoring NetApp unified storage devices
CommandCentral supports both SNMP polling and SNMP trap monitoring of these
devices. Configure each array for either polling or traps.
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Setup requirements to monitor NetApp unified storage devices
through SNMP polling
So that CommandCentral can monitor an array through polling, enable the SNMP
agent in the array. The SNMP agent must be running and the CommandCentral
Management Server must be able to access the agent.

Setup requirements to monitor NetApp unified storage devices
through SNMP traps
To monitor an array using traps, configure the SNMP agent in the array to send
SNMP traps to port 162 of the CommandCentral Management Server. Specify the
Server IP address, host name, or fully qualified domain name.
For more information about setting up monitoring, see the CommandCentral
Administrator’s Guide.

Deep mapping requirements for NetApp unified storage
To support NetApp Deep Mapping/File to LUN mapping, the following must be
true:
■

The NetApp device and the CommandCentral Management Server or Control
Host that discovers the array must be on the same fabric.

■

For SCSI-based storage, the Management Server or Control Host must have
OS handles for the NetApp LUN.

■

The Management Server or Control Host runs an application that
CommandCentral explores, such as Oracle and Microsoft SQL. This capability
enables the explorer to discover the enterprise applications that consume
LUNs on the NetApp unified storage device.

Requirements to support MultiStore Virtual Systems for
NetApp unified storage
To enable creation of MultiStore Virtual Systems in a NetApp unified storage
device, purchase and install the vendor MultiStore software in the array. In
addition, enable the MultiStore license in the array.

CommandCentral setup requirements for NetApp unified storage
devices
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage NetApp unified
storage devices.
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Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for NetApp unified storage” on page 211.
To configure NetApp unified storage for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click NetApp Unified Storage. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for NetApp unified storage”
on page 211.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for NetApp unified storage devices”
on page 213.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
The device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for NetApp unified storage
devices
Use this panel to enter information about the NetApp unified storage device that
you want CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-22

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for NetApp
unified storage devices

Field

Description

IP Address or Name

IP address or name of NetApp unified storage device.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the NetApp
device.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.
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Table 4-22

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for NetApp
unified storage devices (continued)

Field

Description

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the NetApp device.
This field is checked by default.

Enable Monitoring

Check the checkbox if you want CommandCentral Simple
Instrumentation Collection Layer (SICL) to do the following:
■

Monitor the NetApp device.

■

Discover and monitor SnapMirrors and SnapShots.

This field is checked by default.
Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

How often SICL monitors the NetApp device. Default is 30
minutes.

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the NetApp device.
(optional)

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the NetApp device.

Enabling de-duplication reporting for NetApp arrays
If a NetApp array has Nearstore and a_sis licenses installed, CommandCentral
Storage discovers de-duplication-related extended attributes for filer volumes.
CommandCentral Storage discovers these extended attributes only for volumes
that have de-duplication enabled. For the rest of the volumes, CommandCentral
Storage shows the default vaules.
■

DedupState. States if de-duplication is enabled or disabled on the volume.

■

Lastsisoperationbegin. The starting timestamp of the last SIS operation.

■

Lastsisoperationend. The ending timestamp of the last SIS operation.

■

PercentageSaved. The percentage of space savings generated by the shared
space. This is calculated as [size-saved / (size saved + size used)]. This field
appears if the SIS volume is online.

■

SizeSaved. The disk space savings generated by the shared space (in bytes).
The size saved + the size used is the total space usage if no space is shared.

■

SizeShared. The number of bytes in the used space that is shared. This attribute
appears if the SIS volume is online.

CommandCentral Storage displays the values reported by the array. To get all the
de-duplication attributes in a single report, create an ad hoc report.
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For information on creating ad hoc reports, see CommandCentral Storage User’s
Guide.

StorageTek (STK) storage array configuration
requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover supported STK storage arrays, ensure
that your storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and
CommandCentral settings are properly configured.
Note that when you configure an array for discovery, you must do so through
SMI-S using the CIMOM.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring STK arrays:
■

Physical connection requirements for STK arrays

■

Device setup requirements for STK arrays

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for STK arrays

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

Physical connection requirements for STK arrays
For extended discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Network connection between the CommandCentral host managing the arrays
and the host where the SMI-S provider that controls the arrays is installed

■

Network connection between each array and the host where the SMI-S provider
is installed

For more information, consult the documentation that was supplied with your
STK storage array or visit the StorageTek Web site:
http://www.storagetek.com

Device setup requirements for STK arrays
The following topics identify setup requirements and contain setup instructions
for the array and SMI-S provider host:
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■

SMI-S provider host requirements for STK arrays

■

SMI-S provider software requirements for STK arrays

■

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for STK arrays

SMI-S provider host requirements for STK arrays
Configure the SMI-S provider host with an IP address and an administrator-level
account with valid credentials (user name and password).CommandCentral uses
the credentials to log on to the SMI-S provider.

SMI-S provider software requirements for STK arrays
Supported STK arrays are controlled through an SMI-S provider. For information
about which SMI-S providers can be used to control STK arrays, see the
CommandCentral Hardware and Software Compatibility List. This document is
updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
Note: An SMI-S provider is required to enable CommandCentral to fully discover
and manage supported STK storage arrays.

SMI-S provider configuration requirements for STK arrays
After installing an SMI-S provider, add the STK arrays to the SMI-S provider for
management (see vendor SMI-S provider documentation for instructions).

CommandCentral setup requirements for STK arrays
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage STK storage arrays.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for STK arrays” on page 215.
To configure an STK array for discovery

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, in the Device Type
drop-down list, click STK Array. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for STK arrays” on page 215.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for STK storage arrays” on page 217.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for STK storage arrays
Use this panel to enter information about the STK storage array that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 4-23

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for STK storage
arrays

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

IP address or name of the SMI-S provider host that controls the
arrays.

Username

Enter a valid administrative-level user name for the SMI-S
provider.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the array. This field
is checked by default.

Interop Namespace

Specifies the interop namespace that the SMI-S provider is
configured to use. Enter the default Namespace value of interop
(see vendor documentation to verify the correct Namespace
value).

Enable Monitoring

Select this checkbox to enable SMI-S monitoring. This field is
checked by default.

Array Monitoring
Interval (in minutes)

Enter how often you want to monitor the SMI-S array.
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Table 4-23

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for STK storage
arrays (continued)

Field

Description

Configuration Name

A unique user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S provider.
(optional)

SMI-S Port

The port that the CIMVAILExplorer uses to communicate with
the SMI-S provider. The port can be an HTTP port or https port.
Use an HTTP port for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default HTTP port is 5988. Use an https port for SSL HTTP SMI-S
messages. The default https port is 5989. See vendor
documentation to determine whether this value should be
changed. If you modified the SMI-S port from the default value,
enter the configured value here.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL encryption

Check the checkbox to use SSL encryption instead of clear text
HTTP for SMI-S messages.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 4-23

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for STK storage
arrays (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not enabled, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the SMI-S provider. This field is checked by default.

Tuning storage array explorers
After you configure CommandCentral to discover your storage arrays, you may
want to tune the explorers that discover the arrays.
For example, you might modify an explorer’s polling interval to shorten or extend
the amount of time that the explorer waits until it discovers information. If you
shorten the amount of time, you increase the ability of CommandCentral to provide
more up-to-date information about the array. If you extend the amount of time,
you might increase the performance of the CommandCentral host.

Tuning the CIMVAIL explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers storage arrays using an SMI-S provider.
When you tune the explorer, the settings affect all the storage arrays for which
the explorer discovers.
See “Storage arrays that CommandCentral can discover through an SMI-S
provider” on page 284.
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To tune the CIMVAIL explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check CIMVAILExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the CIMVAIL explorer” on page 220.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the CIMVAIL explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
The CIMVAIL explorer discovers several types of storage arrays. When you tune
the explorer, the settings affect all the storage arrays for which the explorer
discovers.
See “Storage arrays that CommandCentral can discover through an SMI-S
provider” on page 284.
Table 4-24

CIMVAIL explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery of the storage array. Default is 300
minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable the explorer to discover new arrays
automatically.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the EMC Celerra explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers EMC Celerra unified storage systems.
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To tune the Celerra explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check EMCCelerraExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC Celerra explorer”
on page 221.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC Celerra explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-25

EMC Celerra explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery of the storage array. Default is 180
minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check to enable this explorer to discover new storage arrays
automatically.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6, where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the EMC CLARiiON explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers EMC CLARiiON storage arrays.
To tune the EMC CLARiiON explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check EMCClariionExplorer.
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4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC CLARiiON explorer”
on page 222.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC CLARiiON explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-26

EMC CLARiiON explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery of the storage array. Default is 180
minutes.
Path to the NaviCLI or
NaviSecCLI

If you did not install the CLI in the default location, enter the
path to the NaviCLI or NaviSecCLI.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Path to the JRE

Enter the path where the JRE is installed.
JRE is required if you use NaviCLI and not using NaviSecCLI.
The JRE is automatically installed with CommandCentral so
you do not need to enter a path unless you manually installed
a JRE.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the EMC Symmetrix explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers EMC Symmetrix storage arrays.
To tune the EMC Symmetrix explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.
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3

In the Explorers table, check EMCSymmetrixExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC Symmetrix explorer”
on page 223.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the EMC Symmetrix
explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-27

EMC Symmetrix explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery of the storage array. Default is 180
minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable the explorer to discover new arrays
automatically.

SYMCLI Path

If you installed SYMCLI at a location other than the default
install location, enter the path to the SYMCLI.
The default value is the path to the default install location.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the HiCommand explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Hitachi HiCommand storage arrays and
HP command view AE storage arrays..
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To tune the HiCommand explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check HiCommandExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the HiCommand explorer”
on page 224.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the HiCommand explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-28

HiCommand explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 180 minutes.
Manage any new arrays
Check this field if you want the HiCommand explorer to
detected in a HiCommand manage newly discovered storage arrays.
Server or Command View
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
AE
Automatically detect all
arrays in a HiCommand
Server or Command View
AE

Check this field if you want the HiCommand explorer to
discover the storage arrays that are added to a Command View
AE after initial discovery.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the HP EVA explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers HP EVA storage arrays.
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To tune the HP EVA explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check HPEvaExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the HP EVA explorer” on page 225.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the HP EVA explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-29

HP EVA explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery of the storage array. Default is 180
minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable this explorer to discover new storage
arrays automatically.

Path to the SSSU

If you installed the sssu.exe in an alternate directory, enter
the path to the SSSU in this field.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the IBM DS8000 explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays.
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To tune the IBM DS8000 explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check IBMDS8000Explorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the IBM DS8000 explorer”
on page 226.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the IBM DS8000 explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-30

IBM DS8000 explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 180 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable this explorer to discover new storage
arrays automatically.

CLI Exec Path

If you install the DSCLI in an alternate directory, enter the
path to the DSCLI in this field.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the IBM Shark explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers IBM ESS (Shark) storage arrays.
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To tune the IBM Shark explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check IBMSharkExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the IBM Shark explorer” on page 227.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the IBM Shark explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-31

IBM Shark explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 180 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable this explorer to discover new storage
arrays automatically.

Path to the ESSCLI

If you installed the ESSCLI in an alternate directory, enter the
path in this field.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the IBM XIV explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers IBM XIV Storage Systems.
To tune the IBM XIV explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.
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3

In the Explorers table, check IBMXIVExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the IBM XIV explorer” on page 228.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the IBM XIV explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-32

IBM XIV explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. The default is 180 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable this explorer to discover new storage
arrays automatically.

Path to the XIVCLI

If you installed the XIV command line interface (XCLI) in an
alternate directory, enter the path in this field. The XCLI is
required on the CommandCentral host that you want to
discover the IBM XIV Storage System.
See “Device setup requirements for IBM XIV Storage Systems”
on page 204.
The IBM XIV explorer assumes the XCLI is installed in the
following path on Windows:
■

Windows (32-bit): C:\Program Files\XIV\GUI10

■

Windows (64-bit): C:\Program Files(x86)\XIV\GUI10

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the NetApp explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers NetApp unified storage devices.
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To tune the NetApp explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check NetAppExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the NetApp explorer” on page 229.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the NetApp explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 4-33

NetApp explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery of the storage array. Default is 180
minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check to enable this explorer to discover new storage arrays
automatically.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6, where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Chapter

5

Interoperability
requirements for switches
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

Brocade switch configuration requirements

■

Brocade multiprotocol router (MPR) configuration requirements

■

Cisco switch configuration requirements

■

Connectrix switch configuration requirements

■

McDATA switch configuration requirements

■

QLogic switch configuration requirements

■

Tuning switch explorers

Brocade switch configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Brocade switches, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Brocade switches:
■

Methods CommandCentral uses to discover Brocade switches

■

Physical connection requirements for Brocade switches
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■

Device setup requirements for Brocade switches

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Brocade switches

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

Methods CommandCentral uses to discover Brocade switches
CommandCentral can discover Brocade switches in more than one way:
Table 5-1

Brocade switch discovery methods

Explorer

Method

Features

BrocadeMcData

out-of-band, through SNMP and
telnet

switch discovery and zone
discovery

Recommended

See “About switch discovery with
the BrocadeMcDataExplorer”
on page 232.
Brocade

out-of-band, through SMI-S

switch discovery, in-context
launching of third-party
applications, and zone discovery
and management

SNMP

out-of-band

switch discovery

GS

in-band

switch discovery

About switch discovery with the BrocadeMcDataExplorer
CommandCentral uses the BrocadeMcDataExplorer to discover Brocade and
McDATA switches. The explorer uses a combination of SNMP and telnet to acquire
fabric, switch, port, and zoning data from Brocade and McDATA switches. The
explorer uses SNMP for topology and switch discovery and telnet for zone
discovery. For Brocade switches, the explorer also uses telnet to discover the IP
addresses of the other switches in the fabric.
To discover topology data, SNMP MIB’s supply the data that is needed for topology
and switch discovery. The explorer uses the following MIBs to obtain Fibre Channel
(FC) data from the switches: FC MIB, Entity MIB, and SW MIB (Brocade only). For
McDATA switches, the explorer connects to the EFCM agent for SNMP data or
directly to the McDATA switches when there is no EFCM. For Brocade switches,
the explorer connects directly to the Brocade switches for the SNMP data.
To discover zoning data, the explorer uses switch telnet access to run switch CLI
commands. This access requires read-only telnet credentials on at least one switch
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in each fabric. Because the telnet connection can fail for various reasons, the
explorer uses the telnet credentials to access any switch in the fabric. A best
practice for the telnet connection is to assure that the configured telnet credentials
are valid on several switches in each fabric.
For Brocade fabrics and mixed fabrics, the explorer discovers active and inactive
zoning data. For McDATA fabrics, the explorer discovers active zoning data only.
The inactive zone data is in the EFCM and CommandCentral cannot discover
zoning data from the EFCM using telnet or SNMP.

Physical connection requirements for Brocade switches
Establish physical connections between your Brocade switches and
CommandCentral hosts to ensure that CommandCentral can discover the switches
in-band or out-of-band. Proper connections are also required if you want to monitor
and manage Brocade switches.
Table 5-2
Configuration

Physical connection requirements for Brocade switches
Physical connection requirements

Out-of-band
■ Physical network connection between the CommandCentral host
discovery using
that discovers the switches and the host where the Brocade SMI
the Brocade
Agent is installed.
explorer with the ■ Physical network connection between the Brocade SMI Agent host
Brocade SMI Agent
and one switch in the fabric that is configured in the SMI Agent.
Out-of-band
discovery using
SNMP explorer

Physical network connection between the CommandCentral host that
discovers the switches and each switch.

Out-of-band
Physical network connection between the CommandCentral host that
discovery through discovers the switches and each switch.
SNMP and telnet
In-band discovery Fibre Channel connection between the host where the GS explorer
performs in-band discovery and the fabric where the switch is located.
Monitoring

Physical network connection between the Management Server and
each switch.

Device setup requirements for Brocade switches
Set up your Brocade switches, and, in some instances, ensure that you have
appropriate Brocade licensing credentials for CommandCentral to properly
discover the switches.
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The following topics describe setup requirements for Brocade switches:
■

Brocade switches require unique names

■

Out-of-band discovery and launching third-party applications for Brocade
switches

■

Setup requirements to monitor Brocade switches

■

Subnet requirements for Brocade switches

■

Requirements to perform zoning operations on Brocade switches

■

Security options for the Brocade CIMOM (Windows)

■

About restricted permissions for Brocade switches

Brocade switches require unique names
Switches in the storage network must have unique names. Two or more switches
in the storage network might share a name (often the case with switches' default
names). If switches share a name, CommandCentral Storage associates collectors
with the first switch with that name. CommandCentral Storage does not monitor
the other switches of the same name. Performance data for the switches are not
available in reports.

Out-of-band discovery and launching third-party applications
for Brocade switches
Configure Brocade switches for out-of-band addressing if you want to perform
out-of-band discovery or if you want to launch third-party applications. To enable
these operations, configure the switch with the IP address, host name, or fully
qualified domain name of the CommandCentral host that performs discovery.
See your Brocade documentation.

Setup requirements to monitor Brocade switches
To enable CommandCentral to monitor the switches, configure the SNMP agent
in the switches to send SNMP traps to port 162 of the Management Server. Specify
the Management Server IP address, host name, or fully qualified domain name.
If you have switches with FabricWatch, set thresholds for the FabricWatch events
that trigger SNMP traps.
See your Brocade switch and FabricWatch documentation.
For more information about how to set up monitoring, see the CommandCentral
Administrator’s Guide.
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Subnet requirements for Brocade switches
To use CommandCentral out-of-band discovery, zoning, and reports, the switch
cannot be isolated on a separate subnet. The switch should be accessible through
IP by the CommandCentral host that discovers the switch. If the switch is on a
different subnet, add the appropriate routing table entry on the CommandCentral
host that discovers the switch. If no router exists, you might need to configure
the host as a router with a network interface to each subnet.

Requirements to perform zoning operations on Brocade
switches
You can use CommandCentral to perform zoning operations on a Brocade switch
only if you have installed a Brocade Zoning license key on the switch. Without
the key, Brocade zoning cannot be activated and zoning through CommandCentral
is unavailable.
To purchase a Brocade Zoning license key, contact Brocade.

About restricted permissions for Brocade switches
When you configure your Brocade switches with restricted permissions,
CommandCentral can discover the objects that are related to the switch. However,
you cannot use CommandCentral to manage the switch's zones.

SMI-S software setup requirements for Brocade switches
Refer to the following requirements for SMI-S software setup:
■

If you configure discovery through SMI-S, install the Brocade SMI Agent
software on:
■

Any CommandCentral host

■

A host where other SMI-S software is installed

■

A separate host

■

If the SMI Agent is on a host with other SMI-S software, configure the agent
to use non-default ports for communication with the Brocade explorer.

■

The SMI Agent does not allow non-admin credentials.

See Brocade documentation for information about setting up the Brocade SMI
Agent host.
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Security options for the Brocade CIMOM (Windows)
If you configure discovery through SMI-S and the Brocade CIMOM (SMI-S agent)
is installed on Windows, the following options are available for enabling security:
■

For security with Windows domain authentication, your switch configuration
in CommandCentral must include valid domain credentials (user name and
password).

■

For security without Windows domain authentication, your switch
configuration in CommandCentral must include the credentials that are valid
on the local system.

■

For no security (not recommended), your switch configuration in
CommandCentral can include any user name and password combination.

Note that the Brocade CIMOM need not run on the same host or the same operating
platform as the CommandCentral Brocade explorer.
Refer to the vendor documentation for more details.

JVM settings for the Brocade SMI Agent
You might need to increase the memory heap size for the SMI Agent’s JVM.
Increasing the heap size depends on the number of switches and switch ports that
the SMI Agent discovers. For more information about resizing the JVM, refer to
Brocade documentation:
www.brocade.com/services-support/drivers-downloads/smi-agent/application_matrix.page

Debug settings for the Brocade SMI Agent
For information about modifying debug settings, refer to Brocade documentation:
www.brocade.com/services-support/drivers-downloads/smi-agent/application_matrix.page

Logging recommendations for the Brocade SMI Agent
We recommend that you enable logging for the Brocade SMI Agent. When you
enable logging, you can identify the errors that may occur during proxy
configuration. For more information about enabling logging, refer to Brocade
documentation:
www.brocade.com/services-support/drivers-downloads/smi-agent/application_matrix.page
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SNMP requirements for discovery with the
BrocadeMcDataExplorer
To discover switches with the BrocadeMcDataExplorer, ensure that SNMP is
enabled on each Brocade switch, EFCM agent, or each McDATA switch if directly
discovered.
Note the following about SNMP version levels:
SNMP V1

This version is slow, as it cannot use bulk SNMP transfers. However,
some older Brocade switches do not fully support V2c.

SNMP V2c

This version works best for both McDATA and Brocade switches. All
McDATA switches and EFCM agents work with SNMP V2.

SNMP V3

This version is supported on Brocade switches with newer version of
Fabric OS (FOS) firmware. Special SNMP V3 setup on each switch is
required for setting up V3 credentials. Note that SNMP V3 passwords
need to be at least 10 characters long due to an SNMP library
requirement. You can also use SNMP V3 without passwords, depending
on the switch SNMP configuration. Brocade switches have some default
V3 user names (snmpadmin1,snmpadmin2, snmpadmin3, snmpuser1,
snmpuser2, snmpuser3 ).

For Brocade switches, there are a few restrictions you should be aware of based
on version of FOS firmware:
■

FOS firmware less than 5.0.4 works with SNMP V1.

■

FOS firmware greater than or equal to 5.0.4 works with SNMP V2c.

■

FOS firmware greater than or equal to 5.3.x works with SNMP V3.

Testing SNMP connectivity with Brocade and McDATA switches
CommandCentral ships an application—brcdmcdataapp—that you can use to test
SNMP connectivity. You might use this application to debug an SNMP connectivity
issue.
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To test SNMP connectivity

1

2

Change to the following directory:
Solaris

/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin

Windows

\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\HAL\bin

Run the following command with any of the specified options:
brcdmcdataapp -s switch_ip_address [-f file_name] [-u
TelnetUserName] [-p TelnetPassword] [-e enable FCFEMibs] [-v
snmp_version] [-d enable print snmp_data]

Where:
switch_ip_address is the IP address of the switch. For example, 10.182.5.23 or
10.123.3.44:10.182.180.32
file_name

is a file that contains a list of switch IP addresses.

TelnetUserName

is the user name that you want to use to telnet into a switch.
Use the -u flag along with the -p flag to discover zoning
information.

TelnetPassword

is the password for the user account.

-e

enables FCFE mibs discovery.

snmp_version

is 1, 2c, or 3.

-d

enables the display of snmp_data.

CommandCentral setup requirements for Brocade switches
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage Brocade switches
through several methods.
See “Methods CommandCentral uses to discover Brocade switches” on page 232.
The following topics describe how to configure CommandCentral to discover
Brocade switches:
■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of Brocade
switches through SMI-S” on page 239.
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■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of Brocade
switches through SNMP and telnet” on page 241.

■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of Brocade
switches through SNMP” on page 245.

■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform in-band discovery of Brocade
switches” on page 246.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of Brocade switches through SMI-S
The Brocade explorer provides fabric exploration and zoning capabilities. You
can configure the Brocade explorer to discover and manage the switches through
SMI-S. When you use SMI-S, CommandCentral can discover all switches and
fabrics that the Brocade SMI Agent manages. If you use the Brocade explorer, do
not configure the SNMP explorer to discover the switches.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Brocade switches” on page 233.
To configure Brocade switches for Brocade explorer out-of-band exploration

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type Brocade Switch. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
switch.
See “Physical connection requirements for Brocade switches” on page 233.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Brocade switches using SMI-S”
on page 239.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Brocade switches using SMI-S
Use this panel to enter information about the Brocade switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover using SMI-S.
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Table 5-3

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

Enter the IP address or name of the host running the Brocade
SMI Agent.

Login

Enter the user name for the Brocade SMI Agent.

Password

Enter the password for the specified user name.

Use SMI-S

This read-only field enables discovery and management through
SMI-S.

Interop Namespace

Enter the interop namespace that the Brocade SMI-S Agent uses.
The default is interop. See vendor documentation to determine
whether this value should be changed.

HTTP Port

Enter the HTTP port to use for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages.
The default is 5988. See vendor documentation to determine
whether this value should be changed. If you configured the
Brocade SMI Agent to use a non-default port, enter that value
here.

HTTPS Port

Enter the HTTPS port to use for SSL HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default is 5989. See vendor documentation to determine whether
this value should be changed. If you configured the Brocade SMI
Agent to use a non-default port, enter that value here.

Use SSL encryption

Check to use SSL encryption instead of clear text HTTP for SMI-S
messages. Ensure that the SMI Agent is configured for SSL.

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication.
Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send their respective
SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.
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Table 5-3

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not selected, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery and management of the fabric.

Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a user-friendly name to identify the switch.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check to verify that the Brocade SMI Agent can be contacted
using the information that you have entered.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of Brocade switches through SNMP and telnet
You can discover Brocade switches through SNMP and telnet. CommandCentral
uses SNMP for fabric discovery and telnet for zone discovery.
Note the following:
■

You only need to configure discovery of one Brocade switch per fabric.
When you configure discovery of a Brocade switch, CommandCentral discovers
all other Brocade switches in the fabric. You can, however, configure discovery
of more than one switch to provide failover. For example, you might configure
discovery of two Brocade switches in the fabric. If one of the configured
switches goes down, CommandCentral can continue to discover all switches
in the fabric.

■

Read-only telnet credentials are required for at least one switch in each fabric.
CommandCentral uses telnet access for zone discovery and to discover the IP
addresses of the other switches in the fabric. If you do not supply the telnet
credentials, then you need to configure each switch. If necessary, the explorer
uses the telnet credentials to access any switch in the fabric until it finds a
switch that responds.
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■

If the fabric has a mix of switches with FOS firmware that support different
versions of SNMP, configure one switch with the desired SNMP version.
After all the switches in the fabric are discovered, go back and edit the
configuration for each switch and modify the SNMP version accordingly. For
example, if most of the switches support SNMP V2c and there are a few switches
with older FOS, configure the explorer using SNMP V2c. Then go back and
reconfigure the older switches with SNMP V1.

To configure a Brocade switch for discovery through SNMP and telnet

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type Brocade and McData Switch (Non SMI-S). Then,
click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
that discovers the selected device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Brocade switches discovered through
SNMP and telnet” on page 242.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Brocade switches discovered through
SNMP and telnet
Use this panel to enter information about the Brocade switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover through SNMP and telnet.
Table 5-4

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches

Field

Description

Brocade, McDATA
Switch or EFCM IP
Address or Name

Enter the IP address or name of the Brocade switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
When CommandCentral discovers this switch, it discovers all
other Brocade switches in the fabric.
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Table 5-4

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SNMP Version

Select the SNMP version (1, 2c, or 3) used by the switch. The
default is 2c.
If the switch’s firmware is FOS 5.0.4 or greater, we recommend
SNMP version 2c or 3.
If the switch’s firmware is less than FOS 5.0.4, we recommend
SNMP version 1.

SNMP Security Level

If you chose SNMP version 3, select the security level that is
associated with the SNMP user name for the account in the
switch. The user name is the name that you entered in the SNMP
Username field.
You can choose from the following security levels:
■

noAuthNoPriv (no authentication and no privacy)

■

authNoPriv (authentication and no privacy)

■

authPriv (authentication and privacy)

SNMP Username

If you chose SNMP version 3, enter the user name for the account
in the switch. The account can have read-only permissions.

SNMP Authentication
Password Phrase

If you chose SNMP version 3 and the SNMP security level is
authNoPriv or authPriv, enter the password for the SNMP user
name.
Configuration may fail if the authentication password phrase is
less than 10 characters. Configure a password longer than 10
characters for SNMP version 3 on the switch.

SNMP Privacy Password If you chose SNMP version 3 and the SNMP security level is
Phrase
authPriv, enter the privacy password phrase for the SNMP user
name.
SNMP Authentication
Protocol

If you chose SNMP version 3 and the SNMP security level is
authNoPriv or authPriv, select the protocol that is associated
with the SNMP user.

SNMP Privacy Protocol This field is read-only. The field exists for legacy compatibility
purposes.
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Table 5-4

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SNMP Community
String

If you chose SNMP version 1 or 2c, enter the SNMP Community
name for the switch. The default community string is public. An
SNMP Community is an authentication scheme that enables an
intelligent network device to validate SNMP requests. Do not
leave this field blank.

Switch Telnet Login

Enter the telnet logon for the switch. The account can have
read-only permissions. CommandCentral uses telnet for zone
discovery.

Switch Telnet Password Enter the telnet password for the switch.
Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a user-friendly name to identify the switch.

Enable Zoning
Discovery

Check to enable zone discovery of the switch. This field is checked
by default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery of the switch. This field is checked by
default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Device Manager

This field is read-only. The field exists for legacy compatibility
purposes.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Attempt Error Recovery Check to enable retry of a failed command. This field is checked
by default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Error Recovery Timeout Enter the amount of time to wait before retrying a command.
(minutes)
The default is 1 minute.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Verify Device
Configuration

Check to verify that CommandCentral can contact the switch
with the information that you entered.
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Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of Brocade switches through SNMP
The SNMP explorer can discover the individual Brocade switches that are
configured. It does not discover zones or provide zone management. If you use
the SNMP explorer, do not configure the Brocade explorer to discover the switches.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Brocade switches” on page 233.
To configure a Brocade switch for SNMP explorer out-of-band exploration

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type SNMP Switch. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
switch.
See “Physical connection requirements for Brocade switches” on page 233.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Brocade switches using the SNMP
explorer” on page 245.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Brocade switches using the SNMP
explorer
Use this panel to enter information about the Brocade switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover using the SNMP explorer.
Table 5-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches

Field

Description

IP Address

IP address of the switch.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the switch. This field
is checked by default.
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Table 5-5

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Brocade
switches (continued)

Field

Description

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the switch (optional).

Attempt Error Recovery Click Advanced Settings to display. Check the checkbox to enable
retry of a failed command. This field is checked by default.
Error Recovery Timeout Click Advanced Settings to display. Amount of time to wait before
(minutes)
the explorer retires a command. The default is 1 minute.
SNMP Community
Name

Click Advanced Settings to display. If the switches explored by
this SNMP explorer have different SNMP Community Names,
enter the community name configured in the switch.
Otherwise, you can configure the explorer to use the same
community name for all of the switches that it explores.
See “Tuning the SNMP switch explorer” on page 280.
For this switch, the value that you enter overrides the value that
is entered for the explorer. Community Name default is public.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the Brocade switch.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform in-band discovery of
Brocade switches
The GS explorer is active by default, and it discovers all installed HBAs that can
perform in-band discovery. However, HBAs discovered in this way are disabled
by default. As a result, no in-band exploration takes place.
You can enable the HBAs to start in-band discovery of connected fabrics.
Note: If you discover switches with out-of-band switch explorers, do not enable
the GS explorer.
To enable HBAs for in-band discovery

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the name of a host on which the GS explorer is defined.

3

In the Explorers table for the host, click GsSwitchExplorer.

4

In the Configured Devices table, check one or more HBA port objects.
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5

In the drop-down list, click Enable Discovery and click Go.

6

In the Enable Selected Device(s) dialog box, click OK to confirm your request
to enable the HBA ports.
Your request is submitted as a task to CommandCentral.

Brocade multiprotocol router (MPR) configuration
requirements
The Brocade Multiprotocol Router is configured as a Brocade switch.
See “Brocade switch configuration requirements” on page 231.

Cisco switch configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover Cisco switches, ensure that your storage
network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral settings
are properly configured.
When you configure a switch for discovery, you can do using a device-specific
command-line interface (CLI) or API.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring Cisco switches:
■

Physical connection requirements for Cisco switches

■

Device setup requirements for Cisco switches

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for Cisco switches

■

SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches

Physical connection requirements for Cisco switches
For out-of-band discovery, or for zone discovery and management using the Cisco
explorer, your environment must include the following:
■

A physical network connection between the CommandCentral host that
discovers the switches and each switch

For monitoring, your environment must include the following:
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■

A physical network connection between the Management Server and each
switch

Device setup requirements for Cisco switches
Switch setup requirements include the following topics:
■

Cisco switches require unique names

■

Out-of-band Cisco switch discovery and launching third-party applications

■

Setup requirements to monitor Cisco switches

■

Subnet requirements for Cisco switches

■

SNMP credential requirements for Cisco switches

Cisco switches require unique names
Switches in the storage network must have unique names. Two or more switches
in the storage network might share a name (often the case with switches’ default
names). If switches share a name, CommandCentral Storage associates collectors
with the first switch with that name. CommandCentral Storage does not monitor
the other switches of the same name.

Out-of-band Cisco switch discovery and launching third-party
applications
Cisco has its own native Device Manager that manages their switch and a Fabric
Manager to manage the entire Cisco Fabric. For documentation about the device
managers, consult the Cisco Web site .

Setup requirements to monitor Cisco switches
You can use CommandCentral to monitor Cisco switches. To enable
CommandCentral to monitor a Cisco switch, enable the SNMP agent in the switch.
The SNMP agent must be running and the Management Server must be able to
access the agent.

Subnet requirements for Cisco switches
To use CommandCentral out-of-band discovery, zoning, and reports, the switch
cannot be isolated on a separate subnet. The switch should be accessible through
IP by the CommandCentral host that discovers the switch. If the switch is on a
different subnet, add the appropriate routing table entry on the CommandCentral
host that discovers the switch. If no router exists, you might need to configure
the host as a router with a network interface to each subnet.
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SNMP credential requirements for Cisco switches
Review the following version-specific requirements (consistent with the
requirements for the Cisco Fabric Manager) for SNMP credentials:
SNMP versions 1 or 2c When you configure discovery of a Cisco switch, you can enable
the option to share the community name with all switches in the
fabric. As a result, CommandCentral discovers other Cisco switches
in the fabric that use the same community name. If you enable
this option, the community name for the switch that you configure
in CommandCentral must have network-admin or a role with
read-write permissions. The other discovered switches can have
read only or Network-Operator access.
SNMP version 3

When you configure discovery of a Cisco switch, you can enable
the option to share the credentials with all switches in the fabric.
As a result, CommandCentral discovers other Cisco switches in
the fabric that use the specified credentials. If you enable this
option, the SNMP credentials for the switch that CommandCentral
discovers must be network-admin or a role with read-write
permissions.
See “Deciding how to set up CommandCentral to discover Cisco
switches” on page 251.
If you grant CommandCentral with network-operator access only,
then you need to configure discovery of each individual switch.
CommandCentral stores SNMP version 3 credentials in its
credential database.

You need to configure credentials on the Cisco switches before CommandCentral
can discover them.

SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches
When you configure Cisco switches for discovery in CommandCentral, you can
specify SNMP security parameters. The security parameters include the following:
■

Security level
The following sections provide examples of the available security levels:

■

■

Example of the authPriv security level for Cisco switches

■

Example of the authNoPriv security level for Cisco switches

■

Example of the NoauthNoPriv security level for Cisco switches

Privacy protocol, such as DES or authentication protocol type, such as
MD5/SHA
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■

SNMP version: Versions 1 and 2c have community names alone and do not
have SNMP user names and passwords

To identify SNMP security parameters for your Cisco switches, you can display
SNMP user information.

Displaying SNMP user information for Cisco switches
When you configure Cisco switches for discovery in CommandCentral, you can
choose to use an SNMP security level. When you choose a security level, you must
also specify related SNMP security parameters. If you need to identify SNMP user
information, you can use the Cisco CLI.
To display SNMP user information
◆

From the Cisco CLI, run the following command:
show snmp user <snmp_username>

Where <snmp_username> is the Cisco switch user.

Example of the authPriv security level for Cisco switches
Users with security level authPriv show the Priv(enforce) field as yes.
# show snmp user <user_name>
-------------------------------------------------------------SNMP USER
-------------------------------------------------------------User
Auth Priv(enforce) Groups
------- ------------- -----<user_name>
md5
des(yes)
network-admin

Note: The authentication password and privacy password are not explicitly
displayed.

Example of the authNoPriv security level for Cisco switches
Users with security level authNoPriv show the Priv(enforce) field as no, which
means that Privacy is not enforced.
# show snmp user <user_name>
-------------------------------------------------------------SNMP USER
--------------------------------------------------------------
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User
---<user_name>

Auth
---md5

Priv(enforce) Groups
------------- -----des(no)
network-admin

Note: The authentication password and privacy password are not explicitly
displayed.

Example of the NoauthNoPriv security level for Cisco switches
Users with security level NoauthNoPriv show the Priv(enforce) and Auth fields
as no. This setup indicates that no security had been configured, even though
SNMP version 3 had been chosen.
# show snmp user <user_name>
-------------------------------------------------------------SNMP USER
-------------------------------------------------------------User
Auth Priv(enforce) Groups
------- ------------- -----<user_name>
no
no
network-admin

Deciding how to set up CommandCentral to discover Cisco switches
You can configure CommandCentral to discover Cisco switches through one of
the following methods.
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Table 5-6

Methods to set up CommandCentral to discover Cisco switches

Method

Requirements Description

One switch
configuration

Network
administrator
permissions for
at least one
switch in the
SAN

You can enable the option to discover other switches
in the physical SAN that use the same credentials
(SNMP user name and password). The switch that you
configure CommandCentral to discover must have
network-admin permissions. The other switches can
have network operator permissions, but must use the
same credentials.
For example, you might have 10 Cisco switches in a
SAN that use the same credentials. If you discover a
switch with network-admin permissions and enable
shared credentials, CommandCentral discovers the
other nine switches that use the same credentials. If
you add new switches in the future, CommandCentral
automatically discovers them, as long as they use the
same credentials as the other switches.

Multiple switch
configurations

Network
operator
permissions

You need to configure CommandCentral to discover
each individual switch. For example, you might have
10 Cisco switches in a fabric that you want
CommandCentral to discover. For CommandCentral
to discover these switches, you need to use the
Configure a New Device tool for each switch.

The option to discover other switches in the SAN that use the same credentials
was introduced in CommandCentral 5.1.1. If you have multiple Cisco switch
configurations, but now want to share credentials through a single configuration,
you can do any of the following.
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Table 5-7

Changing from multiple configurations to sharing credentials

Scenario

Description

You can provide
network-admin
permissions and
Cisco switch
credentials will
not change in the
future

For each physical SAN, do the following:
Identify a core Cisco switch and assign it credentials with
network-admin permissions.
■ Ensure that all other switches in the SAN have the same
credentials. At a minimum, the switches need network-operator
permissions.
■ In CommandCentral, edit the configuration for the core switch by
enabling the option to share credentials.
For information about editing device configurations, see the
CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.
■

You can leave the configuration for the other switches as is.
You can provide
network-admin
permissions and
Cisco switch
credentials will
change in the
future

Do the following:
■

■

■

■

■

Remove all Cisco switches from CommandCentral.
For information about removing device configurations, see the
CommandCentral Administrator’s Guide.
Wait until CommandCentral identifies the switch, fabric, and
zoning data as missing.
For each physical SAN, identify a core Cisco switch and assign it
credentials with network-admin permissions.
Ensure that all other switches in the SAN have the same
credentials. At a minimum, the switches need network-operator
permissions.
Configure CommandCentral to discover the core switch and enable
the option to share credentials.
See “CommandCentral setup requirements for Cisco switches”
on page 254.

When you change credentials in the future, update the configuration
for the core switch. If you add new switches in the future,
CommandCentral automatically discovers them, as long as they use
the same credentials as the other switches.
You cannot
provide
network-admin
permissions

CommandCentral can continue to discover the switches as they are
set up. No further action is necessary. If you add any new switches,
you need to manually configure CommandCentral to discover those
switches.
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CommandCentral setup requirements for Cisco switches
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage Cisco switches. When
you configure discovery, you can enable the option to discover other switches in
the fabric that use the same credentials.
See “Deciding how to set up CommandCentral to discover Cisco switches”
on page 251.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for Cisco switches” on page 248.
To configure CommandCentral to discover a Cisco switch

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type Cisco Switch. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The host that you select must have the correct physical connections to
discover the array.
See “Physical connection requirements for Cisco switches” on page 247.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for Cisco switches” on page 254.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for Cisco switches
Use this panel to enter information about the Cisco switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 5-8

Field

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Cisco
switches
Description

Cisco Switch IP Address IP address or name of the switch.
or Name
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Table 5-8

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Cisco
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SNMP Username

Enter the user name for the account in the switch that the Cisco
explorer uses. Specify only if SNMP version 3 is selected.

SNMP Authentication
Password Phrase

Enter the password for the SNMP user name. Specify only if
SNMP version 3 is selected and the SNMP security level is
"authNoPriv" or "authPriv".
See “SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches” on page 249.

SNMP Privacy Password Enter the privacy password phrase for the SNMP user name.
Phrase
Specify only if SNMP version is 3 and the SNMP security level is
"authPriv".
See “SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches” on page 249.
SNMP Community
String

Enter the SNMP Community name for the Cisco switch. An SNMP
Community is an authentication scheme that enables an
intelligent network device to validate SNMP requests. Do not
leave this field blank. If the switch is set to the default "public"
Community Name, enter this value. Specify if SNMP version is
1 or 2c.

SNMP Version

Select the SNMP version (1, 2c, or 3) used by the Cisco switch.
The default is 3.
CommandCentral requires that the SNMP v3 credentials for the
switch be network-admin or some other role with read-write
permissions. The Management Server stores SNMP v3 credentials
in its credential database.

SNMP Security Level

Select the level of SNMP security that the Cisco switch uses.
Select authentication and privacy, authentication and no privacy,
or no authentication and no privacy from the drop-down list.
Valid if SNMP version 3 is selected.
See “SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches” on page 249.

SNMP Authentication
Protocol

Select the authentication protocol that the Cisco switch uses.
Select either MD5 or SHA from the drop-down list. Valid if SNMP
version 3 is selected.
See “SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches” on page 249.

SNMP Privacy Protocol Enter the privacy protocol that the Cisco switch uses. Default is
DES. Valid if SNMP version 3 is selected.
See “SNMP security parameters for Cisco switches” on page 249.
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Table 5-8

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for Cisco
switches (continued)

Field

Description

Share Credentials with Check the checkbox to discover other Cisco switches in the fabric
All Switches in the
that use the same specified credentials (SNMP user name and
Fabric
password).
See “Deciding how to set up CommandCentral to discover Cisco
switches” on page 251.
Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the switch. This field
is checked by default.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the switch (optional).

Attempt Error Recovery Click Advanced Settings to display. Check the checkbox to enable
retry of a failed command. This field is checked by default.
Error Recovery Timeout Click Advanced Settings to display. Amount of time to wait before
(minutes)
the explorer retries a command. The default is 1 minute.
Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that the switch can be contacted
using the information that you entered in the dialog.

Connectrix switch configuration requirements
Connectrix switch requirements depend on the type of switch:
■

If you configure Connectrix "M" switches (Connectrix switches with "M" in
their name). If you use the Connectrix Manager proxy to manage switches, use
the instructions for McDATA Enterprise Fabric Connectivity Manager (EFCM)
to configure the Connectrix Manager.
See “McDATA switch configuration requirements ” on page 256.

■

If you configure Connectrix "B" switches (Connectrix switches with "B" in their
name).
See “Brocade switch configuration requirements” on page 231.

McDATA switch configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover McDATA switches, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
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For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring McDATA switches:
■

Methods CommandCentral uses to discover McDATA switches

■

Physical connection requirements for McDATA switches

■

Device setup requirements for McDATA switches

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for McDATA switches

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

Methods CommandCentral uses to discover McDATA switches
CommandCentral can discover McDATA switches in the following ways:
Table 5-9

McDATA switch discovery methods

Explorer

Method

Features

BrocadeMcData

out-of-band, through SNMP and
telnet

Switch discovery and zone
discovery (active zoning
information only)

(Recommended)

See “About switch discovery with
the BrocadeMcDataExplorer”
on page 232.
McDATA

out-of-band, through the McDATA ■ Switch discovery
SMI-S Interface
■ Zone discovery and
management with active and
defined zone set management
■ In-context launching of
third-party applications
■ Nickname support

Note: The McDATA explorer
supports directly connected
switches using SMI-S.
SNMP

out-of-band

■

Switch discovery

Note: Directly connected switches
are not supported through the
SNMP explorer.
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Table 5-9

McDATA switch discovery methods (continued)

Explorer

Method

Features

GS

in-band

■

Switch discovery

Physical connection requirements for McDATA switches
Establish physical connections between your McDATA switches and
CommandCentral hosts to ensure that CommandCentral can discover the switches
in-band or out-of-band. Proper connections are also required if you want to monitor
and manage McDATA switches.
Table 5-10

Physical connection requirements for McDATA switches

Configuration

Physical connection requirements

Out-of-band
discovery using
the McDATA
SMI-S Interface

Physical network connection between the host where the McDATA
SMI-S Interface is installed and both of the following:

Out-of-band
discovery using
SNMP explorer

Network connection between the EFCM and the CommandCentral host
that discovers the switches.

■

The CommandCentral host that discovers the switches

■

Either the EFCM server or directly connected switches

Out-of-band
Physical network connection between the CommandCentral host that
discovery through discovers the switches or the EFCM and each switch.
SNMP and telnet
In-band discovery Fibre Channel connection between the fabric where the switch is
located and the CommandCentral host where the GS explorer performs
in-band discovery.
Zoning discovery
and management

Same as connection requirements for out-of-band discovery using the
McDATA SMI-S Interface.

Monitoring

Physical network connections between each EFCM server in proxy
mode and the CommandCentral Management Server. The EFCM proxy
is also required.
If you discover McDATA switches through SMI-S, if you configure the
SMI-S agent in Direct mode, monitoring is not available.

Device setup requirements for McDATA switches
Refer to the following for McDATA switch setup requirements:
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■

SNMP agent requirements for McDATA switches

■

Setup requirements to monitor McDATA switches

■

SMI-S host setup requirements for McDATA switches

■

SMI-S software setup requirements for McDATA switches

SNMP agent requirements for McDATA switches
All McDATA switches controlled by a single EFCM must meet the following
requirements:
■

All switches must have the same SNMP write community value.

■

The switch SNMP agent must be enabled for all switches.

■

The switch SNMP agent Write Authorization must be set for all switches.

Setup requirements to monitor McDATA switches
You can use CommandCentral to monitor McDATA switches if you manage the
switches through the EFCM proxy.

SMI-S host setup requirements for McDATA switches
Configure the host where the McDATA SMI-S Interface is installed with an IP
address.
By default, the McDATA SMI-S Interface enables the secure HTTPS port (5989)
and does not enable the clear HTTP port (5988). You should enable this port at
one of the following times:
■

When setting up the SMI-S Interface host.
See the McDATA SMI-S provider documentation for more information.

■

When you configure the McDATA explorer and select the UseSSL and
TrustAllCertificates parameters.
Detailed information about configuring the McDATA explorer is available.
See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of
McDATA switches through SMI-S” on page 261.

For SNMP monitoring, the SMI-S host should meet the following requirements:
■

Agent should be turned on

■

Agent community string value should be the same as the SNMP Write
Community value of the switches that it controls

■

Agent should have Read and Write Privileges set
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SMI-S software setup requirements for McDATA switches
You can install the McDATA SMI-S Interface software on any CommandCentral
host, on a host that includes other SMI-S software, or on a separate host.
For information about setting up the McDATA SMI-S Interface host, see the
McDATA SMI-S provider documentation.

JVM settings for the McDATA SMI Agent
You might need to increase the memory heap size for the SMI Agent’s JVM.
Increasing the heap size depends on the number of switches and switch ports that
the SMI Agent discovers. For more information about resizing the JVM, refer to
your McDATA SMI-S provider documentation.

Debug settings for the McDATA SMI Agent
For information about modifying debug settings, refer to your McDATA SMI-S
provider documentation.

Logging recommendations for the McDATA SMI Agent
To improve performance of the McDATA SMI Agent, we recommend that you
lower the logging level of the agent. For more information about lowering the
logging level, refer to your McDATA SMI-S provider documentation.

EFCM requirements for discovery with the
BrocadeMcDataExplorer
If you want to configure CommandCentral to discover Enterprise Fabric
Connectivity Manager (EFCM) through SNMP and telnet, note the following
requirements for EFCM:
■

Enable the SNMP proxy. You can enable the SNMP proxy through the EFCM
software.

■

On Windows, the snmp.exe Windows process interferes with the SNMP proxy.
Stop the SNMP service and disable it from automatically restarting. Then,
restart the EFCM agent.

CommandCentral setup requirements for McDATA switches
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage McDATA switches
through several methods.
See “Methods CommandCentral uses to discover McDATA switches” on page 257.
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The following topics describe how to configure CommandCentral to discover
McDATA switches:
■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of
McDATA switches through SMI-S” on page 261.

■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of
McDATA switches through SNMP and telnet” on page 264.

■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of
McDATA switches through SNMP” on page 267.

■

See “Configuring CommandCentral to perform in-band discovery of McDATA
switches” on page 269.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of McDATA switches through SMI-S
You can configure CommandCentral to discover McDATA switches through the
McDATA explorer using SMI-S. The McDATA explorer is the recommended method
for discovering McDATA switches. This explorer provides fabric exploration and
zoning capabilities.
When you use the McDATA explorer, do not also configure the SNMP explorer to
discover the switches.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for McDATA switches” on page 258.
To configure McDATA switches for out-of-band exploration

1

Click Tools > Configure a New device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type McData Switch. Then, click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
switch.
See “Physical connection requirements for McDATA switches” on page 258.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.
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4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for the McDATA switches that use
SMI-S” on page 262.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for the McDATA switches that use SMI-S
Use this panel to enter information about the McDATA switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover using SMI-S.
Table 5-11

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches

Field

Description

SMI-S CIMOM IP
Address or Name

Enter the IP address or name of the host running the McDATA
SMI-S Interface.

Login

Enter the user name for the McDATA SMI-S agent. The default
user name is "Administrator"

Password

Enter the password for the SMI-S agent. The default password
is "password"

Use SMI-S

This read-only field enables discovery and management through
SMI-S.

EFCM IP Address

Enter the IP address of the EFCM host.

Interop Namespace

Enter the interop namespace that the McDATA SMI-S interface
uses. The default is interop. See vendor documentation to
determine whether this value should be changed.

HTTP Port (SMI-S)

Enter the HTTP port to use for clear text HTTP SMI-S messages.
The default is 5988. See vendor documentation to determine
whether this value should be changed. If you configured the
McDATA SMI-S Interface to use a nondefault port, enter that
value here.

HTTPS Port (SMI-S)

Enter the HTTP port to use for SSL HTTP SMI-S messages. The
default is 5989. See vendor documentation to determine whether
this value should be changed. If you configured the McDATA
SMI-S Interface to use a nondefault port, enter that value here.

Use SSL

Select (check) to use SSL instead of clear text HTTP for SMI-S
messages.
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Table 5-11

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches (continued)

Field

Description

Use SSL Mutual
Authentication

Check if you want to configure the explorer to attempt mutual
authentication. Both the explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM send
their respective SSL certificates during the SSL handshake.
If you select this option, you must manually install the
CommandCentral SMI-S certificate to the SMI-S CIMOM
Truststore. Consult your vendor documentation.
See “About root certificates for SMI-S explorers” on page 286.
If you do not select this option, the SSL authentication mode is
set to Client Authentication Only. In this case, only the
SMI-S CIMOM is expected to send its SSL certificate for
validation.
The option is deselected by default. The default setting is Client
Authentication Only.

SSL Trust All
Certificates

Check if you want the explorer to trust all SSL certificates.
If you enable this option, the explorer accepts any certificate that
the CIMOM passes during the SSL handshake.
If not selected, the explorer checks the certificate that the CIMOM
passes against the installed CIMOM’s public certificate in the
CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL Truststore.
If you deselect this option, you must manually install the SMI-S
CIMOM certificate to the CommandCentral SMI-S CIMOM SSL
Truststore.
See “Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore” on page 287.

Enable Discovery

Select (check) to enable discovery and management of McDATA
switches. This field is checked by default.

Attempt Error Recovery Select (check) to enable retry of a failed command. This field is
checked by default.
Error Recovery Timeout Enter the amount of time the explorer should wait before it retries
(minutes)
a command. The default is 1 minute.
Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a user-friendly name to identify the SMI-S host.

Verify Device
Configuration

Select (check) the checkbox to verify that the McDATA SMI-S
interface can be contacted using the information that you have
entered.
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Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of McDATA switches through SNMP and telnet
You can discover McDATA switches through SNMP and telnet. CommandCentral
uses SNMP for switch discovery and telnet for active zone discovery.
To configure discovery of McDATA switches you can do either of the following:
■

Configure CommandCentral to discover Enterprise Fabric Connectivity Manager
(EFCM). When CommandCentral discovers EFCM, it discovers all of the McDATA
switches that EFCM manages.
In this scenario, the explorer requires read-only telnet credentials for at least
one switch in each fabric. For multiple fabrics in the same EFCM agent, provide
the telnet credentials that are valid for at least one switch in each fabric.
CommandCentral does not verify the telnet credentials that you enter during
configuration, as the explorer does not initially have the IP address of the
switches. CommandCentral verifies telnet credentials during the discovery
phase. If the telnet credentials are not valid, then CommandCentral discovers
topology data, but no zoning data. If zone discovery fails, an error message
appears for the device. If necessary, the explorer uses the telnet credentials
to access any switch in the fabric until it finds a switch that responds.

■

Configure CommandCentral to discover each individual McDATA switch.
If you do not use EFCM, you need to configure CommandCentral to discover
each switch. Read-only telnet credentials are required for at least one switch
in each fabric. When you configure each switch, you can enter telnet credentials
for each switch. If you do not want to configure the telnet credentials for each
switch, uncheck the Enable Zoning Discovery check box. As long as one switch
is configured with Zoning Discovery enabled, CommandCentral can discover
zoning data for the fabric.

To configure a McDATA switch for discovery through SNMP and telnet

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type Brocade and McData Switch (Non SMI-S). Then,
click Next.

3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
that discovers the selected device.
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4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for McDATA switches discovered
through SNMP and telnet” on page 265.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for McDATA switches discovered through
SNMP and telnet
Use this panel to enter information about the McDATA switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover through SNMP and telnet.
Table 5-12

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches

Field

Description

Brocade, McDATA
Switch or EFCM IP
Address or Name

Enter one of the following:

SNMP Version

Select the SNMP version (1, 2c, or 3) used by the switch. The
default and recommended version is 2c.

SNMP Security Level

If you chose SNMP version 3, select the security level that is
associated with the SNMP user name for the account in the
switch. This user name is the user name that you enter in the
SNMP Username field.

The IP address or name for the Enterprise Fabric Connectivity
Manager (EFCM).
When CommandCentral discovers EFCM, it discovers all of
the McDATA switches that EFCM manages.
■ The IP address or name of a McDATA switch, which enables
CommandCentral to discover this switch only.
■

You can choose from the following security levels:
■

noAuthNoPriv (no authentication and no privacy)

■

authNoPriv (authentication and no privacy)

■

authPriv (authentication and privacy)

SNMP Username

If you chose SNMP version 3, enter the user name for the account
in the switch. The account can have read-only permissions.

SNMP Authentication
Password Phrase

If you chose SNMP version 3 and the SNMP security level is
authNoPriv or authPriv, enter the password for the SNMP user
name.
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Table 5-12

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SNMP Privacy Password If you chose SNMP version 3 and the SNMP security level is
Phrase
authPriv, enter the privacy password phrase for the SNMP user
name.
SNMP Authentication
Protocol

If you chose SNMP version 3 and the SNMP security level is
authNoPriv or authPriv, select the protocol that is associated
with the SNMP user.

SNMP Privacy Protocol This field is read-only. The field exists for legacy compatibility
purposes.
SNMP Community
String

If you chose SNMP version 1 or 2c, enter the SNMP Community
name for the switch. The default community string is public. An
SNMP Community is an authentication scheme that enables an
intelligent network device to validate SNMP requests. Do not
leave this field blank.

Switch Telnet Login

Enter one of the following:
If you entered the IP address or name of a McDATA switch,
enter the telnet logon for the switch.
■ If you entered the IP address or name of EFCM, enter the
telnet logon for a switch that EFCM manages.
■

The account can have read-only permissions. CommandCentral
uses telnet for zone discovery in a fabric.
If you configure discovery of several McDATA switches, you only
need to supply telnet credentials for at least one switch in the
fabric. CommandCentral can perform zone discovery through
one switch. However, we recommend that you supply telnet
credentials for more than one switch in a fabric. If you provide
credentials for more than one switch, it provides failover as
CommandCentral can still discover zoning if the first switch goes
down.
If EFCM manages switches in multiple fabrics, enter the telnet
credentials that work for at least one switch per fabric. Otherwise,
CommandCentral cannot discover active zoning information for
the fabrics that have any switches that do not use the supplied
telnet credentials.
Switch Telnet Password Enter the telnet password for the switch.
Configuration Name

(Optional) Enter a user-friendly name to identify the switch.
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Table 5-12

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches (continued)

Field

Description

Enable Zoning
Discovery

Check to enable zone discovery of the switch. This field is checked
by default.
If you do not provide telnet credentials, disable this option.

Enable Discovery

Check to enable discovery of the switch. This field is checked by
default.

Device Manager

This field is read-only. The field exists for legacy compatibility
purposes.

Attempt Error Recovery Check to enable retry of a failed command. This field is checked
by default.
Error Recovery Timeout Enter the amount of time to wait before retrying a command.
(minutes)
The default is 1 minute.
Verify Device
Configuration

Check to verify that CommandCentral can contact the switch
with the information that you entered.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of McDATA switches through SNMP
You can configure CommandCentral to discover McDATA switches through SNMP.
The SNMP explorer can discover all switch information that an EFCM has for
McDATA switches. The explorer does not discover zones or provide zone
management. If you use the SNMP explorer, do not also configure the McDATA
explorer to discover the switches.
Before you configure CommandCentral to discover this device, review device setup
requirements.
See “Device setup requirements for McDATA switches” on page 258.
To configure an EFCM for SNMP explorer out-of-band exploration

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type SNMP Switch. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
switch.
See “Physical connection requirements for McDATA switches” on page 258.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for McDATA switches using the SNMP
explorer” on page 268.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
Device configuration completes.

Device Credentials panel options for McDATA switches using the SNMP
explorer
Use this panel to enter information about the McDATA switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover using the SNMP explorer.
Table 5-13

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches

Field

Description

IP Address

IP address of the EFCM host.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the EFCM. This field
is checked by default.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the EFCM (optional).

Attempt Error Recovery Click Advanced Settings to display. Check the checkbox to enable
retry of a failed command. This field is checked by default.
Error Recovery Timeout Click Advanced Settings to display.
(minutes)
Amount of time to wait before the explorer retries a command.
The default is 1 minute.
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Table 5-13

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for McDATA
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SNMP Community
Name

Click Advanced Settings to display.
The SNMP Write Community of all of the McDATA switches
controlled by this EFCM.

Note: All switches that the EFCM controls must have the same
SNMP Write Community.
The SNMP Community Name for this EFCM might be different
from the Community Name of other switches or EFCMs that the
SNMP explorer discovers. If the name is different, enter the
community name (Write Community) configured in this EFCM.
Otherwise, you can configure the SNMP explorer to use the same
community name for all of the switches or EFCMs that it explores.
See “Tuning the SNMP switch explorer” on page 280.
For this EFCM, the value that you enter here overrides the value
for the explorer. Community Name default is public.
Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the EFCM

Configuring CommandCentral to perform in-band discovery of
McDATA switches
The GS explorer is active by default. The explorer discovers all installed HBAs
that can perform in-band discovery. However, HBAs discovered in this way are
disabled by default. As a result, no in-band exploration takes place.
You can enable the HBAs to start in-band discovery of connected fabrics.
Note: If you perform switch discovery from out-of-band switch explorers, do not
enable the GS explorer.
To enable HBAs for in-band discovery

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the name of a CommandCentral host on which the
GS explorer is defined.

3

In the Explorers table for the host, click GsSwitchExplorer.

4

In the Configured Devices table, check one or more HBA port objects.
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5

In the drop-down list, click Enable Discovery and click Go.

6

In the Enable Selected Device(s) dialog box, click OK to confirm your request
to enable the HBA ports.
Your request is submitted as a task to CommandCentral.

QLogic switch configuration requirements
For CommandCentral to properly discover QLogic switches, ensure that your
storage network’s physical connections, device settings, and CommandCentral
settings are properly configured.
For the latest support information, see the CommandCentral Hardware and
Software Compatibility List. This document is updated regularly at:
www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&key=50379
&channel=TECHNICAL_SOLUTION&basecat=COMPATIBILITY_LIST&sort=popular
The following topics describe requirements for configuring QLogic switches:
■

Methods CommandCentral uses to discover QLogic switches

■

Physical connection requirements for QLogic switches

■

CommandCentral setup requirements for QLogic switches

Methods CommandCentral uses to discover QLogic switches
CommandCentral can discover QLogic switches in the following ways:
Table 5-14

QLogic switch and zone discovery methods

Explorer

Method

Features

SNMP

out-of-band

switch discovery

GS

in-band

switch discovery

Physical connection requirements for QLogic switches
Establish physical connections between your QLogic switches and CommandCentral
hosts to ensure that CommandCentral can discover the switches in-band or
out-of-band.
For in-band discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

Fibre Channel connection between the CommandCentral host where the GS
explorer performs in-band discovery and the fabric where the switch is located
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For out-of-band discovery, your environment must include the following:
■

A physical network connection between the CommandCentral host that
discovers the switches and at least one switch in the fabric.

Device setup requirements for QLogic switches
For device setup requirements, follow the setup that is listed in your QLogic
documentation.

CommandCentral setup requirements for QLogic switches
You can configure CommandCentral to discover and manage QLogic switches
out-of-band using the SNMP explorer or in-band with the GS explorer. Avoid
combining two discovery methods for the same fabric. For more information about
these methods, refer to the following:
See “Methods CommandCentral uses to discover QLogic switches” on page 270.
The following topics describe how to configure CommandCentral to discover
QLogic switches:
■

Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery of QLogic
switches

■

Configuring CommandCentral to perform in-band discovery of QLogic switches

Configuring CommandCentral to perform out-of-band discovery
of QLogic switches
You can configure CommandCentral to discover QLogic switches out-of-band. If
you configure one QLogic switch in the fabric for discovery, the SNMP explorer
can discover switch information for all switches in the fabric. The explorer does
not discover zones.
To configure a QLogic switch for SNMP explorer out-of-band exploration

1

Click Tools > Configure a New Device.

2

In the Configure Device - Select Device Type panel, select the device category
Switch and the device type SNMP Switch. Then, click Next.
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3

In the Configure Device - Select Explorer panel, select the host that you want
to discover the device. Then, click Next.
The selected host must have the correct physical connections to discover the
switch.
See “Physical connection requirements for QLogic switches” on page 270.
This panel displays only if you have more than one host that runs the explorer
required to discover the device.

4

In the Configure Device - Device Credentials panel, enter the required
information. Then, click Next.
See “Device Credentials panel options for QLogic switches using the SNMP
explorer” on page 272.

5

In the Configure Device - Status panel, click Finish.
CommandCentral discovers the device in the next scheduled exploration cycle
of the SNMP explorer.

Device Credentials panel options for QLogic switches using the SNMP
explorer
Use this panel to enter information about the QLogic switch that you want
CommandCentral to discover.
Table 5-15

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for QLogic
switches

Field

Description

IP Address

IP address or name of the switch.

Enable Discovery

Check the checkbox to enable discovery of the switch. This field
is checked by default.

Configuration Name

A user-friendly name to identify the switch (optional).

Attempt Error Recovery Controls the retry of a failed exploration. This field is checked
by default.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Error Recovery Timeout The amount of time to wait before the explorer retries a failed
(minutes)
exploration. The default is 1 minute.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 5-15

Configure Device - Device Credentials panel options for QLogic
switches (continued)

Field

Description

SNMP Community
Name

If the switches explored by this SNMP explorer have different
SNMP Community Names, enter the community name configured
in the switch.
Otherwise, you can configure the explorer to use the same
community name for all of the switches that it explores.
See “Tuning the SNMP switch explorer” on page 280.
For this switch, the value that you enter here overrides the value
for the explorer. Community Name default is public.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Verify Device
Configuration

Check the checkbox to verify that CommandCentral can contact
the switch.

Configuring CommandCentral to perform in-band discovery of
QLogic switches
The GS explorer is active by default. The explorer discovers all installed HBAs
that can perform in-band discovery. However, HBAs discovered in this way are
disabled by default. As a result, no in-band exploration takes place.
You can enable the HBAs to start in-band discovery of connected fabrics.
Note: If you perform switch discovery from out-of-band switch explorers, do not
enable GS exploration of the fabric. The GS explorer is always enabled.
To enable HBAs for in-band discovery

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the name of a host on which the GS explorer is defined.

3

In the Explorers table for the host, click GsSwitchExplorer.

4

In the Configured Devices table, check one or more HBA port objects (usually
in INACTIVE state) that are connected inband to QLogic switches.

5

In the drop-down list, click Enable Discovery and click Go.

6

In the Enable Selected Device(s) dialog box, click OK to confirm your request
to enable the HBA ports.
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7

Refreshing the GsSwitchExplorer page shows that the HBA is now in a
NORMAL state. Furthermore, a new entry is created in the configured devices
table with a device name of the form Devices\hba-2:0\WWN. WWN is the
fabric WWN connected to the HBA.

8

Select the new device entry from the table.

9

From the drop-down menu, select Enable Discovery, then click Go to enable
inband discovery of the fabric.

10 The fabric is discovered and added to the fabric list and switch list.

Tuning switch explorers
After you configure CommandCentral to discover your switches, you may want
to tune the explorers that discover the switches.
For example, you might modify an explorer’s polling interval to shorten or extend
the amount of time that the explorer waits until it discovers information. If you
shorten the amount of time, you increase the ability of CommandCentral to provide
more up-to-date information about a switch. If you extend the amount of time,
you might increase the performance of the CommandCentral host.

Tuning the Brocade switch explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Brocade switches out-of-band through
fabric exploration and zoning capabilities.
To tune the Brocade switch explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check BrocadeSwitchExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Brocade Switch explorer”
on page 275.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.
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Explorer Settings dialog options for the Brocade Switch
explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 5-16

Brocade Switch explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 120 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable scanning of newly discovered devices
for information.

Attempt Error Recovery

Check this field to enable retry of a failed command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Error Recovery Timeout
(minutes)

Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before retrying a command. Default is 10 minutes.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the Brocade and McDATA explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Brocade switches out-of-band through
fabric exploration and zoning capabilities.
To tune the Brocade and McDATA explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check BrocadeMcDataExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.
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5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Brocade and McDATA explorer”
on page 276.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Brocade and McDATA
explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 5-17

Brocade and McDATA explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 120 minutes.
Enable discovery of newly Check this field to enable scanning of newly discovered devices
configured switch by
for information.
default
Attempt Error Recovery

Check this field to enable retry of a failed command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Error Recovery Timeout
(minutes)

Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before retrying a command. Default is 10 minutes.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Enable Fabric Element (FE) Check to enable Fabric Element (FE) MIB for exploration. To
MIB
discover topology data, SNMP MIB’s supply the data that is
needed for topology and switch discovery.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Enable Fibre Channel
Management (FCMGMT)
MIB

Check to enable Fibre Channel Management (FCMGMT) MIB
for exploration.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Tuning the Cisco switch explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers Cisco switches.
To tune the Cisco switch explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check CiscoSwitchExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the Cisco Switch explorer”
on page 277.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the Cisco Switch explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 5-18

Cisco Switch explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 30 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable scanning of newly discovered devices
for information.

Attempt Error Recovery

Check this field to enable retry of a failed command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Error Recovery Timeout
(minutes)

Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before retrying a command. Default is 10 minutes.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Tuning the GS switch explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers the following switches in-band:
■

Brocade

■

McDATA

■

QLogic

To tune the GS switch explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check GsSwitchExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the GS Switch explorer” on page 278.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the GS Switch explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 5-19

GS Switch explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 5 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable this explorer to discover new devices
automatically.

Attempt Error Recovery

Check this field to enable retry of a failed command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Error Recovery Timeout
(minutes)

Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before retrying a command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 5-19

GS Switch explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the McDATA switch explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers McDATA switches out-of-band.
To tune the McDATA switch explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check McDataSwitchExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the McDATA Switch explorer”
on page 279.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the McDATA Switch
explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
Table 5-20

McDATA Switch explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 120 minutes.
New Devices Enabled by
Default

Check this field to enable this explorer to discover new storage
arrays automatically.

Attempt Error Recovery

Check to enable retry of a failed command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Table 5-20

McDATA Switch explorer options (continued)

Field

Description

Error Recovery Timeout
(minutes)

Enter the amount of time to wait before retrying a command.
Default is 10 minutes.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Tuning the SNMP switch explorer
You can tune the explorer that discovers the following switches out-of-band:
■

Brocade

■

McDATA

■

QLogic

To tune the SNMP switch explorer

1

In the CommandCentral Console, click Settings > Host Management.

2

In the Hosts table, click the host on which you want to configure the explorer.

3

In the Explorers table, check SnmpSwitchExplorer.

4

In the drop-down list, click Configure Explorer. Then, click Go.

5

In the Configure Explorer - Explorer Settings dialog box, modify the
explorer’s settings. Then, click Next.
See “Explorer Settings dialog options for the SNMP Switch explorer”
on page 280.

6

Click Finish.
The explorer updates.

Explorer Settings dialog options for the SNMP Switch explorer
Use the Configure Explorers dialog box to tune the explorer.
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Table 5-21

SNMP Switch explorer options

Field

Description

Polling Interval in Minutes Enter the amount of time that you want the explorer to wait
before it repeats discovery. Default is 120 minutes.
Enable discovery of newly Check to enable this explorer to discover new switches
configured switch by
automatically.
default
Attempt Error Recovery

Check to enable retry of a failed command.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Error Recovery Timeout
(minutes)

Enter the amount of time to wait before retrying a command.
Default is 10 minutes.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

SNMP Community Name

If all of the switches that this SNMP explorer discovers use
the same SNMP Community Name, enter the name here.
Default is public.
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Enable Fabric Element (FE) Check to enable Fabric Element (FE) MIB for exploration.
MIB
Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
Enable Fibre Channel
Management (FCMGMT)
MIB

Check to enable Fibre Channel Management (FCMGMT) MIB
for exploration.

Debug Level

Enter the level of verbosity for which the explorer logs
messages. The verbosity range is 1-6 where 1 is the least and
6 is the most verbose. Enter 0 to turn the logging off.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.

Click Advanced Settings to display this field.
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Appendix

A

Additional considerations
for setting up SMI-S devices
This appendix includes the following topics:
■

HBAs that CommandCentral can discover through an SMI-S provider

■

Storage arrays that CommandCentral can discover through an SMI-S provider

■

Switches that CommandCentral can discover through an SMI-S provider

■

Default interop namespaces for SMI-S CIMOMs

■

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices

■

About root certificates for SMI-S explorers

■

Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral CIMOM Truststore

■

Changing certificate formats for CIMOM public certificates

HBAs that CommandCentral can discover through an
SMI-S provider
You can configure CommandCentral to discover supported HBAs from the following
vendors through an SMI-S provider:
■

Emulex

■

QLogic
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Storage arrays that CommandCentral can discover
through an SMI-S provider
You can configure CommandCentral to discover the following storage arrays
through an SMI-S provider:
■

3PAR storage arrays

■

Engenio (LSI) storage arrays

■

FalconStor Network Storage Servers

■

Fujitsu storage arrays

■

HP StorageWorks XP storage arrays

■

IBM DS4000 (FastT) storage arrays

■

IBM DS6000 and DS8000 storage arrays

■

IBM ESS (Shark) storage arrays

■

IBM SAN volume controllers

■

NEC storage arrays

■

StorageTek (STK) storage arrays

Switches that CommandCentral can discover through
an SMI-S provider
You can configure CommandCentral to discover supported switches from the
following vendors through an SMI-S provider:
■

Brocade

■

McDATA

Default interop namespaces for SMI-S CIMOMs
In CommandCentral, when you configure a device for discovery through an SMI-S
CIMOM, you must specify the interop namespace for the CIM agent.
The following table identifies the default interop namespaces for the SMI-S
managed devices that CommandCentral supports.
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Table A-1

Default interop namespaces for SMI-S CIMOMs

Device Type

Vendor / Model

Default interop namespace

HBA

Emulex

root/emulex

QLogic

root/qlogic

3PAR

root/pg_interop

Engenio (LSI)

interop

FalconStor NSS

Falconstor/Default

Fujitsu

root/eternus (for proxy CIMOMs)

Storage array

/interop (for embedded CIMOMs)
HP StorageWorks XP

root/smis/current (for Command
View AE before version 6.3)
root/smis/smis12 (for Command
View AE 6.3 and higher)

Switch

IBM DS4000

interop

IBM DS6000 and DS8000

root/ibm

IBM SAN volume controller

root/ibm

IBM Shark (ESS)

root/ibm

NEC

root/smis11

STK

interop

Brocade

interop

McDATA

interop

About authentication configuration for SMI-S devices
The following topics describe additional considerations for the devices that use
SMI-S. These considerations apply to SSL-based authentication.
■

About root certificates for SMI-S explorers

■

Installing CIMOM public certificates to the CommandCentral CIMOM Truststore

■

Changing certificate formats for CIMOM public certificates
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About root certificates for SMI-S explorers
Default root certificates are installed with CommandCentral. When you configure
a CommandCentral explorer to use SSL mutual authentication, these certificates
are used during the SSL handshake with the SMI-S CIMOM.

About the contents of the CommandCentral SMI-S Truststore
The CommandCentral SMI-S Truststore contains the root certificates that are
required for SSL mutual authentication. The certificates are installed in one of
the following locations:
UNIX—/var/VRTSccs/data/VRTShal/VRTShalSMISCerts
Windows—C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Data\HAL\VRTShalSMISCerts

The Truststore contains the following public certificate: VRTShalSMIScert.pem.
This certificate is base-64 encoded X.509 (PEM format).
The private key that is used to sign this certificate is VRTShalSMIScert.key.
To use this certificate, you must install a copy of VRTShalSMIScert.pem in the
CIMOM's Truststore. You might need to convert the certificate to a format that
is acceptable to the CIMOM's Truststore. Consult the vendor documentation for
information about installing third-party certificates and about required formats.
See “Changing certificate formats for CIMOM public certificates” on page 288.

Replacing root certificates with third-party certificates in the SMI-S
Truststore
To replace root certificates with third-party certificates in the CommandCentral
SMI-S Truststore directory, put your PEM-formatted root certificate and a private
key into the directory.
The private key must be imported because the CommandCentral explorer’s validate
certificate signs this key. This private key should be readable and writable by an
Administrator only.
The public certificate should be readable and writable by an Administrator, and
readable only for other users.
To replace root certificates with third-party certificates

1

Put your own PEM-formatted root certificate and a private key into the
CommandCentral SMI-S Truststore directory.

2

Give them the following names:
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■

Root certificate: VRTShalSMIScert.pem

■

Private key: VRTShalSMIScert.key

Installing CIMOM public certificates to the
CommandCentral CIMOM Truststore
If you do not select SSL Trust All Certificates when you configure an SMI-S
explorer, you must install the CIMOM's public certificates to the CommandCentral
CIMOM Truststore.
By default, the CommandCentral CIMOM Truststore is located at:
UNIX—/var/VRTSccs/data/VRTShal/VRTSCimomSMISCerts
Windows—C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage\Data\HAL\VRTSCimomSMISCerts

Install certificates in the base-64 encoded X.509 (PEM) format and name them
using the OpenSSL convention for installing certificates in OpenSSL
implementations (certificate-hash-number.0).
See “Changing certificate formats for CIMOM public certificates” on page 288.
In the following procedures, the syntax of commands and examples are based on
the OpenSSL specification in effect at the time of CommandCentral version 5.2.
For information about the current specification, refer to the documentation at:
http://www.openssl.org/
To install the CIMOM's public certificates to the CommandCentral CIMOM Truststore

1

Copy the pem-certificate-file files into the CommandCentral CIMOM
Truststore directory.

2

Enter the following OpenSSL command to generate a hash number:
#openssl x509 -hash -in pem-certificate-file

3

Copy or create a symbolic link from each pem-certificate-file to
certificate-serial-number.0.
In these examples, the numbers in brackets are used to identify the sequence
of commands and are not part of the commands themselves.
■

Solaris example:
[1] #cp smiscimom.pem
/var/VRTSccs/data/VRTShal/CimomSMISCerts/
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[2] #cd /var/VRTSccs/data/VRTShal/CimomSMISCerts/
[3] #/opt/VRTSccs/VRTShal/bin/openssl x509 -hash -in
smiscimom.pem -noout
[4] #40b88e2c
[5] #ln -s smiscimom.pem 40b88e2c.0
■

Windows example:
[1] copy smiscimom.pem C:\Program
Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral Storage
Data\Data\HAL\CimomSMISCerts
[2] cd C:\Program Files\VERITAS\CommandCentral
Storage Data\Data\HAL\CimomSMISCerts
[3] openssl x509 -hash in smiscimom.pem -noout
[4] 40b88e2c
[5] copy smiscimom.pem 40b88e2c.0

Changing certificate formats for CIMOM public
certificates
The CIM SMI-S specification supports DER, PKCS#12, or PEM formats for
establishing an SSL communication layer between client and server. For
CommandCentral, the communication is between the CommandCentral SMI-S
explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM.
The CommandCentral SMI-S SSL implementation uses the PEM certificate format.
To install this certificate in the CIMOM's Truststore, you may need to convert the
format of the certificate. You may also need to convert public certificates to the
base-64 encoded X.509 (PEM) format.
The following topics describe how to convert between the formats.
■

About OpenSSL certificate formats

■

Converting public certificates from DER to PEM format

■

Converting public certificates from PEM to DER format

■

Converting public certificates from PEM to PKCS#12 format

■

Converting public certificates from PKCS#12 to PEM format
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About OpenSSL certificate formats
The CIM SMI-S specification supports DER, PKCS#12, or PEM formats for
establishing an SSL communication layer between client and server. For
CommandCentral, the communication is between the CommandCentral SMI-S
explorer and the SMI-S CIMOM.
Consult the following sources for more information about OpenSSL certification
formats:
Table A-2

Information sources for certificate formats

Format

Refer to

DER encoded
X.509

International Telecommunications Union Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
Recommendation X.509: Information technology - Open Systems
Interconnection - The Directory: Public-key and attribute certificate
frameworks, May 2000.
Specification and technical corrigenda can be obtained from:
http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/publications/recs.html

Base64 encoded
X.509 (PEM)

N. Freed and N. Borenstein, Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
(MIME) Part One: Format of Internet Message Bodies, IETF RFC 2045,
November 1996, Section 6.8. Available at:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txt

PKCS#12

RSA Laboratories, PKCS #12: Personal Information Exchange Syntax,
Version 1.0, June 1999. Specification and Technical Corrigendum.
Available at:
http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/node.asp?id=2138

Converting public certificates from DER to PEM format
To install the CIMOM's public certificates to the CommandCentral CIMOM
Truststore, you may need to convert public certificates to the base-64 encoded
X.509 (PEM) format.
Use the following OpenSSL commands to convert DER-formatted certificates and
private keys to PEM format.
In the following procedures, the syntax of the commands is based on the OpenSSL
specification in effect at the time of CommandCentral version 5.2. For information
about the current specification, refer to the documentation at:
http://www.openssl.org/
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To convert a DER-formatted certificate to PEM format
◆

Issue the following command:
#openssl x509 -inform DER -outform PEM -text /
-in der-certificate-file -out pem-certificate-file

To convert a DER RSA private key to a PEM RSA private key
◆

Issue the following command:/
#openssl rsa -inform DER -outform PEM /
-in der-rsa-key-file -out pem-rsa-key-file

Converting public certificates from PEM to DER format
The CommandCentral SMI-S Truststore contains a public certificate in the PEM
certificate format. To use this certificate, you must install a copy in the CIMOM's
Truststore. You may need to convert the certificate to a format that is acceptable
to the CIMOM's Truststore.
Use the following OpenSSL commands to convert PEM-formatted certificates and
private keys to DER format.
In the following procedures, the syntax of commands is based on the OpenSSL
specification in effect at the time of CommandCentral version 5.2. For information
about the current specification, refer to the documentation at:
http://www.openssl.org/
To convert a PEM-formatted certificate to DER format
◆

Issue the following command:
#openssl x509 -inform PEM -outform DER -text /
-in pem-certificate-file -out der-certificate-file

To convert a PEM RSA private key to a DER RSA private key
◆

Issue the following command:
#openssl rsa -inform PEM -outform DER /
-in pem-rsa-key-file -out der-rsa-key-file
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Converting public certificates from PEM to PKCS#12 format
The CommandCentral SMI-S Truststore contains a public certificate in the PEM
certificate format. To use this certificate, you must install a copy in the CIMOM's
Truststore. You may need to convert the certificate to a format that is acceptable
to the CIMOM's Truststore.
Use the following OpenSSL command to convert PEM-formatted certificates and
private keys to PKCS#12 format. The command passes both the certificate and
the private key as -in and -inkey arguments, respectively. The result is stored in
a single binary file in PKCS#12 format.
In the following procedures, the syntax of commands is based on the OpenSSL
specification in effect at the time of CommandCentral version 5.2. For information
about the current specification, refer to the documentation at:
http://www.openssl.org/
To convert a PEM-formatted certificate and private key to PKCS#12 format
◆

Issue the following command:
#openssl pkcs12 -export -in pem-certificate-file /
-inkey pem-key-file -out pkcs-12-certificate-and-key-file

Converting public certificates from PKCS#12 to PEM format
To install the CIMOM's public certificates to the CommandCentral CIMOM
Truststore, you may need to convert public certificates to the base-64 encoded
X.509 (PEM) format.
Use the following OpenSSL commands to convert PKCS#12-formatted certificates
and private keys to PEM format. Both command use the same input file because
the PKCS#12 format stores certificates and private keys in the same binary file.
To retrieve a PEM-formatted certificate from a PKCS#12-formatted binary file
◆

Issue the following command:
#openssl pkcs12 -in pkcs-12-certificate-and-key-file
-nokeys -out pem-certificate-file
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To retrieve a PEM-formatted private key from a PKCS#12-formatted binary file.

1

Issue the following command:
#openssl pkcs12 -in pkcs-12-certificate-and-key-file
-nocerts -out pem-protected-key-file

2

Issue the following command to deactivate the protection PEM phrase for
the output file:
#openssl rsa -in pem-protected-key-file -out pem-key-file

Appendix

B

Ports used to discover,
monitor, and manage
devices
This appendix includes the following topics:
■

Ports that CommandCentral uses to discover, monitor, and manage switches

■

Ports that CommandCentral uses to discover, monitor, and manage storage
arrays

Ports that CommandCentral uses to discover, monitor,
and manage switches
Table B-1 lists the ports that must be open for CommandCentral to support
switches. The communication between the hosts and switches is bidirectional.
Failure to open the ports results in inaccessible device data.
Note: Except for Cisco switches, failure to open port 161 affects monitoring and
performance data only; discovery and management features function normally.
Table B-1

Ports used by CommandCentral to support switches

Vendor

Port

Protocol Initiator - Recipient

Purpose

Brocade (EMC
Connectrix B)

161

UDP

SNMP-based monitoring and alerting

CommandCentral host switch
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Table B-1

Ports used by CommandCentral to support switches (continued)

Vendor

Port

Protocol Initiator - Recipient

Purpose

Cisco (EMC
Connectrix
MDS)

161

UDP

CommandCentral host switch

SNMP-based discovery, management, and
monitoring and alerting

Generic SMI-S 5988

HTTP

CommandCentral host - SMI-S Discovery and management
provider

Generic SMI-S 5989

HTTPS

CommandCentral host - SMI-S Discovery and management
provider

McDATA (EMC 161
Connectrix M)

UDP

CommandCentral host - EFCM SNMP-based monitoring and alerting
server

McDATA (EMC 111
Connectrix M)

UDP/TCP CommandCentral host - EFCM SWAPI-based discovery and management
Windows host (portmapper) (proxy mode)

McDATA (EMC 59520
Connectrix M)

TCP

CommandCentral host - EFCM SWAPI-based discovery and management
Windows host (McDATA
(proxy mode)
bridge agent port)

McDATA (EMC 59521
Connectrix M)

TCP

CommandCentral host - EFCM SWAPI-based discovery and management
Windows host (McDATA
(proxy mode)
bridge agent port)

McDATA (EMC 111
Connectrix M)

UDP/TCP CommandCentral host - EFCM SWAPI-based discovery and management
Solaris host (portmapper)
(proxy mode)

McDATA (EMC 50001
Connectrix M)

TCP

CommandCentral host - EFCM SWAPI-based discovery and management
Solaris host McDATA bridge (proxy mode)
agent port)

McDATA (EMC 50002
Connectrix M)

TCP

CommandCentral host - EFCM SWAPI-based discovery and management
Solaris host McDATA bridge (proxy mode)
agent port)

McDATA (EMC 2048
Connectrix M)

TCP

CommandCentral host switch

SWAPI-based discovery and management
(direct switch mode)

QLogic

UDP

CommandCentral host switch

SNMP-based monitoring and alerting
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Ports that CommandCentral uses to discover, monitor,
and manage storage arrays
Table B-2 lists the ports that must be open for CommandCentral to support storage
arrays. Except for NetApp, communication between arrays and hosts is
bidirectional.
Table B-2

Ports used by CommandCentral to support storage arrays

Vendor/Model Port

Protocol

Initiator Recipient

Purpose

Impact if blocked

3PAR

5988

HTTP

CommandCentral
host - array

SMI-S-based

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

EMC Celerra

443

HTTPS and CommandCentral XML API
SSL over
host to host
TCP/IP
performing Celerra
discovery

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

EMC
CLARiiON

443

TCP

NaviSecCLI host array

NaviSecCLI-based
discovery and
management

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

EMC
CLARiiON

6389

TCP

CommandCentral
host - array

NaviCLI-based
discovery and
management

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

EMC
CLARiiON

161

SNMP

Array - host

Monitoring/alerting No alerts in Console or device
data in performance reports

EMC
CLARiiON

162

SNMP

Array - host

Monitoring/alerting No alerts in Console or device
data in performance reports

Engenio

5988

HTTP

CommandCentral - SMI-S-based
SMI-S server
managing the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

FalconStor
NSS

5988

HTTP

CommandCentral
host - array

SMI-S-based

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

Fujitsu

5988

HTTP

CommandCentral - SMI-S-based
SMI-S server
managing the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

Generic SMI-S 5988
1.1

HTTP

CommandCentral - SMI-S-based
SMI-S server
managing the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral
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Table B-2

Ports used by CommandCentral to support storage arrays
(continued)

Vendor/Model Port

Protocol

Initiator Recipient

Purpose

Hitachi
Freedom
Storage
Lightning
9900 Series

2001

HTTP

CommandCentralhost- Discovery and
Hi-Command
management
server managing
the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

Hitachi/Sun
HiCommand

2001

HTTP

CommandCentral Discovery and
host - HiCommand management
server managing
the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

HP EVA

12301

TCP

CommandCentral
host - array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

HP XP

2001

HTTP

CommandCentral Discovery and
host - HiCommand management
server managing
the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

IBM DS4000
(FastT)

5988

HTTP

CommandCentral - SMI-S-based
SMI-S server
managing the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

IBM
DS8000/6000

1750

TCP

CommandCentral
host - array

Device data from DSCLI
inaccessible in CommandCentral

IBM
DS8000/6000

5988

HTTP

CommandCentral - SMI-S-based
SMI-S server
managing the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

IBM Shark

443

TCP

CommandCentral
host - array

ESSCLI-based
discovery and
management

Device data from ESSCLI
inaccessible in CommandCentral

IBM XIV

7778

TCP

CommandCentral
host with XCLI array

XCLI-based
discovery

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

NetApp

80

HTTP over
TCP/IP

CommandCentral ONTAPI discovery
host - host
and SICL-based
performing NetApp monitoring
discovery

SSSU CLI-based
discovery and
management

DSCLI-based
discovery

Impact if blocked

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral
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Table B-2

Ports used by CommandCentral to support storage arrays
(continued)

Vendor/Model Port

Protocol

NetApp

443

HTTPS and CommandCentral ONTAPI discovery
SSL over
host - host
and SICL-based
TCP/IP
performing NetApp monitoring
discovery

NetApp

portmap UDP
111

CommandCentral SICL-based
host - host
monitoring
performing NetApp
discovery

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

StorageTek
(STK)

5988

CommandCentral SMIS-based
host - SMI-S server
managing the array

Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral

HTTP

Initiator Recipient

Purpose

Impact if blocked
Device data inaccessible in
CommandCentral
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Index

Symbols
3PAR arrays
configuration dialogs 81
device setup 81
physical connections 81
SMI-S providers 81

A
AIX LVM explorer 36
application interoperability
EMC PowerPath 16
HP-UX Logical Volume Manager 16
IBM DB2 EE, EEE, and ESE 17
IBM Logical Volume Manager 19
Microsoft Cluster Server 20
Microsoft Exchange 20
Microsoft SQL Server 21
Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager 23
Oracle 24
Sun Volume Manager 30
Sybase adaptive servers 31
Veritas Cluster Server 34
Veritas NetBackup 34
Veritas Volume Manager 35
ZFS 29
array
configuration
IP address usage warning 80
authentication
certificate formats 289–291

B
Brocade and McDATA explorer 275
Brocade switch explorer 274
Brocade switches
configuration dialogs 238
in-band discovery 246
interoperability 231
out-of-band discovery 234–235, 239, 245
physical connections 233

Brocade switches (continued)
SMI-S
software setup requirements 235
zoning license keys 235

C
Celerra
device requirements 85
physical connections 85
XML API Server
starting 86
Celerra explorer 220
Celerra unified storage
device setup 85
explorer 220
XML API
about 85
configuration properties 87
XML API Server
configuring 86
certificate formats 289–291
CIMOMs
default interop namespaces 284
CIMOMTrustStore 287
CIMVAIL explorer 219
Cisco switch explorer 277
Cisco switches
configuration dialogs 254
configuring 248
credential requirements 249
interoperability 247
monitoring 248
out-of-band discovery 248, 254
physical connections 247
security level 249
authNoPriv 250
authPriv 250
NoauthNoPriv 251
subnet 248
Cluster Server interoperability
Microsoft Cluster Server 20
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configuration
array
IP address usage warning 80
configuration dialogs
3PAR arrays 81
Brocade switches 238
Cisco switches 254
DB2 instances 17
Engenio (LSI) arrays 144
ESX servers 76
Exchange servers 21
FalconStor NSS 148
Fujitsu arrays 153
Hitachi arrays 172
HP StorageWorks EVA arrays 167
HP StorageWorks XP arrays 159
IBM DS4000 arrays 178
IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays 190, 192
IBM ESS/Shark arrays 199, 201
IBM SAN volume controllers 182
IBM XIV Storage Systems 204
McDATA switches 260
NEC arrays 207
Oracle instances 27
StorageTek arrays 216
Sybase adaptive servers 31
configuring
Celerra
XML API 86
Celerra XML API
properties 87
connections
Brocade switches 233
Cisco switches 247
EMC CLARiiON arrays 90
McDATA switches 258
Qlogic switches 270
Connectrix switches
interoperability 256
credentials
3PAR arrays 81
Brocade switches 236, 238
Cisco switches 249, 254
DB2 instances 17
Engenio (LSI) arrays 144
FalconStor NSS 148
Fujitsu arrays 153
Hitachi arrays 172
HP StorageWorks EVA arrays 167

credentials (continued)
HP StorageWorks XP arrays 159
IBM DS4000 arrays 178
IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays 190, 192
IBM ESS/Shark arrays 199, 201
IBM SAN volume controllers 182
IBM XIV Storage Systems 204
McDATA switches 260
NEC arrays 207
Oracle instances 27
StorageTek arrays 216
Sybase adaptive servers 31

D
DB2
interoperability 17
DB2 explorer 37
DB2 instances
configuration dialogs 17
DER certificate format 289–290
device setup
3PAR arrays 81
Celerra unified storage 85
EMC CLARiiON arrays 90
EMC Symmetrix arrays 116
Engenio (LSI) arrays 141
FalconStor NSS 148
Fujitsu arrays 152
Hitachi Freedom Storage arrays 170
Hitachi HiCommand arrays 170
HP StorageWorks EVA arrays 165
HP StorageWorks XP arrays 157
IBM DS4000 arrays 177
IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays 186
IBM ESS/Shark arrays 195
IBM SAN volume controllers 181
IBM XIV Storage Systems 204
NEC arrays 206
NetApp unified storage 211
StorageTek arrays 215
DMP explorer 38
DS4000 arrays. See IBM
DS6000 arrays. See IBM
DS8000 arrays. See IBM
DSCLI 188

Index

E
EMC
Celerra 84
CLARiiON arrays
CLI/API verification 103
device setup 90
HBA port groups 95
interoperability 90
physical connections 90
PowerPath
interoperability 16
Symmetrix arrays
composite groups 118
device groups 118
device setup 116
interoperability 115
physical connections 116
Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) 116–117
Volume Logix arrays
interoperability 90
EMC CLARiiON explorer 221
EMC PowerPath explorer 39
EMC Symmetrix explorer 222
Emulex HBAs
interoperability 51
miniport driver 53
Engenio arrays
configuration dialogs 144
device setup 141
physical connections 140
ESSCLI 188, 196
ESX servers
CommandCentral setup requirements 76
discovery overview 71
firewall setup for VirtualCenters 75
guest operating systems
discovery limitations 74
requirements 75
read-only accounts 75
requirements 71
setup requirements 75
EVA array. See HP
Exchange
configuration dialogs 21
interoperability 20
Exchange explorer 40
explorers
AIX LVM explorer 36
Brocade and McDATA explorer 275

explorers (continued)
Brocade switch explorer 274
CIMVAIL explorer 219
Cisco switch explorer 277
DB2 explorer 37
DMP explorer 38
EMC Celerra 220
EMC CLARiiON explorer 221
EMC PowerPath explorer 39
EMC Symmetrix explorer 222
Exchange explorer 40
GS switch explorer 278
HiCommand explorer 223
HP EVA explorer 224
HP LVM explorer 41
IBM DS8000 explorer 225
IBM Shark explorer 226
IBM XIV explorer 227
McDATA switch explorer 279
MS SQL explorer 43
MSCS explorer 42
NetApp explorer 228
Oracle explorer 44
SNMP switch explorer 280
Storage explorer 65
Sun VM explorer 45
Sybase explorer 46
Tape Device explorer 47
VCS explorer 48
VMware explorer 77
VxVM explorer 49
Win LDM explorer 49
Zones explorer 70
EZ Fibre configuration utility 60

F
FalconStor NSS
configuration dialogs 148
device setup 148
interoperability 147
physical connections 148
FastT arrays. See IBM DS4000
Fujitsu
SMI-S providers 152
Fujitsu arrays
configuration dialogs 153
device setup 152
physical connections 152
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G
global zone. See Solaris Zones
GS switch explorer 278
guest operating systems
discovery limitations 74
discovery overview 71
requirements 75

H
hardware configuration.. See interoperability
HBA interoperability
Emulex 51
Hewlett-Packard 57
IBM 58
JNI 58
QLogic 60
HBA port groups 95
Hewlett-Packard. See HP
HiCommand explorer 223
HiCommand Server 170
Hitachi
Freedom Storage arrays
configuration dialogs 172
device setup 170
physical connections 170
HiCommand arrays
configuration dialogs 172
device setup 170
HiCommand Server 170
physical connections 170
LUN Security license 172
Remote Console 172
HP
HP StorageWorks XP arrays
configuration dialogs 159
OpenView Storage Management Appliance 165
Storage System Scripting Utility (SSSU) 165
StorageWorks EVA arrays
configuration dialogs 167
device setup 165
physical connections 164
StorageWorks XP arrays 156
device setup 157
physical connections 156
HP EVA explorer 224
HP HBAs
interoperability 57
HP LVM explorer 41

HP-UX Logical Volume Manager
interoperability 16

I
IBM
DB2 interoperability 17
DS4000 arrays
configuration dialogs 178
device setup 177
interoperability 176
physical connections 177
SMI-S providers 177
DS6000 and DS8000 arrays
configuration dialogs 190, 192
device setup 186
interoperability 185
physical connections 186
DS6000 arrays
DSCLI 188
SMI-S providers 188
DS8000 arrays
DSCLI 188
SMI-S providers 188
ESS arrays
ESSCLI 196
SMI-S providers 196
ESS/Shark arrays
command line interface (ESSCLI) 188, 196
configuration dialogs 199, 201
device setup 195–196
interoperability 194
physical connections 195
IBM SAN volume controllers
configuration dialogs 182
Logical Volume Manager interoperability 19
SAN volume controller
device setup 181
physical connections 181
SMI-S providers 182
SVC arrays
interoperability 180
XIV Storage Systems
configuration dialogs 204
device setup 204
interoperability 203
physical connections 203
XCLI 204
IBM DS8000 explorer 225
IBM DSCLI 188

Index

IBM ESSCLI 196
IBM HBAs
interoperability 58
IBM Shark explorer 226
IBM XIV explorer 227
in-band discovery
Brocade switches 246
McDATA switches 269
QLogic switches 273
interop namespaces 284
interoperability
Brocade switches 231
Cisco switches 247
Connectrix switches 256
EMC Celerra network server 84
EMC CLARiiON storage arrays 90
EMC PowerPath 16
EMC Symmetrix arrays 115
Emulex HBAs 51
Engenio (LSI) arrays 140
FalconStor NSS 147
Hewlett-Packard HBAs 57
Hitachi Freedom Storage arrays 169
Hitachi HiCommand arrays 169
HP StorageWorks EVA arrays 164
HP StorageWorks XP arrays 156
HP-UX Logical Volume Manager 16
IBM arrays 176
IBM DB2 17
IBM DS4000 (FastT) storage arrays 176
IBM DS6000 and DS8000 arrays 185
IBM ESS/Shark arrays 194
IBM HBAs 58
IBM Logical Volume Manager 19
IBM SVC arrays 180
IBM XIV Storage Systems 203
JNI HBAs 58
McDATA switches 256
Microsoft Cluster Server 20
Microsoft Exchange 20
Microsoft SQL Server 21
Microsoft Windows Logical Disk Manager 23
NetApp devices 210
Oracle 24
QLogic HBAs 60
QLogic switches 270
StorageTek arrays 215
Sun Volume Manager 30
Sybase adaptive servers 31

interoperability (continued)
Veritas Cluster Server 34
Veritas NetBackup 34
Veritas Volume Manager 35
ZFS 29
IP address
usage warning in arrays 80

J
JNI HBAs
configuration file 59
EZ Fibre configuration utility 60
interoperability 58

L
LDM 35
Logical Volume Manager
interoperability 19
LSI arrays. See Engenio arrays
LUN masking 94

M
McDATA switch explorer 279
McDATA switches
configuration dialogs 260
in-band discovery 269
interoperability 256
out-of-band discovery 261, 267
physical connections 258
MetaLUN discovery 94
Microsoft
Cluster Server interoperability 20
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